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1. Introduction

”Measurements of the superconducting-to-normal transition in very-small-diameter ...
wires ... suggest that the(ir) low-temperature behavior is dominated by quantummechanical tunneling through the free-energy barrier...”
Nicholas J. Giordano
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1. Introduction

Quantum phase slip in superconducting nanowires
Remarkably, a bulk superconducting wire can transport an electric current without dissipation [Kam11] due to the interaction of electrons forming the well-known Cooper pairs
[BCS57]. Their interaction distance is determined by the material-dependent, superconducting coherence length. All Cooper pairs condense into a common ground state which
is described by the superconducting order parameter, a complex single-valued wave function.
Intuitively, a narrow constriction along the superconducting wire limits the maximum supercurrent which the wire can carry. When the constriction is very small, i. e. it has a
diameter and a length less than the wire’s coherence length, the superconducting current
through the constriction results from coherent tunnelling of Cooper pairs [Tin04]. The
coherent tunnelling is determined by the overlap of the wavefunctions of the two wire
branches. Since this phase coherence amplitude over the constriction is smaller than inside the wire branches, the constriction can form a superconducting weak link obeying the
Josephson relations [Lik79].
A weak-link can also span over a distance that is longer than the coherence length. With its
cross section of the order of the coherence length, it forms a (quais-)one-dimensional superconducting channel [AGZ08]. For a dirty, weak superconductor, the coherence length
is of the order of a few nm. Hence, a weak link made from such a dirty superconductor
has to be narrowed to a few nm in cross-section and forms a nanowire. A system with
reduced dimensions and high intrinsic disorder is usually more aﬀected by ﬂuctuations
which can lead to the loss of phase coherence of the wavefunctions on both sides of the
nanowire. The phase can then change by arbitrary values with an applied voltage. At temperatures much below the superconducting transition temperature of the nanowire, transient quantum ﬂuctuations of the order parameter can reduce the accumulated phase over
the nanowire. However, the single-valuedness of the superconducting order parameter of
the nanowire only allows phase adjustments by multiples of 2𝜋; the nanowire experiences
quantum phase slips (QPS) [AGZ08]. The reduction of phase due to transient QPS means
an appearance of voltage. Hence, the nanowire experiences a resistance in the superconducting state. This dissipative process is caused by incoherent QPS ﬂuctuations.
QPS does not have to be dissipative [BGB04], however. The spatial interference of frequent QPS events at diﬀerent spots along the nanowire can form a coherent superposition
of quantum phase slips [Man+12]. During a QPS event, the superconducting order parameter of the nanowire is reduced to zero which permits tunnelling of magnetic ﬂuxons
across the nanowire. In case of coherent QPS, the nanowire can be considered a QPS junction which allows for coherent tunnelling of ﬂuxons or phase respectively [MN06]. Since
charge and phase are conjugate variables for superconductors, a QPS junction represents
the dual to a Josephson weak link (or junction). From this point of view, QPS junctions
represent a novel building block for superconducting electronics and quantum metrology,
e.g. for quantum current standards [MN06].
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Coherent quantum phase slip observed in experiments
So far, mainly DC transport measurements of superconducting nanowires have been performed, in which the suppression of the superconducting transition for temperatures 𝑇 →
0 have been observed [Gio88; BLT00a; Zgi+08; Leh+12; HZ12]. The appearance of dissipation in superconducting nanowires is a clear signal for incoherent quantum phase slips.
However, the detection of coherent QPS proves to be diﬃcult in DC transport measurements. In an alternative approach, a QPS junction is embedded into a superconducting
loop [MH05]. Due to coherent QPS, the loop can form a two-level system with a superposition of adjacent ﬂuxon states. This is called a QPS ﬂux qubit [MH05]. In such a system
made from an superconducting indium oxide (InOx ) thin ﬁlm, coherent QPS could be observed experimentally for the ﬁrst time in 2012 [Ast+12]. Due to the highly disordered
InOx , superconducting phase coherence is reduced and QPS is favoured. The observation
could be successfully repeated in QPS ﬂux qubits made from highly-disordered superconducting niobium nitride (NbN) thin ﬁlms [Pel+13]. However, the highly-disordered
superconducting ﬁlms utilized to realize QPS ﬂux qubits, especially InOx , proved to be
unstable over time when kept at room temperature. Furthermore, only a qualitative scaling of the coherent phase slip amplitude with nanowire width could have been observed,
so far.

This Work
The goal of this thesis is to study coherent QPS physics in nanowires made from superconducting thin ﬁlms which exhibit high-sheet resistances in their normal conducting state.
Special attention is paid to granular aluminium which has not been used so far in this
context. Granular aluminium can be fabricated with sheet resistances extending across a
wide range from a few 𝛺 to hundreds of k𝛺, and it has been shown to be stable over time
when kept at room temperature [Abe77]. This makes it very promising for QPS devices.
It is compared with niobium nitride which has been shown to be compatible with QPS
experiments as mentioned above. Beginning with the fabrication, characterization and
optimization of granular aluminium thin ﬁlms for the use in QPS devices, a technique is
established to reproducibly fabricate wires from these thin ﬁlms with widths of a few nm.
Such nanowires are embedded into superconducting circuits. These circuits are designed
such that QPS physics in the nanowires can be studied.
In Ch. 2, the theoretical background is discussed which is necessary to understand the
performed experiments. It includes a brief look on superconductivity with a focus on
one-dimensional superconducting systems and the QPS concept. It will be discussed why
disorder is favourable for QPS and which prerequisites have to be fulﬁlled to realize coherent QPS. Attention is drawn to the close relation between QPS and Josephson eﬀect
and to measurement techniques utilized to investigate coherent QPS. Regarding the stability and homogeneity of the superconducting thin ﬁlms, this work investigates sputtered,
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superconducting granular aluminium 𝐴𝑙𝑂x thin ﬁlms as well as atomic layer deposited,
superconducting niobium nitride thin ﬁlms for their applicability for coherent QPS. The
development of the 𝐴𝑙𝑂x sputtering process and the characterization of the 𝐴𝑙𝑂x thin ﬁlm
properties are explained in Ch. 3. Subsequently, the fabrication technique, which was optimized in order to obtain nanowires with dimensions in the several-nm range, is described.
The chapter ﬁnishes with the description of the utilized microwave measurement methods
performed at ultra-low temperatures. In Ch. 4, the experiments are described which are
realized with the developed techniques. The ﬁrst two experiments deal with nanowires
made from superconducting AlOx and NbN which are embedded into superconducting
loops. In a further experiment, the dynamics given by the interference of two nanowires,
which are embedded into a single superconducting loop, is explored.

4
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”The experiment left no doubt that, as far as accuracy of measurement went, the resistance disappeared. At the same time, however, something unexpected occurred. The
disappearance did not take place gradually but abruptly. From 1/500 the resistance
at 4.2 K, it could be established that the resistance had become less than a thousandmillionth part of that at normal temperature. Thus the mercury at 4.2 K has entered a
new state, which, owing to its particular electrical properties, can be called the state
of superconductivity.”
Heike Kamerlingh Onnes

The discovery of superconductivity in 1911 triggered a plethora of theoretical predictions
in the following decades. While many of them have been deeply investigated by successful experiments, some still remain to be explored in greater detail. One of these topics is
the quantum phase slip eﬀect whose investigation is the topic of this thesis.
In Ch. 2, the theoretical background is discussed which is necessary to understand the described experimental results in Ch. 4. After summing up some basics of superconductivity
in Sec. 2.1, which are important for the upcoming experiments, the focus is on the consequence of one-dimensionality on superconductivity in Sec. 2.2. Having introduced the
quantum phase slip (QPS) concept in Sec. 2.2, the attention is drawn to its close relation
to the well-known Josephson eﬀect in Sec. 2.3 and to measurement techniques in Sec. 2.4,
which will be used later on to investigate coherent QPS. Eventually, recent experiments
on quantum phase slip are overviewed in Sec. 2.5 which are linked to the experiments
performed in this thesis.
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2.1. Superconductivity
Superconductivity is the eﬀect fundamental to the experiments presented in this work.
Below, its basic concepts are explained brieﬂy to corroborate the subsequent notions of
quantum phase slips. With the help of textbooks such as [Tin04; Sch97; Lik91], the reader
might deepen the understanding of the basic principles of superconductivity.

2.1.1. Perfect conductivity and diamagnetism
As quoted in the beginning of this chapter, the electrical resistance of mercury - as well
as of other certain materials - drops abruptly to zero below a critical temperature 𝑇c . This
was ﬁrst discovered by H. K. Onnes in 1911 [Kam11]. Henceforth, such materials were
called superconductors. This eﬀect could be theoretically fully explained not until 1957.
J. Bardeen, L. Cooper and J. R. Shrieﬀer [BCS57] postulated that conduction electrons of
opposite spin and momentum form so-called Cooper pairs with zero spin. This is possible
due to the interaction between the electrons and lattice phonons in superconductors. The
maximum length scale over which the pairing can be maintained inside a superconductor
is called superconducting coherence length 𝜉BCS . The energy necessary to break up a
Cooper pair at 𝑇 = 0 is
2𝛥0 ≈ 3.52𝑘B 𝑇c .
(2.1)
Here, 𝛥0 is the superconducting energy gap.
The Cooper pairs obey the Bose-Einstein statistics and can therefore condense into a
macroscopic ground state in case the thermal energy is below 𝑘B 𝑇c . This allows to describe this ground state by a single wave function
𝛹 (⃗𝑟) = √𝑛s 𝑒𝑖𝜙(⃗𝑟) ,

(2.2)

where 𝑛s is the Cooper pair density and 𝜙(⃗𝑟) the phase of the wave function.
Besides this macroscopic quantum phenomenon of ideal conductance, superconductivity
exhibits the remarkable characteristic of ideal diamagnetism. Magnetic ﬁelds can penetrate superconductors above 𝑇c . However, is a superconductor cooled through 𝑇c in nonzero magnetic ﬁeld, it expels the ﬁeld from its core as soon as 𝑇c is reached. This eﬀect
had already been observed by Meißner and Ochsenfeld in 1933 [MO33] and in 1935, F.
and H. London [LL35] were able to phenomenologically describe it with 1
⃗
rot(𝛬𝑗⃗s ) = −𝐵,
where 𝛬 is given by
𝛬=
1

6

Eq. (2.3) is called the 2nd London equation.

𝑚s
𝑛s 𝑒2s

.

(2.3)

(2.4)

2.1. Superconductivity
Here, 𝑚s , 𝑛s and 𝑒s are the mass, density and charge of superconducting charge carriers 2 .
Eq. (2.3) shows clearly that the induced circulating current rot(𝛬𝑗⃗s ) cancels the magnetic
ﬁeld inside the superconductor.
An alternative theoretical description of superconductivity is given by the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory. It had already been derived in 1950 describing the
transition from normal to superconducting state as a second-order phase transition 3 . Introducing an order parameter 𝜓GL which describes the superconducting electrons 4 , the GL
theory expands the free energy in 𝜓GL around a critical value 𝑇 = 𝑇c where the transition
takes place. This leads to the well-known GL diﬀerential equation
2𝑒 ⃗ 2
1 ~
𝛼𝜓 + 𝛽 |𝜓 2 | 𝜓 +
∇
−
𝐴 𝜓 = 0,
2𝑚s ( 𝑖
𝑐 )

(2.5)

where 𝛼, 𝛽 are expansion coeﬃcients, 𝑐 the speed of light and 𝐴⃗ the vector potential. For
the case of no ﬁelds and with a wavefunction normalized to 𝑓 = 𝜓/𝜓∞ 5 , the GL equation
becomes
2
𝜉GL

d2 𝑓
+ 𝑓 − 𝑓 3 = 0,
2
d𝑥
𝜉GL =

(2.6)

~2
.
2𝑚s |𝛼|

Here, 𝜉GL is the GL coherence length which is 𝜉GL = 𝜉BCS for pure materials well below
𝑇c .

2.1.2. Flux quantization in a superconducting loop
Let us consider a superconductor bent to a closed loop and penetrated by a magnetic ﬁeld
at 𝑇 > 𝑇c . As aforementioned, the magnetic ﬁeld gets expelled from the interior of the superconductor when cooled through 𝑇c . Inside the loop, a portion of magnetic ﬁeld freezes
out. The phase accumulated on a path 𝑠⃗ around the loop has to be 𝛥𝜙 = 2𝜋𝑛 due to the
condition that Eq. (2.2) must be single-valued
∮

∇𝜙 𝑑 𝑠⃗ = 2𝜋𝑛.

Using the canonical momentum of a Cooper pair
𝑚
⃗
𝑝⃗ = ~∇𝜙 = s 𝑗⃗s + 2𝑒𝐴,
𝑛s 𝑒

(2.7)

(2.8)

2

𝑒s = 2𝑒 and 𝑚s = 2𝑚e ; the concept of Cooper pairs had not been introduced at that time.
This second-order phase transition concept has been proposed by L. Landau in 1937 and thus is called
Landau theory.
4
Cooper pairs as deﬁned later.
5 2
𝜓∞ = −𝛼/𝛽 > 0.
3
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where 𝑗⃗s = 0 is the supercurrent density inside the superconductor and 𝐴⃗ is the vector
potential, Eq. (2.7) leads to
2𝑒
2𝑒
𝐴⃗ 𝑑 𝑠⃗ = 𝛷,
~ ∮
~
ℎ
𝛷 = 𝑛 = 𝑛𝛷0 .
2𝑒

2𝜋𝑛 =

(2.9)
(2.10)

This means that the frozen ﬂux 𝛷 inside the loop is generated by the supercurrent which
ﬂows at the inner surface of the ring and can only take multiples of 𝛷0 = 2.068×10−15 Vs.
It is therefore called the ﬂux quantum. The ﬂux quantization is hence a direct consequence
of the quantization of the supercurrent and this supercurrent is called persistent current
𝐼p .

2.1.3. Kinetic inductance
Although the magnetic ﬁeld is expelled by a superconductor from its core, it still can
penetrate the superconductor to some amount. The magnetic ﬁeld decays exponentially
from the surface to the core over a length
𝜆L =

𝑚s
,
√ 𝜇0 𝑛s 𝑒s

(2.11)

the so-called London penetration depth. In order to reduce the entered magnetic ﬁeld,
a screening supercurrent starts to ﬂow close to the surface which also falls oﬀ with 𝜆L
from the surface to the center. In a current carrying superconducting wire with a diameter
𝑑 ≪ 𝜆L , the current must circulate near the surface. From this it can be seen that the kinetic
inductance 𝐿kin of the wire which corresponds to the kinetic energy of the supercurrent
charge carriers is
𝐿kin ∝ 𝜆L ,
(2.12)
or in other words, that 𝜆L characterizes the inertia of the superconducting charge carriers.
In electric ﬁelds alternating with frequency 𝜔, conduction electrons are perpetually accelerated and decelerated. Because they are massive particles, their response to a changing
electric ﬁeld is inertial. Within the framework of the Drude model, this is expressed by a
complex conductivity
𝜎(𝜔) = 𝜎1 − 𝑖𝜎2 =

𝑛𝑒2 𝜔𝜏 2
𝑛𝑒2 𝜏
−
𝑖
,
𝑚(1 + 𝜔2 𝜏 2 )
𝑚(1 + 𝜔2 𝜏 2 )

(2.13)

where the kinetic inductance 𝐿kin arises from 𝜎2 . 𝑛 and 𝑒 are density and charge of the
electrons while 𝜏 represents the time scale on which electrons collide with each other. For
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normal conduction electrons with very small 𝜏 6 , frequencies in the range of some GHz the typical frequency range this work deals with - result in a negligible kinetic inductance.
However, for superconducting Cooper pairs, we assume 𝜏s → ∞ giving a signiﬁcant 𝐿kin
contribution.
Using the Mattis-Bardeen formula for a superconducting wire in the limit where ~𝜔 ≪
𝑘B 𝑇c , 𝜎2 can be written as
𝜎2 𝜋𝛥0
=
.
(2.14)
𝜎n
~𝜔
Here, 𝜎n is the normal state conductivity. It can be expressed as 𝜎n = 𝑅−1
 in terms of the
normal state sheet resistance 𝑅 .
Using Eq. (2.1) and 𝐿−1
= 𝜔𝜎2 , Eq. (2.14) leads to
kin,
𝐿kin, = 0.18

~𝑅
.
𝑘B 𝑇 c

(2.15)

𝐿kin, is the sheet kinetic inductance of a superconducting wire.
Eq. (2.15) implies that high kinetic inductances can be achieved by using superconducting wires with large sheet resistances in the normal conducting state. This fact is very
important for this work.

6

�𝑒 ∼ 10−14 s.
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2.2. Superconductivity in one dimension
In the 1960s, an intense theoretical eﬀort was placed on how superconductivity is dependent on the dimensionality of the system. Fluctuations in amplitude or phase of the superconducting order parameter 𝜓 might have an increasing eﬀect in systems with decreasing
dimensionality. 1967, W. A. Little concluded from theoretical considerations that the persistent current in a one-dimensional superconducting loop is not necessarily suppressed by
any ﬂuctuations unless they drive the amplitude of 𝜓 to zero on the complete loop surface
[Lit67]. However, estimating the probability of such ﬂuctuations, he stated that an inﬁnitely sharp superconducting transition can only occur in an inﬁnite three-dimensional
system, while in ﬁnite one dimension, there will be a resistance due to ﬂuctuations even
well below 𝑇c .

2.2.1. Phase slip eﬀect
The condition for a superconducting system to be one-dimensional is that its transverse
dimension is much smaller than its coherence length 𝑑 ≪ 𝜉. Thus from an energetic point
of view, the variation of the superconducting order parameter 𝜓 over the cross section is
forbidden. This is expressed by
𝜓 = |𝜓(𝑥)| e𝑖𝜙(𝑥) .

(2.16)

Plotting 𝜓 in the complex plane along the wire axis 𝑥 shows helices with complete phase
turns of 2𝜋 (see Fig. 2.1a). As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2, the phase diﬀerence 𝜙 must be a
multiple of 2𝜋 due to the single-valuedness of Eq. (2.16) which is a stationary solution of
the GL equation Eq. (2.5) representing a supercurrent in the wire at zero voltage.
The occurence of a voltage means a change of the phase diﬀerence 𝜑 = 𝜙1 − 𝜙2 between
= 2𝑒
𝑉 (see Eq. (2.38)). As shown in Fig. 2.1b, phase ﬂuctuations
the ends of the wire d𝜑
d𝑡
~
as described in the beginning of this section force the amplitude of the order parameter
𝜓 to zero at a spot along the wire. After re-establishing, 𝜓 has lost a phase turn of 2𝜋;
one says the phase slipped by 2𝜋 (see Fig. 2.1c). The annihilation of turns of the helix
by such a phase slip process can maintain a steady state at zero voltage if the ﬂuctuations
happen at a rate that is equal to the one of adding turns. The energy added by the voltage is
dissipated in heat and cannot be used to accelerate the Cooper pairs. 𝜑 increases with the
applied voltage and can be imagined as a wrap of phase along 𝑥. Adding phase turns of
2𝜋 tightens the helix until the critical current of the wire is reached and superconductivity
gets suppressed.
J. S. Langer and V. Ambegaokar considered two uniform solutions Eq. (2.16) representing
neighbouring numbers of phase turns and derived the lowest free energy barrier between
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a

Im 𝜓

Im 𝜓

c
x

x

|𝜓|
Re 𝜓

Re 𝜓

n=7

n=6
b

Im 𝜓

|𝜓| → 0

x

𝜉
Re 𝜓
Figure 2.1: The superconducting order parameter 𝜓 plotted in the complex plane along
the wire axis x. Each turn of the helix represents a phase change by 2𝜋 . a Before the event
of a phase slip, the wire carries n phase turns (here n = 7). b During the phase slip event,
the amplitude of the order parameter |𝜓 | ﬂuctuates to zero. A voltage drop occurs over
the wire and thus the wire becomes resistive. c After re-establishing superconductivity, the
nanowire only carries n-1 phase turns (here n = 6).

these two 7 [LA67]. As a result, the change in free-energy at this saddle-point is
𝛥𝐹 ∝ 𝜉,

(2.17)

where 𝜉 is the superconducting coherence length. Thus, at least on a length scale of 𝜉
the phase coherence has to be disturbed to suppress superconductivity. The probability
to observe a resistance in a one-dimensional superconductor is linked to the question at
which rate 𝛤 such ﬂuctuations happen
𝛥𝐹 (𝑇 )
𝛤 (𝑇 ) = 𝛺(𝑇 ) exp −
.
( 𝑘B 𝑇 )

(2.18)

Here, 𝛺(𝑇 ) is a temperature-dependent prefactor called attempt frequency, 𝛥𝐹 (𝑇 ) the free
energy increment Eq. (2.17) and 𝑘B the Boltzmann constant.
D. E. McCumber and B. I. Halperin reﬁned the LA concept by utilizing the time-dependent
GL theory and derived the prefactor of Eq. (2.18) to be [MH70]
1/2
√3 𝐿 1
𝛥𝐹
𝛺(𝑇 ) = 3/2
.
𝜉 𝜏r ( 𝑘B 𝑇 )
2𝜋

(2.19)

The fact that 𝛺(𝑇 ) scales with the ratio of wire length 𝐿 and coherence length 𝜉 sustains
the concept Eq. (2.17) that the ﬂuctuations take place on a length scale of 𝜉. 1/𝜏r is the
7

Their theory of phase slips is correspondingly called LA theory.
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superconducting relaxation rate in the GL theory. The beauty of this LAMH theory 8 is
that it agreed well with the resistance measurements of e.g. Newbower et al. [NBT72] in
superconducting tin ﬁlaments close to 𝑇c . According to Eq. (2.18), the theory predicts an
exponentially decreasing phase slip rate for temperatures decreasing from 𝑇c with vanishing phase slip probability well below 𝑇c . This can be understood due to the validity of GL
theory around 𝑇 = 𝑇c and shows that it deals with thermally activated phase slips (TAPS).
It predicts a temperature dependent resistance
ℎ𝑅q
𝑅TAPS, LAMH (𝑇 ) =
𝛤 (𝑇 )
𝑘B 𝑇 QPS
√3 ℎ𝑅q 1 𝐿 𝛥𝐹 1/2
𝛥𝐹 (𝑇 )
=
exp
−
.
(2.20)
( 𝑘B 𝑇 )
2𝜋 3/2 𝑘B 𝑇 𝜏r 𝜉 ( 𝑘B 𝑇 )
In 2008, G. S. Golubev and A. Zaikin reanalyzed the TAPS problem by means of an eﬀective action approach [GZ08] 9 which leads to a rate 𝛤 that exceeds the one in Eq. (2.18) by a
factor of (1−𝑇 /𝑇c )−1 . It predicts a temperature-dependent resistance of a one-dimensional
wire below 𝑇c given as
𝑅TAPS, GZ (𝑇 ) ≈ 17

𝑇c
𝐿
𝛥𝐹
𝛥𝐹
𝑅q
exp −
.
√
( 𝑘B 𝑇 )
𝑇
𝜉(𝑇 ) 𝑘B 𝑇

(2.21)

𝑅q = ℎ/(4e2 ) ≈ 6.45 k𝛺 is the quantum resistance. The general behaviour of an exponential decay of resistance with temperature is preserved.

2.2.2. Quantum phase slip (QPS)
In 1988, by measuring the resistance 𝑅 of indium nanowires versus temperature, N. Giordano made the observation that 𝑅 does not decrease exponentially for 𝑇 ≪ 𝑇c [Gio88].
Because the thermal energy is not suﬃcient to activate phase slips, he drew the conclusion that the reason for this persisting resistance must be macroscopic quantum tunnelling
(MQT) of the superconducting order parameter, and thus the process is called quantum
phase slip (QPS). Instead of a thermally activated passage over the free-energy barrier
Eq. (2.17), the order parameter tunnels through it. Giordano assumed that the energy
which is therefore needed comes from quantum or ”zero-point” ﬂuctuations. Thus, he
adapted the LAMH theory for QPS by replacing the thermal energy 𝑘B 𝑇 by the zero-point
energy ~/𝜏r in regard to A. O. Caldeira and A. J. Leggett [CL81]
~
𝛤QPS, G (𝑇 ) = 𝛺QPS (𝑇 ) exp −𝛼 𝛥𝐹 (𝑇 ) ,
( 𝜏r
)
𝛺QPS, G (𝑇 ) =
8
9

1/2
√3 𝐿 𝜏r
𝛥𝐹
(𝑇
)
.
)
(
2𝜋 3/2 𝜉 ~

Extension of the LA theory by McCumber and Halperin and therefore called LAMH theory.
A detailed explanation of this technique can be found in [Ott+99].
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(2.22)
(2.23)

2.2. Superconductivity in one dimension
𝛼 was added as an unknown ﬁtting parameter. This leads to an expression for the resistance
𝜋
𝛽 𝑅q 2𝜋 𝜏r 𝛤QPS (𝑇 )
√3
1/2
𝐿 𝜏
~
= 𝛽 𝑅q ( r 𝛥𝐹 (𝑇 )) exp −𝛼 𝛥𝐹 (𝑇 ) ,
(
)
𝜉 ~
𝜏r

𝑅QPS, G (𝑇 ) =

(2.24)

which agreed well with the measured data. 𝛽 is like 𝛼 an unknown ﬁtting parameter.
Although there was some scepticism in Giordano’s ﬁndings in the following years, a resistance well below 𝑇c could be conﬁrmed for superconducting nanowires by diﬀerent
experiments [BLT00b; Lau+01]. Already in 1989, S. Saito and Y. Murayama [SM89a;
SM89b] worked out an eﬀective action approach for an exact microscopic description of
the quantum tunnelling in superconducting nanowires which was later revised by Zaikin
et al. [Zai+97]. Examining inﬂuences of ﬁelds and dissipation carefully, the QPS rate and
resistance become
𝑅q 𝐿
𝛤QPS, GZ = 𝛺QPS, GZ exp −𝛼GZ
,
(
𝑅n 𝜉 )
𝛺QPS, GZ = 𝛽GZ

2
𝛥 𝑅q 𝐿
,
~ 𝑅n ( 𝜉 )

𝑅QPS, GZ = 𝛽GZ 2𝜋

𝑅2q

2
𝑅q 𝐿
𝐿
exp −𝛼GZ
.
(
𝑅n ( 𝜉 )
𝑅n 𝜉 )

(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)

Due to very small electron mean free paths 𝑙 in the nanowires, the typical QPS length
scale was assumed to be 𝜉 ≈ √𝑙𝜉BCS ≪ 𝜉BCS , thus on the order of 10 nm for typical
superconducting ﬁlms used in experiments. Introducing the normal conducting resistance
over a coherence length 𝑅𝜉 = 𝑅n 𝜉/𝐿, Eq. (2.27) reads
𝑅QPS, GZ

𝑅2q 𝐿
𝑅q
= 𝛽GZ 2𝜋
exp −𝛼GZ
.
(
𝑅𝜉 𝜉
𝑅𝜉 )

(2.28)

Eq. (2.26) - Eq. (2.28) point out that the probability for quantum tunnelling rises with an
increasing normal conducting resistance 𝑅n comparable to the kinetic inductance of a superconducting wire as shown in Sec. 2.1.3. In particular, the ratio between 𝑅n and the
quantum resistance 𝑅q = 6.45 k𝛺 quantiﬁes the QPS manifestation in superconducting
nanowires. This indicates that highly disordered superconducting ﬁlms with sheet resistances in the k𝛺 range are required for QPS rates in the GHz regime which is in the focus
of this work. This is discussed in detail in Sec. 3.1.
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Wire inhomogeneities
In all aforementioned derivations of QPS rates, the nanowires are assumed homogeneous
regarding their wire width. Various methods have been utilized to fabricate homogeneous
wires [RB03; RB05; Mil+14; Mor+14; Bur+17] and the results show that variations in
width along typical nanowires can be on the order of 10 − 20 %. Thus in 2012, M. Vanevic
and Y. V. Nazarov [VN12] examined the question how strong inhomogeneity inﬂuences
the QPS rate. Since they deal with coherently driven QPS 10 , they use the term quantum
amplitude 𝐸s 11 rather than calling it a rate 𝛤QPS of single events. In their model, the
nanowire remains an ultra-thin wire with width 𝑑 ≪ 𝜉 and length 𝐿 ≫ 𝜉 into which a
weak inhomogeneity or link is embedded. This link models a variation in the wire width
which extends over a length 𝑙 ≪ 𝜉. This implies that the complete system has to fulﬁl
the conditions that the resistance and inductance of the wire must not be dominated by
the weak link. Otherwise, the dynamics of this contact between two superconductors is
dominated by the interference of the two superconducting wavefunctions on both sides
and can be described as a weak link Josephson junction (see Sec. 2.3.2).
For ”short” (dissipative) wires as well as for ”long” (superconducting) wires with a weak
link constituting a slightly higher local resistance, 𝐸s is dominated by the weak link and
not by the wire. This is intuitively reasonable since 𝐸s depends exponentially on the wire
width. In both cases, the total QPS amplitude for a nanowire containing several weak links
with spatial extension of 𝑙c = 3.43 𝜉 and length 𝐿 is derived as
𝐸s, VN = 0.32 𝛥

𝑅q 𝐿
𝑅q
exp −0.36
,
(
√ 𝑅𝜉 𝜉
𝑅𝜉 )

(2.29)

with the superconducting energy gap 𝛥 (see Eq. (2.1)). It is argued that going to one of the
two mentioned regimes, it should be easier to control the QPS amplitude by only varying
the width of the weak link or constriction, respectively.

10
11

This will be discussed in detail in Sec. 2.5.
Sec. 2.3 reveals the relation between 𝐸s and 𝐸J in Josephson junctions.
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2.3. Quantum phase slip and Josephson eﬀect
The tunnelling of the superconducting order parameter at 𝑇 ≪ 𝑇c causing a quantum
phase slip of 2𝜋 can be considered dual to the tunneling of a Cooper pair in a Josephson
junction (JJ) since phase and charge are conjugate quantum variables for a superconductor.
As ﬁrstly suggested by Büchler et al. [BGB04], sequential QPS can be coherent. In 2006,
J. E. Mooij and Y. V. Nazarov theoretically worked out the exact duality between coherent
QPS (cQPS) and Josephson tunnelling [MN06]. By this, they proposed a new junction
type dual to the Josephson junction, which subsequently will be called quantum phase
slip junction (QPSJ). With the canonical transformation of charge and phase operators
(−𝜑/2𝜋,
̂
2𝜋 𝑞)̂ QPSJ ↔ (𝑞,̂ 𝜑)̂ JJ ,

(2.30)

it is possible to transfer a QPSJ-based system into a JJ-based system as will be shown in
the following.

2.3.1. Quantum phase slip junction
In a quantum phase slip junction, two superconducting leads are connected via a nanowire
with width 𝑑 ≪ 𝜉 and length 𝐿 ≫ 𝜉 (see Fig. 2.2).
a

b

Im 𝜓

superconductor

superconductor
L≫𝜉

Re 𝜓

x
Figure 2.2: a Two superconducting electrodes (blue) connected by a superconducting
nanowire forming a quantum phase slip (QPS) junction (not to scale). The amplitudes of
the two superconducting wavefunctions do not overlap over the the nanowire because its
length is bigger than the coherence length L ≫ 𝜉 . Under this condition, quantum phase slips
can happen. The spiral represents the superconducting phase turns over the nanowire. b
In an electrical circuit, a QPS junction is represented by a diamond with a bar.

Since the nanowire may carry a current or serve as a conducting channel between the leads,
it forms an inductor and can be characterized by its inductive energy
𝐸L =

𝛷02
2𝐿

,

(2.31)
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with the magnetic ﬂux quantum 𝛷0 and the wire inductance 𝐿. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2,
due to its one-dimensionality in regard to its coherence length, the nanowire forms a free
energy barrier through which the superconducting order parameter can tunnel. This is
characterized by the phase slip energy 𝐸s . Hence, 𝐸s and 𝐸L determine the dynamics of
a QPSJ.
The voltage over the junction depends on the charge diﬀerence 𝑄 of the two superconducting leads and is given by
𝑄
𝑉 = 𝑉c sin 2𝜋
.
( 2𝑒 )

(2.32)

Here, 𝑉c is called the critical voltage, thus the maximum voltage which can be applied to
the junction. This critical voltage is directly proportional to the phase slip energy 𝐸s ,
𝑉c =

2𝜋
𝐸,
2𝑒 s

(2.33)

since phase slips change the number of phase turns over the wire and the voltage, respectively.
The evolution of the charge with time manifests as current 𝐼 carried by the junction,
d𝑄
= 𝐼.
d𝑡
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2.3.2. Josephson junction
In a SIS Josephson junction (JJ), two superconductors (S) are separated by a thin 12 insulating (I) barrier which forms a weak link between the two ”strong” superconductors
(see Fig. 2.3). In 1962, B. D. Josephson postulated the possibility of tunnelling of Cooper
pairs as well as normal electrons through such weak links when they are superconducting
[Jos62]. This quantum tunnelling process becomes feasible because the amplitudes of the
superconducting wavefunctions on both sides of the barrier decrease exponentially over
the barrier (see Fig. 2.3).
a

|𝜓|

b
superconductor

barrier

|𝜓1 |2

superconductor

|𝜓2 |2

x
Figure 2.3: a Two superconducting electrodes (blue) separated by an isolating barrier (red)
forming a Josephson junction (not to scale). The amplitudes of the two superconducting
wavefunctions |𝜓|1,2 2 decay exponentially over the barrier (dashed lines). Their overlap
(grey) provides coupling between them. b In an electrical circuit, a Josephson junction is
represented by a cross referring to its non-linear current properties.

Since the sandwich formed of two superconductors separated by a thin insulating layer
forms a parallel plate capacitor, it can be characterized by its charging energy
𝐸C =

(2𝑒)2
.
2𝐶

(2.35)

Since the barrier is thin enough to allow for an overlap of the wavefunctions, they can interfere with each other. This gives a probability for Cooper pairs on one side of the junction
to exist also on the other side. The resulting Cooper pair tunnelling is characterized by the
Josephson energy 𝐸J . Hence, 𝐸J and 𝐸C determine the dynamics of a JJ.
The supercurrent through the junction is determined by the phase diﬀerence 𝜑 = 𝜙1 − 𝜙2
of the two superconducting wavefunctions and is given by the DC Josephson eﬀect
𝐼s = 𝐼c sin(𝜑).

(2.36)

Here, 𝐼c is the so-called critical current, thus the maximum current a Josephson junction
can carry without dissipation. 𝐼c depends on the energy gaps of the two superconductors
12

The thickness is on the order of a few nm.
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and the normal state resistance of the barrier and is directly proportional to the Josephson
energy 𝐸J
2𝜋
𝐼c =
𝐸.
(2.37)
𝛷0 J
The AC Josephson eﬀect describes the relation between the time evolution of the phase
diﬀerence 𝜑 and the voltage 𝑉 across the junction
d𝜑 2𝑒
2𝜋
= 𝑉 =
𝑉,
d𝑡
~
𝛷0
where 𝛷0 is the aforementioned ﬂux quantum.

(2.38)

13

Except by an insulating barrier as in a the superconductor - insulator - superconductor
(SIS) junction, the separation of the two superconductors can be realized either by a normal
conducting barrier forming a superconductor - normalconductor - superconductor (SNS)
or by a very short and narrow bridge which forms a weak link junctions.
The junctions can also be classiﬁed into tunnel(-type) junctions and non-tunnel(-type) or
direct conducting junctions. Then, SIS junctions belong to the ﬁrst type while SNS and
weak link junctions are of the second type. Eq. (2.36) and Eq. (2.38) are valid for all types
of Josephson junctions.

SNS junctions

In a SNS junction, the two superconductors are interrupted by a normal conducting layer
forming a conducting and not a tunnel link. The reason why the superconducting wavefunctions from both sides can interfere even over a normal conducting gap is their ability to
maintain their amplitude and phase inside the gap. Of course, the superconducting phase
coherence gets destroyed inside the normalconductor but not instantaneously at the boundary. The eﬀect that Cooper pairs can penetrate into a normalconductor on a length scale
of 𝜉N (coherence length in the normalconductor) is called proximity eﬀect. Depending on
the properties of the normal conducting ﬁlm, 𝜉N can be up to 1 𝜇m and hence a normal
conducting barrier can be much longer than an insulating one.

Weak link junctions

Josephson’s theoretical considerations were originally motivated by the idea of quantum
mechanical tunnelling of electrons from one superconductor to another through a nonconducting barrier layer. Nowadays, it is understood that the eﬀects that Josephson derived
from his considerations are more generally valid. As soon as two strong superconductors
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|𝜓|

superconductor

|𝜓1 |2

weak link

superconductor

L≪𝜉

|𝜓2 |2

x
Figure 2.4: Two superconductors are weakly linked by a superconducting bridge. The
length L of the link has to be smaller than the superconducting coherence length 𝜉 in order
to get an overlap of the superconducting wavefunctions 𝜓 1,2 .

are connected by a weak link, the eﬀects occur. The weak link can be realized in diﬀerent
ways. Here, the focus is on weak links as shown in Fig. 2.4.
The very short and narrow bridge 14 linking the two superconductors is assumed to be
one-dimensional with a length 𝐿 ≪ 𝜉. In such a junction the Josephson eﬀect occurs due
to a spatial inhomogeneity in the superconducting state which is caused by the bridge. The
GL theory introduced in Sec. 2.1.1 is particularly useful to describe such a situation. Only
for the aforementioned condition of 𝐿 ≪ 𝜉, the ﬁrst term in Eq. (2.6) dominates which
leads to d2 𝑓 /d𝑥2 = 0. In order to solve this, we use
𝑓 (𝑥) = 1 −

𝑥 𝑥 𝑖𝜑
+ 𝑒 .
𝐿 𝐿

(2.39)

Using this ansatz, it can be shown that the current through the weak link junction is also
given by Eq. (2.36) with the critical current proportional to the ratio of cross section 𝐴
and length 𝐿, 𝐼c ∝ 𝐴/𝐿. With Eq. (2.39), the spatial dependence of the amplitude of the
normalized order parameter 𝑓 at the center of the bridge can be expressed as
|𝑓 |2 = cos2 (𝜑/2).

(2.40)

According to the second Josephson equation Eq. (2.38), the phase diﬀerence 𝜑 increases
with increasing applied voltage 𝑉 . For a Dayem bridge-like weak-link junction, this means
an oscillation of the amplitude |𝑓 |2 .

13
14

Eq. (2.36) and Eq. (2.38) are also called ﬁrst and second Josephson equation.
also called Dayem bridge.
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2.3.3. Duality
Subsequently, the duality between QPSJ-based and JJ-based systems will be derived for
diﬀerent energetic regimes.

”Strong” tunnelling

𝐸s ≫ 𝐸L

vs.

𝐸J ≫ 𝐸C

In case of strong tunnelling where the phase slip energy is much bigger than the inductive energy of the junction, the quantum phase slip junction is in its charge regime. In
order to understand the charge dynamics of such a junction, an equivalent circuit of a
voltage-biased serial connection of a phase slip wire, inductance 𝐿 and resistance 𝑅 (see
Fig. 2.5a) is considered [Moo+15]. This leads to a diﬀerential equation of the voltage
over the system
𝑉

= 𝑉 1 + 𝑉2 + 𝑉3 ,
𝑄
d𝑄
d2 𝑄
= 𝑉c sin 2𝜋
+𝑅
+𝐿 2 ,
( 2𝑒 )
dt
dt
= 𝑉c sin (2𝜋𝑞) + 2𝑒 𝑅

d2 𝑞
d𝑞
+ 2𝑒 𝐿 2 .
dt
dt

(2.41)

where 𝑞 = 𝑄/2𝑒 is the charge 𝑄 normalized in respect to a Cooper pair charge of 2𝑒. 𝑉1 ,
𝑉2 and 𝑉3 are the voltages over the diﬀerent elements (see Fig. 2.5a).
Comparing this with the diﬀerential equation of a pendulum, one can describe the charge
dynamics of a quantum phase slip junction with a particle of mass
𝑚 = (2𝑒)2 𝐿

(2.42)

moving in a potential
𝑈 (2𝜋𝑞) = 𝐸s
𝐸s =

𝑉
− 2𝜋𝑞 − cos(2𝜋𝑞) ,
( 𝑉c
)

2e
𝑉.
2𝜋 c

(2.43)
(2.44)

The damping of the charge dynamics can be expressed by the parameter Eq. (2.49)
2

𝑅q
𝐸
𝑉 𝐿
𝛽L = 2𝜋 c 2 = 2𝜋 2 s
.
2e 𝑅
𝐸L ( 𝑅 )
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R
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I

I
iii

iii
Ic
ii

ii

i

i
Vc
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Figure 2.5: a A QPS junction (QPSJ) connected in series with a resistance R and an inductance L. The voltage V distributes over the diﬀerent circuit elements (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 ). b A
Josephson junction (JJ) shunted by a resistance R and a capacitance C. The current I splits
up into I1 , I2 and I3 (see Eq. (2.46)) obeying Kirchhoﬀ’s current law. c Current-voltage characteristic of the voltage-biased QPS circuit shown in a. There is no current ﬂowing through
the junction for increasing applied voltage until a critical voltage V c is reached and the
junction becomes resistive. For more details on stages i, ii and iii please refer to the text. d
Current-voltage characteristic of the current-biased Josephson junction circuit shown in b.
There is no voltage drop over the junction for increasing current until a critical current Ic is
reached and the junction becomes resistive. For more details on stages i, ii and iii please
refer to the text.

In Fig. 2.5c, the current vs voltage (IV) curve of a quantum phase slip junction in the
regime 𝐸s ≫ 𝐸L is shown.
i For an increasing bias voltage 𝑉 , there is no current through the nanowire. Phase
turns added by the applied voltage are canceled out by quantum phase slips. Thus,
the applied energy is completely dissipated (see Fig. 2.5c). The junction is in the
isolating regime.
ii When the bias voltage reaches the critical voltage of the junction 𝑉 = 𝑉c , the Cooper
pairs break up and a current starts to ﬂow (see Fig. 2.5c) due to current transport
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by electrons. The critical voltage is the point at which the rate of phase turns that
are added by applying a voltage is equal to the rate of removing phase turns due to
quantum phase slips.
iii The slope in the IV characteristic for bias voltages 𝑉 = 𝑉c (see Fig. 2.5c) represents
the ohmic behavior of the junction because here the current is carried by electrons,
i.e. the junction is in the normal conducting regime.
For a Josephson junction, strong tunnelling means that its Josephson energy is larger than
its charging energy. Then, the junction is in its phase regime. To describe the phase
dynamics of such a Josephson junction, the resistively and capacitively shunted junction
(RCSJ) model is commonly used. As depicted in Fig. 2.5b, the equivalent circuit of a
current-biased Josephson junction contains a junction shunted by a resistance 𝑅 and a capacitance 𝐶. Applying Kirchhoﬀ’s current law, the system current consists of the currents
ﬂowing through the three components of the circuit
𝐼 = 𝐼 1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼3
𝛷0 d2 𝜑
1 𝛷0 d𝜑
= 𝐼c sin(𝜑) +
+𝐶
(2.46)
.
𝑅 2𝜋 dt
2𝜋 dt2
Comparing this diﬀerential equation with the one of a pendulum, one can describe the
phase dynamics of a Josephson junction with a particle of mass
𝛷0 2
𝑚=𝐶
( 2𝜋 )

(2.47)

moving in a potential

𝐼
𝜑 − cos(𝜑)).
𝐼c
The phase damping can be expressed by the Steward-McCumber parameter
2e
𝛽c = 𝐼c 𝑅2 𝐶.
~
𝑈 (𝜑) = 𝐸J (−

(2.48)

(2.49)

The typical current-voltage (IV) characteristics of the described Josephson junction can
be seen in Fig. 2.5d.
i For an increasing bias current 𝐼, there is no voltage drop over the junction. All electrons are condensed into Cooper pairs which carry the complete current according
to Eq. (2.36) (see Fig. 2.5d). The junction is in the superconducting regime.
ii When the bias current reaches the critical current of the junction 𝐼 = 𝐼c , the Cooper
pairs break up and a voltage drop occurs (see Fig. 2.5d) due to current transport by
electrons.
iii The slope in the IV characteristic for bias currents 𝐼 > 𝐼c (see Fig. 2.5d) represents
the ohmic behaviour of the junction because here the current is carried by electrons,
i.e. that the junction is in the normal conducting regime.
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”Weak” tunnelling

𝐸s ≪ 𝐸L

vs.

𝐸J ≪ 𝐸C

In the opposite energetic regime of weak tunnelling, the duality between quantum phase
slip and Josephson junctions can be nicely seen by comparing the dynamics of the socalled quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) which was proposed by J. E. Mooij and
C. J. P. M. Harmans in 2005 [MH05] with the dynamics of the well-known Josephson
junction based Cooper pair box (CPB).
The QPSFQ is made from a superconducting loop in which the magnetic ﬁeld is quantized
in discrete numbers of magnetic ﬂux quanta as described in Sec. 2.1.2. The number of ﬂux
quanta inside the loop cannot change unless a quantum phase slip junction is embedded
into the loop (see Fig. 4.6a). It allows ﬂuxoids to tunnel in and out of the loop any time
a phase slip reduces the superconducting order parameter to zero. In a QPSFQ, the phase
slip energy 𝐸s of the embedded nanowire is smaller than the total inductive energy 𝐸L of
the system where 𝐿tot = 𝐿loop + 𝐿wire . Thus, the energy spectrum of a QPSFQ versus an
externally applied magnetic ﬂux 𝛷 or frustration 𝑓 = 𝛷/𝛷0 is determined by the quadratic
dependence of 𝐸L on 𝛷 as given by the parabolas in Fig. 4.6c. Each parabola represents
a certain number of ﬂuxoids in the loop. The fact that the phase slip junction acts as a
ﬂux shuttle and allows for a change of the ﬂuxoid number in the loop is represented in
the energy spectrum as lifting of the degeneracy of adjacent ﬂuxoid states at half-integer
values of the frustration 𝑓 (see Fig. 4.6c). As a result, the system behaves as a two-level
system or qubit with a ground |0⟩ and an excited state |1⟩. Consecutive ﬂuxoid states cause
persistent currents in the loop with opposite direction and they are coherently coupled by
QPS. The amplitude of this coherent coupling is 𝐸s given by Eq. (2.29). The Hamiltonian
which represents a QPSFQ is
𝐻QPSFQ =

∑
𝑁

𝐸L (𝑓 − 𝑁)2 |𝑁⟩⟨𝑁| −

𝐸s
(|𝑁 + 1⟩⟨𝑁| + |𝑁⟩⟨𝑁 + 1|),
2 ∑
𝑁

(2.50)

where 𝑁 is the number of ﬂux quanta in the loop. Therewith, the phase slip junction is
here in its phase regime.
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Figure 2.6: a Electrical circuit of the quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ). The number N
of ﬂuxoids (𝛷0 ) in the superconducting loop with inductance L and embedded QPS junction
QPSJ can only change in discrete numbers under external ﬂux bias. b Electrical circuit of
the Cooper pair box (CPB). The number N of Cooper pairs (2e) on the island (red) formed by
gate capacitor C and the Josephson junction JJ can only change in discrete numbers under
bias of the gate voltage V. c QPSFQ energy spectrum for N = -1, 0, +1 ﬂuxoids in the loop
(dashed parabolas) as a function of magnetic frustration f = 𝛷/𝛷0 . The QPS tunnelling
Es lifts the degeneracy at half-integer values of f. d CPB energy spectrum for N = -1, 0,
+1 Cooper pairs on the island (dashed parabolas) as a function of oﬀset gate charge Ng =
CV/2e in units of 2e. The Josephson tunnelling EJ lifts the degeneracy at half-integer values
of Ng . c+d In both cases, coherent tunnelling creates a two-level system with a ground
state |0⟩ (blue) and an excited state |1⟩ (red).

The Josephson junction based dual of a QPSFQ for weak tunnelling is the Cooper pair box
(CPB) as it is shown on Fig. 4.6b. In a CPB, a charge island (red in Fig. 4.6b) is formed
between a gate capacitor with capacitance 𝐶 and the Josephson junction which serves as
connection to a superconducting reservoir. Weak tunnelling is realized when the Josephson energy 𝐸J is smaller than the charging energy 𝐸C where the total capacitance is given
by the gate and the junction capacitance 𝐶 = 𝐶J + 𝐶gate . The number of Cooper pairs
on the island cannot change unless the Josephson junction allows for tunnelling of Cooper
pairs from the reservoir to the island and vice versa. Then, the number of Cooper pairs
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on the island can be controlled by the gate voltage 𝑉 or the gate oﬀset charge 𝑁g , respectively. The energy spectrum of the system is determined by the quadratic dependence of
the charging energy on 𝑁g (see dashed parabolas in Fig. 2.7d). The parabolas represent
certain numbers of Cooper pairs on the island. The tunnelling of Cooper pairs through the
Josephson junction results in a lifting of the degeneracy of adjacent Cooper pair states at
half-integer values of 𝑁g by 𝐸J (see Fig. 4.6d). This results in the formation of a two-level
system or qubit, respectively, with ground and excited state |0⟩, |1⟩. The CPB energy can
be expressed by the Hamiltonian
𝐻CPB =

∑
𝑁

𝐸c (𝑁g − 𝑁)2 |𝑁⟩⟨𝑁| −

𝐸J
(|𝑁 + 1⟩⟨𝑁| + |𝑁⟩⟨𝑁 + 1|),
2 ∑
𝑁

(2.51)

where 𝑁 now represents the number state of Cooper pairs on the island. Therefore, the
Josephson junction is in its charge regime. It can nicely be seen that Eq. (2.51) is the dual
of Eq. (2.50).
In Fig. 2.7, all important properties of the duality between Josephson und quantum phase
slip junctions are displayed together.
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2.4. Measuring coherent quantum phase slip
A possibility to investigate coherent quantum phase slip in experiment is to borrow wellknown techniques from quantum electrodynamics (QED). QED deals with the interaction
between matter and light. In cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED), the interaction of
interest is between single atoms and single electromagnetic ﬁeld modes. These modes
come from electromagnetic ﬁelds conﬁned in cavities which can be expressed by quanta
of the electromagnetic ﬁeld called photons.
In 2004, A. Blais et al. proposed an implementation of cQED in a superconducting electrical circuit; therefore called circuit QED (cQED) [Bla+04]. In such a circuit, the electromagnetic ﬁeld is quantized in ﬁeld modes of a superconducting resonator. Typically,
these resonators are designed to resonate in the lower GHz or microwave regime. Thus,
the electromagnetic ﬁeld is quantized into photons with microwave energies what is called
microwave photons. The single natural atoms are replaced with artiﬁcial systems designed
and made from superconducting circuits. The goal is to couple microwave photons from
the resonator to quantized excitations of the artiﬁcial atom. Such an artiﬁcial atom can be
the quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit as described in Sec. 2.3.3.

2.4.1. Quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit
Designed to be in the phase or ﬂux regime, the only relevant degree of freedom of a quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) is the number 𝑁 of ﬂuxoids in the loop. As shown in
Fig. 4.6a, c, quantum phase slip leads to tunneling of ﬂuxoids into and out of the loop. This
creates a superposition of adjacent ﬂuxoid states |𝑁⟩ and |𝑁 + 1⟩ at half-integer values
of the magnetic frustration 𝑓 . Restricting the system on only one adjacent pair of ﬂuxoid
states describes a two-level system. These states are the clockwise and counter-clockwise
circulating persistent current states in the loop which generate a magnetic ﬁeld in the zdirection. Projecting the QPSFQ Hamiltonian Eq. (2.50) on these two states provides the
matrix representation
1
1
𝐸 (2𝑓 − 1)𝜎̃z − 𝐸s 𝜎̃x ,
𝐻̃ QPSFQ =
2 L
2
1
(2𝐼 𝛷 (𝑓 − 1/2)𝜎̃z − 𝐸s 𝜎̃x ),
=
2 p 0
=

(2.52)
(2.53)

−𝐸s
1 2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2)
.
−𝐸s
−2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2))
2(

where 𝜎̃x,z are the Pauli operators in the persistent current basis and 𝐸L is expressed by
the persistent current 𝐼p , the ﬂux quantum 𝛷0 and the frustration 𝑓 = 𝛷/𝛷0 . The qubit
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eigenenergies close to the degeneracy point 𝑓 = 1/2 can be obtained by diagonalizing
Eq. (2.53) by a unitary rotation of an angle tan(2𝜃) = 𝐸s /(2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2)) around the
y-axis
cos(𝜃) sin(𝜃)
𝑈 = exp(𝑖𝜃 𝜎̃y ) =
,
(2.55)
(− sin(𝜃) cos(𝜃))
which leads to the Hamiltonian in the rotated qubit frame
1
1
𝐻̂ QPSFQ = 𝑈 † 𝐻̃ QPSFQ 𝑈 = √(2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2))2 + 𝐸s2 𝜎z = ~𝜔q 𝜎z .
2
2

(2.56)

Here, 𝜎z is the Pauli operator in the rotated basis and 𝜔q is the qubit transistion frequency
that shows a hyperbolic dependence on the magnetic ﬂux 𝛷 or frustration 𝑓 , respectively.
The qubit can be in any superposition state |𝜓⟩ of |0⟩ and |1⟩. An intuitive representation
is that each state |𝜓⟩ lies on the surface of the Bloch sphere (see Fig. 2.8). Hence, |𝜓⟩ can
be expressed in spherical coordinates
𝜃
𝜃
|𝜓⟩ = cos ( ) |0⟩ + sin ( ) e𝑖𝜙 |1⟩,
2
2

(2.57)

with the Euler angles 𝜃 and 𝜙. In this representation, the ground state |0⟩ points in positive
z-direction while the excited state |1⟩ points in negative z-direction. This representation
is valid not only for ﬂux qubits, but any other two-level type qubit exhibiting quantized
states of charge or junction phase.
|0 ⟩

z

y

|0 ⟩ − | 1 ⟩
x

|𝜓⟩

𝜃

|0⟩−i|1⟩

|0⟩+i|1⟩
𝜙
|0 ⟩ + | 1 ⟩

|1⟩
Figure 2.8: Bloch sphere representation of a two-level system or qubit, respectively. The
ground state |0⟩ points in positive z direction while the excited state |1⟩ points to the opposite. Any qubit state 𝜓 is represented as a point on the surface of the sphere given by
spherical coordinates as in Eq. (2.57) with the Euler angles 𝜃 and 𝜙.
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Qubit under drive
By coupling a quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit to a microwave ﬁeld represented by a resonator, the qubit transition can be coherently driven. The qubit will exhibit coherent oscillations between ground and excited states under this external drive when it is in resonance
with the qubit. In the persistent current basis, the drive is
𝐻̃ d = 𝐴 cos(𝜔d 𝑡 + 𝜑)𝜎̃z ,

(2.58)

with drive amplitude 𝐴, drive frequency 𝜔d and phase oﬀset 𝜑 coupled to the qubit via 𝜎̃z .
It can be treated as a weak perturbation acting on the qubit Eq. (2.53). Rotating the drive
into the qubit eigenbasis, leads to
𝐻̂ d = 𝐴 cos(𝜔d 𝑡 + 𝜑)

2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2)
𝐸s
𝜎x +
𝜎z ,
)
( ~𝜔q
~𝜔q

(2.59)

Is the drive frequency in resonance with the qubit frequency, the rotation frequency of the
Bloch vector is
𝐴 𝐸
𝛺R = 2d s ,
(2.60)
~ 𝜔q
called the Rabi frequency of the qubit under drive.
A detuning of qubit and drive frequencies results in a generalized Rabi frequency
𝛺R,g =

2
𝐴 𝐸s
+ (𝜔q − 𝜔d )2 .
√( ~2 𝜔q )

(2.61)

The Rabi frequency is proportional to the amplitude of the drive signal and an oﬀ-resonant
drive leads to a tilt of the rotation axis towards the z axis.

Qubit relaxation
Relaxation processes of qubit states are conveniently considered in the Bloch-Redﬁeld picture describing a weak coupling of noise to a qubit. For noise with short correlation times
compared to the system dynamics, two important relaxation rates have to be considered:
1
,
𝑇1
𝛤
1
≡
= 1 + 𝛤𝜑 .
𝑇2
2

𝛤1 ≡

(2.62)

𝛤2

(2.63)

𝛤1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate and 𝛤2 is the transversal relaxation rate, which is
limited by 𝛤1 in case of no dephasing 𝛤𝜑 = 0.
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Longitudinal relaxation can be seen in the Bloch sphere as a depolarization of the qubit
Bloch vector along the quantization axis z. It is caused by transversal noise which connects
ground |0⟩ and excited states |1⟩ via oﬀ-diagonal elements in the interaction Hamiltonian
and follows an exponential decay. Since typical superconducting qubit measurements take
place at temperatures 𝑘B 𝑇 ≪ ~𝜔q , longitudinal relaxation manifests only in a relaxation
from the excited to the ground state.
Transversal relaxation is due to interaction with longitudinal noise leading to a variation
of the qubit’s precession on the equator. This, in turn, leads to dephasing (loss of phase
coherence). Only during the longitudinal relaxation time, the qubit can be adressed by
longitudinal noise which implicates that 𝑇2 has to be 𝑇1 -limited.

2.4.2. Superconducting microwave resonators
For the experiments performed in this thesis, diﬀerent types of superconducting microwave
resonators are used as cavities providing microwave photons. For a lumped element resonator, the geometric dimensions of its inductor 𝐿, capacitor 𝐶 and resistor 𝑅 are much
smaller than its characteristic wavelength. Independent whether they are arranged in series
or parallel, the resonator resonates at
𝑓res =

1

.

(2.64)

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶

An important characteristic of a resonator is its quality factor 𝑄 which is deﬁned as
𝑄=

energy stored in the resonator
.
energy loss in the resonator

(2.65)

Energy lost due to dissipation in the resonator is accounted by the internal quality factor
𝑄0 . To readout a resonator, it has to be coupled to a transmission line. The coupling to
this transmission line can be capacitive, inductive or galvanic and leads to an external loss
because energy is lost into this coupling. This is accounted with the external or coupling
quality factor 𝑄c . The combination of both loss factors leads to an overall loss, expressed
in the loaded quality factor
1
1
1
=
+
.
(2.66)
𝑄l 𝑄c 𝑄0
A diﬀerent type of resonator utilized in this work is a distributed resonator consisting of a
piece of transmission line suﬃciently long so that variations in current and voltage have to
be taken into account. This is the case when the line has a length of a considerable fraction
of the characteristic wavelength of the resonator. Capacitance and inductance are no longer
conﬁned but spread over the length of the transmission line resonator. When both ends
are open or disconnected from any load or from electrical ground, standing waves can
form with maximum charge and zero current at each end (see Fig. 2.9a). This condition
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is fulﬁlled for any multiple of half the characteristic wavelength 𝜆 of the resonator 15 with
corresponding frequency modes
𝑓res =

1
2𝑙 √𝐿′ 𝐶 ′

.

(2.67)

𝑙 gives the length of the resonator and 𝐿′ and 𝐶 ′ are deﬁned as the inductance and capacitance per unit length. If one end is connected to ground, a current node forms at this
end. Together with a current antinode at the other end (see Fig. 2.9a), standing waves can
form with multiples of quarter the characteristic wavelength 𝜆 of the resonator 16 . The
corresponding frequency modes are given by
𝑓res =

1
4𝑙 √𝐿′ 𝐶 ′

.

(2.68)

For distributed resonators, Eq. (2.66) is also valid.
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Figure 2.9: a At the top, a 𝜆/2-type resonator is depicted. It is capacitively coupled to
its environment at both ends where only current nodes of standing waves are allowed. At
the bottom, a 𝜆/4-type resonator is represented with one end connected to ground while
the other is capacitely coupled to the environment. This allows for standing waves with a
current node at the capacitively coupled end and an antinode at the grounded one. For
both types, the current I distributions along the line axis x of the standing waves of the
fundamental as well as ﬁrst and second harmonic are given. b Two possible realizations for a
microwave transmission line resonator are displayed; at the top, a microstrip geometry with
backside metallization for grounding and at the bottom, a coplanar waveguide transmission
line resonator where ground is put on both sides of the inner conducting line. Furthermore,
⃗ distributions of the structures are displayed in red.
the electric ﬁeld E

15
16

Such resonators are called 𝜆/2-resonators.
Such resonators are called 𝜆/4-resonators.
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There are diﬀerent possibilities how to design a transmission line resonator. In a microstrip
geometry, the electric ﬁeld distributes between the microstrip line and the ground on the
backside of the subtrate on which the structure is fabricated (see Fig. 2.9b). The thickness
of the substrate, its dielectric permittivity 𝜖r and the width of the microstrip determine the
capacitance per unit length. The electric ground can also be put in coplanar design on both
sides of the transmission line. Then, the capacitance per unit length is determined by the
gap width between line and ground plane, 𝜖r of the substrate and the width of the transmission line (see Fig. 2.9b). In such coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator geometries,
the electric ﬁeld distributes between the transmission line, called inner conductor, and the
ground planes.

S-matrix description
In all measurements performed in this thesis, a microwave signal is evaluated which is
transmitted from one port through the setup including the experiment under investigation
to another. An intuitive representation for such a two-port network is given by the scattering matrix 𝑆 which relates incident and reﬂected voltage waves at the two ports
𝑉1−
𝑉1+
𝑆11 𝑆12
.
=
(𝑉2− ) (𝑆21 𝑆22 ) (𝑉2+ )

(2.69)

𝑉𝑗+ is deﬁned as amplitude of the voltage wave incident on port 𝑗 and 𝑉𝑗− as the amplitude
of the voltage wave reﬂected from port 𝑗. Thus, the transmission component 𝑆21 of the
scattering matrix is deﬁned as the ratio between the voltage wave amplitude reﬂected at
port 2 and the voltage wave amplitude incident on port 1
𝑆21 =

𝑉2−
𝑉1+ |

,

𝑉2+

under the condition that there is no voltage wave incident on port 2.
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2.4.3. Strong qubit-resonator coupling
In order to investigate coherent quantum phase slip in a QPSFQ, the qubit has to be strongly
coupled to a microwave resonator. The resonator has a loss or decay rate 𝜅 while the
qubit inheres a decay rate 𝛾 due to spontaneous emission. Strong coupling means that the
coupling rate 𝑔 ̃ has to be bigger than the loss rates, 𝑔 ̃ ≫ 𝛾, 𝜅. This means that a photon
can be swapped faster from the resonator to a qubit excitation and back than either photon
or excitation can decay. Such a coupling can be realized e. g. by galvanic coupling of the
qubit’s persistent current and the resonator current 𝐼res via a shared piece of inductance
𝐿coupl . In the persistent current basis, this is represented by
~𝑔 ̃ = 𝐿coupl 𝐼res 𝐼p 𝜎̃z .

(2.71)

A rotation of the coupling Hamiltonian into the qubit basis with Eq. (2.55) gives the interaction Hamiltonian
𝐻̂ int = ~𝑔 = 𝐿coupl 𝐼res 𝐼p

2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2)
𝐸s
𝜎x +
𝜎z .
)
( ~𝜔q
~𝜔q

(2.72)

The standard way to describe such a coupled system in cQED is the Jaynes-Cummingsmodel [JC63]. The corresponding Hamiltonian consists of resonator, qubit and interaction
Hamiltonian 𝐻̂ r , 𝐻̂ q and 𝐻̂ int
𝐻̂ JC = 𝐻̂ r + 𝐻̂ q + 𝐻̂ int ,
1
~
= ~𝜔r (𝑎† 𝑎 + ) + 𝜔q 𝜎z + 𝐻̂ int .
2
2

(2.73)
(2.74)

The resonator Hamiltonian is written as that of an harmonic oscillator in terms of the
photon creation and annihilation operators 𝑎† , 𝑎. The qubit is deﬁned as a spin 1/2 - particle with spin states up and down corresponding to ground state |0⟩ and excited state |1⟩
(see Eq. (2.56)). 𝜔q denotes the transition frequency between these states. The interaction Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the qubit ladder operators 𝜎 + , 𝜎 − and the
resonator’s creation and annihilation operators 𝑎† , 𝑎
𝐻̂ int = ~𝑔(𝜎 + + 𝜎 − )(𝑎† + 𝑎),
= ~𝑔(𝜎 + 𝑎† + 𝜎 + 𝑎 + 𝜎 − 𝑎† + 𝜎 − 𝑎).

(2.75)
(2.76)

Taking the time-evolution of the operators into account, Eq. (2.76) reads
𝐻̂ int = ~𝑔(𝜎 + 𝑎† e𝑖(𝜔q +𝜔r )𝑡 + 𝜎 + 𝑎 e𝑖(𝜔q −𝜔r )𝑡 + 𝜎 − 𝑎† e𝑖(−𝜔q +𝜔r )𝑡 + 𝜎 − 𝑎 e−𝑖(𝜔q +𝜔r )𝑡 ). (2.77)
In typical cQED measurements, qubit and resonator are close-by in frequency, 𝜔q ≈ 𝜔r ,
which can be used to simplify Eq. (2.77) by neglecting the fast oscillating terms 𝜔q + 𝜔r
𝐻̂ int,RWA = ~𝑔(𝜎 + 𝑎 + 𝜎 − 𝑎† ).

(2.78)
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Due to coupling 𝑔, a photon exchange comes from either a swap of one photon from the
resonator into a qubit excitation (𝜎 + 𝑎) or the qubit relaxation combined with the creation
of a photon in the resonator (𝜎 − 𝑎† ). This is the rotating wave approximation (RWA) that
transfers the coupled qubit-resonator system into a reference system rotating with the qubit
Larmor frequency 𝜔q under the condition that 𝜔r ≈ 𝜔q .
So far, only a galvanic qubit-resonator coupling has been considered. However, Eq. (2.75)
also accounts for other types of coupling such as capacitive or inductive dipole-dipole
coupling.
Under RWA, exact diagonalization of Eq. (2.74) results in the system ground state | ↓, 0⟩
and the system’s dressed excited states
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|+, 𝑛⟩ = cos 𝜃𝑛 | ↑, 𝑛 − 1⟩ + sin 𝜃𝑛 | ↓, 𝑛⟩,
|−, 𝑛⟩ = sin 𝜃𝑛 | ↑, 𝑛 − 1⟩ − cos 𝜃𝑛 | ↓, 𝑛⟩,

(2.79)
(2.80)

with the mixing angle
𝜃𝑛 =

2𝑔√𝑛 + 1
1
.
arctan
2
)
( 𝜔rq

(2.81)

The corresponding eigenenergies are
~
𝐸↑,0 = − 𝜔rq ,
2

(2.82)

𝐸±,𝑛 = (𝑛 + 1)~𝜔r ±

~
4𝑔 2 (𝑛 + 1) + 𝜔2rq .
√
2

(2.83)

It is obvious that the resonator-qubit detuning 𝜔rq = 𝜔q − 𝜔r is a crucial parameter of the
system.

Zero qubit-resonator detuning
In case of zero detuning 𝜔rq = 0, Eq. (2.79) and Eq. (2.80) reduce to a doublet of maximally
entangled qubit-resonator states
|±, 0⟩ =

1

(| ↑, 0⟩ + | ↓, 1⟩), ,

(2.84)

√2
with a degeneracy lifted by 2𝑔. This means that the system oscillates between states with
excited qubit and zero photons and qubit in the ground state and one photon in the resonator. The frequency of this oscillation is the vacuum Rabi frequency 𝑔/𝜋. In a transmission spectroscopy measurement, this can be observed as an avoided level crossing of
qubit and resonator.
17

| ↓⟩ (| ↑⟩) represents the qubit in its ground (excited) state and |𝑛⟩ states that there are 𝑛 photons in the
resonator.
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Large qubit-resonator detuning
The case of large detuning 𝜔rq ≫ 𝑔 is of great importance for cQED experiments. Applying the unitary transformation [Bla+04]
𝑈 = exp

𝑔 +
(𝜎 𝑎 − 𝜎 − 𝑎† ) ,
( 𝜔rq
)

(2.85)

sheds more light on the dynamics of the coupled system
2
2
̂ † ≈ ~ 𝜔r + 𝑔 𝜎z 𝑎† 𝑎 + ~ 𝜔q + 𝑔
𝑈 𝐻𝑈
𝜎.
(
𝜔rq )
2(
𝜔rq ) z

(2.86)

The second term of the sum states that the qubit transition between ground and excited
state is shifted due to the coupling by [AT55]
𝐸+,𝑛 − 𝐸−,𝑛−1 = ~𝜔q +

~𝑔 2
(2𝑛 + 1).
𝜔rq

(2.87)

In case of electric interaction, this shift is called ac Stark shift and for magnetic interaction
ac Zeeman shift 18 .
The ﬁrst summand in Eq. (2.86) gives a shift of the resonator frequency due to coupling
to the qubit
~𝑔 2
𝐸±,𝑛 − 𝐸±,𝑛−1 = ~𝜔r ±
,
(2.88)
𝜔rq
which is called dispersive shift. It can be used to probe the qubit state without direct measurement of the qubit. Since the qubit state is projected onto the resonator, the readout of
the resonator represents a non-demolition measurement of the qubit, preserving its state.

18

The basic concept for this shifts is the Lamb shift.
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2.5. Recent experiments on quantum phase slip
2.5.1. Superconducting loops with QPS junctions
In 2012, O. V. Astaﬁev et al. were the ﬁrst to observe coherent QPS [Ast+12] in a quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) as described in Sec. 2.4.1. Several qubits were galvanically coupled to a superconducting microwave resonator as discussed in Sec. 2.4.3.
Qubits and resonator were made from the same 20 nm disordered superconducting indium
oxide (InOx) ﬁlm and the width of the embedded nanowires was varied. Only for the
narrowest wire with a width of 40 nm, avoided level crossings (anti-crossings) between
resonator and qubit were observed when the qubit was tuned into resonance with the resonator by sweeping the external magnetic ﬁeld. Astaﬁev et al. were furthermore able to
trace the qubit transition up to 80 GHz. In a second work, J. T. Peltonen et al. presented
similar observations for galvanically coupled QPSFQ made from disordered, 3 nm thin,
superconducting niobium nitride (NbN) ﬁlms [Pel+13].
In both works, one goal was to shed more light on the dependence of the QPS amplitude
𝐸s on the width of the nanowire. As outlined in Sec. 2.2.2, several phenomenological
approaches were made to derive this dependence theoretically. However, the results diﬀer
in their predictions. In order to exploit cQPS for e.g. quantum information processing, it
is crucial to understand this dependence so that one is able to design and fabricate QPS
junctions with certain properties. The conclusion is drawn that the theoretical predictions
Eq. (2.26) and Eq. (2.29) have an unclear meaning due to the facts that the concept of
normal-state resistance is not well-deﬁned for strongly disordered superconductors and
that the coherence length 𝜉 cannot be well deﬁned.
In contrast, it is suggested that in strongly disordered superconductors, electrons form
localized pairs in the absence of global superconducting coherence. This implies that
superconducting transport is taken by pair hopping from one localized state to another, a
theoretical concept introduced by Feigelmann et al. [Fei+07; Fei+10; FIM10].
In this framework, the phase slip amplitude is derived as
𝐿
𝐸s ≈ 𝜌√ exp(−𝑑√𝜌𝜈𝑡),
𝑑

(2.89)

where 𝜌 represents the phase stiﬀness per unit square, 𝜈 the electron density of states, 𝐿
and 𝑑 length and width of the nanowire. 𝜌 is directly related to the kinetic inductance per
square
~
𝜌=
.
(2.90)
(2𝑒)2 𝐿k
In [Pel+13], the 𝐸s vs. 𝑑 dependence investigation indicated that 𝐸s seems to be dominated by constrictions along the nanowire conforming to the theoretical approach described in Sec. 2.2.2.
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2.5.2. Superconducting nanorings

Other QPS related circuits of both theoretical and experimental interest are superconducting nanorings. These are enclosed superconducting loops which have a conductor width
that is much smaller than the coherence length of the superconductor 𝑑 ≪ 𝜉; in other
words, a long nanowire bent to a loop. For 𝑑 ≫ 𝜉 instead, it is the system described in
Sec. 2.1.2 which has an energy spectrum dependent on the number of ﬂux quanta 𝑁 inside
the loop and the externally applied ﬂux 𝛷ext

𝐸=

𝛷02

2
𝛷ext
−𝑁 .
)
2𝐿 ( 𝛷0

(2.91)

The diﬀerentiation of Eq. (2.91) with respect to 𝛷ext gives a saw-tooth like dependence of
the persistent current 𝐼p ﬂowing inside the loop on the externally applied magnetic ﬂux
(see Fig. 2.10).
However for 𝑑 ≪ 𝜉, the behaviour of the persistent current changes dramatically. In 2002,
K. A. Matveev, A. I. Larkin and L. I. Glazman theoretically modeled a superconducting
nanoring as a chain of coupled superconducting grains represented by tunnel junctions
with tunnelling energy 𝐸J [MLG02]. The eﬀective action of the chain is
1/𝑇 𝑁𝐽

𝑆CG =

∫
0

2

𝜃𝑛̇
+ 𝐸J (1 − cos 𝜃𝑛 (𝑡)) d𝑡,
∑ ( 2𝐸c
)
𝑛=1

(2.92)

with the number of junctions 𝑁𝐽 in the ring and the phase diﬀerence over the 𝑛th junction
𝜃𝑛 (𝑡). Introducing QPS ﬂuctuations, it is shown that for a large number of junctions 𝑁𝐽 ≫
1, the dominant contribution to the energy of the system comes from the contact 𝑘 at which
the phase slip event takes place. For a suﬃciently large quantum phase slip amplitude
𝐸s , this contribution leads to an energy level repulsion at half-integer values of a ﬂux
quantum and therewith to a change of the persistent current dependence on ﬂux from sawtooth to sinusoidal (see dashed line in Fig. 2.10). In order to get from a chain of junctions
to a long nanowire, the number of junctions 𝑁𝐽 translates into the wire length 𝐿. The
change of ﬂux states inside the loop or in other words the quantum phase slip amplitude is
predicted to be proportional to 𝐿. Additionally taking disorder into account or interference
eﬀects between diﬀerent sites along the wire at which QPS events take place results in a
suppression of 𝐸s . Under these conditions, 𝐸s is only proportional to 𝐿3/4 . Furthermore,
they claim that the same applies for a superconducting nanowire which is shunted by a
superconducting line forming a loop; hence what is described in Sec. 2.5.1.
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Figure 2.10: Energy and persistent current diagrams vs. applied frustration f = 𝛷/𝛷0 .
For zero phase slip amplitude, the energy spectrum EN is given by parabolas while the
persistent current Ip shows a saw-tooth like dependence on f (solid line). A small phase
slip amplitude results in a lifting of the degeneracy of the energy spectrum at multiples of
𝛷0 /2 which leads to a rounding of the saw-tooth like dependence of the persistent current
(dotted line). For large phase slip amplitude, the degeneracy is lifted even further and the
persistent current shows a sinusoidal dependence on f (dashed line).

In 2012, K. Y. Arutyunov et al. observed a change in the persistent current behaviour with
external ﬂux depending on the width of the nanoring wire. The ring was connected with
two Josephson junctions on opposite sides and the tunnel current through the junction-loop
circuit was evaluated. Milling down the titanium nanoring in several steps changed the
measured tunnel current dependence on externally applied magnetic ﬂux from saw-tooth
like for wider nanoring arms to sinusoidal for thinner ones similar to what is depicted
in Fig. 2.10. This indicates that the nanorings exhibit quantum phase slip and that its
amplitude is proportional to the width of the nanoring arm.
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”Two things are necessary for our work: relentless perseverance and the willingness
to throw away something, in which one has invested a lot of time and eﬀort.”
Albert Einstein

In Ch. 3, all information is drawn up which is necessary to understand how to experimentally realize (coherent) quantum phase slip. In Sec. 3.1, the superconducting thin ﬁlm
materials are discussed that are used for the experiments explained in Ch. 4. The fabrication techniques that were optimized as a major part of this work in order to obtain
nanowires with dimensions deep in the sub-µm regime are described in Sec. 3.2. Eventually, the continuous and pulsed microwave measurement methods performed at ultra-low
temperatures depicted in Sec. 3.3 lead to the experimental ﬁndings.
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3.1. Material
Indium oxide (InOx ) thin ﬁlms used in the ﬁrst experiments that successfully detected coherent quantum phase slip (cQPS) behaviour [Ast+12] have the disadvantage of unstable
disorder properties over time when kept at room temperature. The ﬁlms degrade strongly.
This makes them inappropriate for the realization of robust QPS samples. Thus, more robust superconductors have to be used and their applicability for quantum phase slip (QPS)
has to be studied.
In this section, the strongly disordered superconductors are discussed which are used for
the experiments throughout this thesis. Nanowires studied at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) are made from sputter deposited granular aluminium or aluminium oxide
(AlOx ), respectively. The fabrication and characterization of these ﬁlms is part of this
work. Constrictions which were investigated in experiments at the Royal Holloway, University of London (RHUL), UK and the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), UK were
patterned from strongly disordered niobium nitride (NbN) thin ﬁlms. These ﬁlms were
fabricated at the Leibniz Institute of Photonic Technology (IPHT), Jena, Germany.

3.1.1. Sputter deposited granular aluminium (AlOx )
Granular aluminium (AlOx ) ﬁlms have been studied in detail already since the 1960s
[ACC66; ACS67; CA68; Deu+73; Abe77; Zie+79] and are still of big interest in current research [Bac+13; Bac+15], e.g. due to their tunability towards the superconductor
to insulator phase transition. Based on the granular structure, AlOx is often referred to as
granular aluminium or porous aluminium. An important parameter of such highly disordered ﬁlms is their normalconducting sheet resistance which can vary between some
ten 𝛺 to hundreds of k𝛺. Following Sec. 2.1.3, high sheet resistances mean high kinetic
inductances for wires made from such ﬁlms which still establish superconductivity when
cooled through 𝑇c .
While in former experimental investigations AlOx thin ﬁlms were deposited either by
thermal evaporation of aluminium in an oxygen atmosphere at room temperature or postoxidization of an porous aluminium thin ﬁlm thermally evaporated on a strongly cooled
substrate, in this work the AlOx thin ﬁlms are fabricated by reactive DC magnetron sputtering of pure aluminium in a slight oxygen atmosphere [Rot+17; Vos14] onto a 330 nm
thick silicon substrate. In order to be able to control the sheet resistance reproducibly,
the sputter chamber has to be pumped to a background pressure of 10−8 mbar which removes all oxygen (O2 ) and water vapour from the chamber. As a non-reactive sputter gas,
35 − 40 sccm argon (Ar2 ) is introduced into the chamber (see Fig. 3.1b). Additionally,
2.5 sccm of an Ar2 :O2 mixture with a 9:1 ratio is added to provide the necessary O2 . A
plasma is lit by applying a voltage between an anode and a cathode, where the latter is the
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pure aluminium target. Electrons escape from the cathode, get accelerated on their way
towards the anode, ionize the Ar2 atoms and create a plasma. The ions are accelerated and
hit the target with an suﬃcient amount of energy to let Al atoms escape the metal target.
On their way, they react with the O2 and eventually AlOx is deposited on a substrate which
is placed at the anode. The necessary sputter rate of 5−10 nm/min is achieved by applying
a voltage of 350 − 400 V at a power of 100 W.
The goal was to achieve superconducting AlOx ﬁlms with normalconducting sheet resistances on the order of a few k𝛺. All AlOx thin ﬁlms used for the experiments in this thesis
have a constant thickness of 20 − 22 nm since the sheet resistance shall not be changed by
variation of the thickness. As can be seen in Fig. 3.1a, the sheet resistance is adjusted by
varying either the Ar2 pressure in the chamber or the amount of O2 available for reaction
[Rot+17; Vos14].
a

b

Figure 3.1: a Dependence of the AlOx sheet resistance on the Ar2 pressure [Rot+17]. b
Homemade sputter tool for the AlOx deposition.

The reason for the observed exponential decrease of the sheet resistance with increasing
Ar2 pressure (see Fig. 3.1) can be found by investigating the stoichiometry of the sputtered AlOx ﬁlms. As can be seen in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) image
(see Fig. 3.2a), the above mentioned granularity is clearly visible. For the shown AlOx
thin ﬁlm having a sheet resistance of 2 k𝛺, pure aluminium grains (see Fig. 3.2b) with a
diameter of 3 − 4 nm surrounded by an oxygen layer can be observed (see also the supplementary material of [Rot+17]). The measured grain size of the sputtered ﬁlms are in
good agreement with ﬁndings in [Deu+73]. Following [Deu+73], the coherence length
𝜉 is of the order of the grain size 𝜉 ≈ 4 nm. The grains can be considered as a tightly
connected network of Josephson junctions. The oxide around the grain core represents the
tunnel barrier. The tunnelling probability is exponentially dependent on the tunnel barrier
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thickness. A higher O2 partial chamber pressure would translate into thicker oxide barriers. However, precisely adjusting the sheet resistance using the O2 ﬂow was not possible
because the ﬂow could not be controlled at a scale necessary for this purpose. Instead, the
O2 ﬂow was kept constant and the Ar2 partial pressure was adjusted via the Ar2 ﬂow, as
can be seen in Fig. 3.1. An increase of the Ar2 partial pressure results in a reduced sputter
rate because of the increased plasma density. Hence, the probability of the Al atoms to
react with the O2 increases which leads to thicker oxide barriers in the ﬁlm. This gives
rise to the observed exponential dependence in Fig. 3.1.
b

a

Diﬀraction pattern
intensity proﬁle

1/(0.16 nm)

10 nm

scattering vector 1/𝐴̊
Figure 3.2: a TEM image of an AlOx ﬁlm with a thickness of 20 nm and a sheet resistance
of 2 k𝛺. A granular structure is visible with grains of a mean size of 3-4 nm. The inset is a
zoom into the black framed rectangular in the main image. Here, the grains are clearly distinguishable. Inside the grains, aluminium atoms are lined up indicating a mono-crystalline
structure surrounded by amorphous oxide. b Intensity proﬁle and TEM diﬀraction pattern
of the same ﬁlm. The colourized labels mark the peaks that are in agreement with the
corresponding lattice planes of the face-centred cubic lattice of bulk aluminium [Rot+17].

All AlOx ﬁlms presented in Fig. 3.1a show a superconducting transition similar to the
one shown in Fig. 3.3. The superconducting transition temperature for AlOx ﬁlms with
a sheet resistance of 𝑅 ≈ 1 − 10 k𝛺 is 𝑇c ≈ 1.6 − 2.0 K, hence higher than the one
of pure aluminium. The transition is broadened which is typical for a highly disordered
superconductor [Rot+17; Vos14].
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, wires made from these superconducting
AlOx ﬁlms exhibit high sheet kinetic inductances of 0.5−3 nH. This has been tested by fabricating superconducting microwave resonators from 20 nm thick AlOx ﬁlms with sheet resistances of 1−2 k𝛺. With 𝑇c ≈ 1.9 K, sheet kinetic inductances of 𝐿kin, ≈ 0.75−1.5 nH
could be expected from Eq. (2.15). The kinetic inductance of the resonators exceeded their
geometric inductance by several orders of magnitude. The measured resonance frequencies of these resonators agreed well with the frequencies expected from the calculated
sheet kinetic inductance values [Wil15]. Furthermore, the resonators showed high in-
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trinsic quality factors unexpected for ﬁlms with such high oxide contamination [Wil15;
Grü+18].

Figure 3.3: Broadened superconducting transition for a 22 nm thin AlOx ﬁlm [Wil15]. The
sheet resistance Rsq is measured in a 4-probe way to remove cable resistance.

3.1.2. Atomic layer deposited niobium nitride (NbN)
Nanowires made from 3 − 4 nm thin niobium nitride ﬁlms have already been proven to
exhibit coherent quantum phase slip (cQPS) [Pel+13]. Furthermore, the material properties turned out to be stable over time. A further important aspect is the intrinsic ﬁlm
homogeneity. In order to ensure that thin ﬁlms obtain a homogeneously disordered internal structure, NbN thin ﬁlms fabricated by plasma enhanced atomic layer deposition
(PEALD) were utilized in this thesis. This is in contrast to previous experiments where
DC reactive magnetron sputtered NbN thin ﬁlms were used [Pel+13].
In atomic layer deposition, thin ﬁlms are grown on a substrate by exposing this substrate
alternately with diﬀerent precursors which are gaseous species of the material one wants to
deposit. These precursors can only react with a limited amount of substrate sites resulting
in a very precise control of layer growth on atomic scales. In this way, a ﬁlm can be
deposited nicely layer by layer.
The NbN ﬁlms utilized for experiments in this thesis were deposited onto an undoped
250 nm thick silicon substrate in a standard OpAL ALD system by Oxford Instruments
Plasma Technology which reaches a minimal chamber background pressure of 2 mTorr
[Zie+13; Lin+17]. The system was upgraded by an ICP unit for the necessary plasma
enhancement (PE) of the ALD process and by a nitrogen glove box to the open load system
to reduce water contamination of the chamber. It is important to avoid oxygen and water
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residuals in the chamber since niobium-oxygen (Nb-O) has a higher chemical binding
energy than niobium-nitride (Nb-N).
As precursors for this PEALD process, the metal-organic compound (tertbutylimido)-tris
(diethylamino)-niobium (TBTDEN) produced by Heraeus Precious Metals, Germany, and
hydrogen in form of a plasma were chosen. One deposition cycle consists of four steps. It
starts with the exposure of the substrate with TBTEN followed by a chamber purge with
dry argon and nitrogen. As a third step, NbN is formed by hydrogen radicals originating
from the ICP induced hydrogen plasma. In the last step, the chamber is again purged
with dry argon and nitrogen. Such cycles result in a NbN growth rate of 0.046 nm/cycle
[Zie+13; Lin+17]. The typical thickness of these ﬁlms ranges between 3 − 80 nm and is
deposited in 57 − 109 cycles. The lowest incorporation of oxygen is around 10 % within a
1:1 niobium to nitrogen composition. The ﬁlms consist of NbN as well as Nb crystalline
parts [Lin+17].
The deposited ﬁlms exhibit sheet resistance values in the range of 0.1−5 k𝛺. The thickness
dependent critical temperature of these ﬁlms is in the range of 4.5 − 14 K. The superconductor to insulator transition appears for ﬁlms with a thickness in the range of 2.6 − 5 nm
where the ﬁlms start to show a transition into an insulating rather than into a superconducting state [Lin+17].
In Fig. 3.4a, the superconducting transition of a 3.3 nm NbN thin ﬁlm with a sheet resistance of 𝑅sq = 3 k is shown.

Figure 3.4: a Transport measurement of the sheet resistance versus temperature of a
3.3 nm thin NbN ﬁlm. The inset shows a zoom into the low temperature region. b Critical
current density of a 1 µm wide wire, as a function of applied perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld
measured at 10 mK (solid markers) and the extracted scaling of the critical current density
jc (T c ) from measurements of T c (B) (hollow squares and line) showing the same functional
dependence (see Supplemental material of [Gra+18] for more details).
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements indicate that the used NbN ﬁlms have
a granular structure with grain sizes on the order of 20 nm. Transport measurements (at
𝑇 = 10 mK) of a 1 µm wide structure made from a 3.3 nm thick NbN ﬁlm showed a significant critical current density up to magnetic ﬁelds of 9 T (see Fig. 3.4b and Supplemental
material of [Gra+18]). This suggests that the granular NbN ﬁlms are homogeneous with
a continuously varying, non-vanishing order parameter between the grains. Hence, the
inter-grain-boundaries are strong but not formed by Josephson junctions. From the critical current measurements at high magnetic ﬁelds, a superconducting coherence length of
𝜉 = 5 nm for a 3.3 nm thin ﬁlm could be extracted [Gra+18].
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3.2. Fabrication
An important part of this thesis was to set up and optimize a fabrication method with
which (quasi)one-dimensional nanowires were made from the disordered superconductors
described in Sec. 3.1. The coherence lengths of these materials are on the order of 𝜉 ≈
1 − 10 nm. Following the theoretical considerations regarding the phase slip amplitude
𝐸s in Sec. 2.2, the width of the nanowires has to be on the order of 𝑤 ≈ 10 − 50 nm,
i.e. on the order of the coherence length. Such dimensions cannot be realized by optical
lithography due to its insuﬃcient resolution. Thus, electron beam (e-beam) lithography
had to be utilized for deﬁning the nanowires followed by plasma etching techniques. The
fabrication techniques presented below are nicely described and explained in literature.
The reader may enquire about information in excess of the here-mentioned in [Cui16] and
references therein.

3.2.1. Techniques
Optical lithography
Optical lithography or photolithography is a standard technique in semiconductor and microsystems technology. It is used to pattern structures like integrated circuits of thin ﬁlms
down to several tens of nanometres. The minimum feature size of an exposed line
𝑑min =

𝜆
2𝐴N

(3.1)

depends on the wavelength 𝜆 of the light source and the numerical aperture 𝐴N of the lens.
The light is shone through a photomask on a photoresist which was spun on a substrate and
prebaked in advance. For the optical lithography in this thesis, the photoresist AZ®5214 E
by Microchemicals GmbH is exposed by the ultraviolet light source of a MA6 maskaligner
by SÜSS MicroTec. The combination of the light source with a wavelength of 400 nm and
the resist with a thickness of 𝑑 ≈ 1 µm allow for a reliable minimal resolution of 1 µm.
This is ﬁne for larger structures like on-chip ground planes or microwave feedlines having
dimensions of at least a few micrometers.
In a standard positive optical exposure, the photoresist is spun with 6000 rpm for 60 s
resulting in a ﬁlm thickness of 1 µm. Subsequently, the resist is baked at 115∘ C for 50 s
before it is exposed for 7 s. All resist that was not covered by the chromium parts of the
photomask is removed by the subsequent development step. The chip is immersed in the
developer AZ®726 MIF by Microchemicals GmbH for 50 s, the development is stopped
by placing the chip in demineralized water.
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Electron beam lithography
To obtain the minimal resolution achievable with electron beam (e-beam) lithography,
several factors are crucial. Ideally, the e-beam resist can be spun on a substrate very thinly
so that forward scattering of the electrons is reduced. Furthermore, minimum scattering is
limited by the size of the resist molecules. For the e-beam lithography of nanowires and
sub-µm structures, the negative e-beam resist hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) was utilized in this work 1 . HSQ is based on glassy SiO2 and its chemical formula is [HSQ3/2 ]n
[CLR10]. It has been shown to provide all the above mentioned beneﬁts [Nam+98a;
Nam+98b; WAB03; Gri+07]. A resolution down to 10 nm can only be achieved with
a suitable aspect ratio. By spinning the HSQ at 6000 rpm for 60 s, an HSQ ﬁlm thickness
of 50 nm can be realized. The ﬁlm is baked at 150∘ C for 120 s before exposure.
The exposure is done in a 50 keV JEOL JBX-5500ZD e-beam machine. The width of the
exposed structures is set by the exposure dose and the latter one has to be adjusted to the
e-beam resist and the substrate properties because both of them aﬀect the forward and the
back scattering of the electrons. For 20 nm AlO𝑥 ﬁlms with sheet resistances of 1 − 3 k𝛺
on doped silicon substrates as well as for 3−4 nm NbN ﬁlms with similar sheet resistances
on undoped silicon substrates, the base dose was set to 900 µC/cm2 2 . All structures with
larger linewidths than the nanowires are exposed with the base dose and a writing current
of 1 nA. By applying a proximity correction, overexposure is avoided. Therefore, wider
structures are deﬁned by an area exposure which integrates maximum dose at the structure
edges and a reduction of exposure dose inside the structure. This allows for sharp edges
and an optimal exposure distribution.
The nanowires are deﬁned by point exposure, i.e. single shots along a line with a step
width of 4 nm with a writing current of 100 pA and much higher exposure doses. The
width of the nanowire is set by factorizing the base dose. Reproducible wire widths could
be achieved with the exposure values listed in Tab. 3.1
material

base dose
(µC/cm2 )
AlOx / NbN
900/600
average wire width (nm ± 3 nm)

6
10

dose multiplication factor
9 11 16 19 25 32
13 16 21 28 34 37

40
40

Table 3.1: Electron beam exposure parameters for reproducible deﬁnition of diﬀerent wire
widths in 50 nm HSQ on 20 nm AlOx ﬁlms on doped silicon substrate as well as 3-4 nm NbN
ﬁlms on undoped silicon substrate. The preparation of the HSQ is described in the text.
The wire width values are averaged over many samples within an error range of ± 3 nm.
1
2

To be precise, a 2 % HSQ version is used.
In a second fabrication run, the base dose for the NbN samples was set to 600 µC/cm2 , because the
nanowires appeared to be 30 nm wider than expected. Comparing these nanowires, which had bias
lines in close vicinity, with dose patterns with no additional structures around them, it became clear that
large structures in close vicinity led to an overexposure.
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After the exposure step, the HSQ is developed in AZ®726 MIF for 50 s. The solvent in
AZ®726 MIF that is responsible for the removal of unexposed HSQ is tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH). Since TMAH is an aluminium etchant, the AlOx is in advance
covered by a 5 nm niobium oxide (NbOx ) layer that protects it against the etchant. For
NbN, this procedure is not necessary.

Plasma etching
Plasma etching is a dry etching technique since it abstains from the use of wet chemicals.
The basic structure of a plasma etching unit is a parallel plate reactor where one electrode
is grounded and the other is connected to a high frequency (HF) voltage source. For the
removal of the NbN ﬁlms, a modiﬁed plasma etch is utilized, namely reactive ion etching
(RIE) in an Oxford Instruments Plasmalap 80 Plus RIE machine. For RIE, the sample to be
etched is placed on the HF-coupled electrode. 2 sccm Ar2 and 20 sccm tetraﬂuoromethane
(CF4 ) are used as reactive gas mixture. The applied HF results in positively charged Ar2
ions and CF4 chemical radicals in a plasma between the electrodes. The radicals lead to
a material removal by chemical reaction while the accelerated ions etch physically with
their kinetic energy. 20 s of RIE etching at a power of 210 W and a pressure of 100 mTorr
is suﬃcient to remove the 3 − 4 nm thick NbN completely. Fluorine also etches HSQ but
not as fast as the NbN and furthermore, the HSQ layer is an order of magnitude thicker
than the NbN layer.
The AlOx thin ﬁlms are etched by a modiﬁed RIE technique, namely by inductively coupled
plasma etching (ICP) in an Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 100 unit. While in a standard
RIE process, the radical/ion density in the plasma and their kinetic energy are both dependent on the applied RIE power (and the gas pressure, of course), in an ICP process, the
plasma density is increased via a second RF bias which is applied to an additional ICP coil.
The electric ﬁeld generated by this coil is perpendicular to the RIE electric ﬁeld. Thus,
higher densities can be achieved at the same RIE power and pressure in the chamber. The
used RIE power is 100 W while the ICP power is set to 200 W. Furthermore, a diﬀerent
reactive gas mixture of 2 sccm Ar2 and 12 sccm pure chlorine Cl2 is used. The Cl2 has the
advantage of a high selectivity between HSQ and AlOx , i.e. it etches HSQ not even a bit.
This guarantees for a homogeneous etching of a 20 nm AlOx ﬁlm within 60 s.
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3.2.2. Procedure
In Fig. 3.5a, the deposition of the superconducting ﬁlm is depicted, either AlOx or NbN
as explained in Sec. 3.2.1. Fig. 3.5b displays the e-beam lithographic step. In Fig. 3.6,
the subsequent steps are presented including etching and optical lithography. The ﬁgure
is divided into two columns, since the order of these steps is diﬀerent for AlOx (left) and
NbN (right) samples.
a
reactive dc sputtering (AlOx )

Si substrate

AlOx +NbOx or NbN

ALD growth (NbN)

HSQ application

b
e-beam

electron beam exposure

HS

Q

HSQ

de

ve

lo
p

em

loops / resonators / gates

en
t

nanowire/constriction

Figure 3.5: a Deposition of the strongly disordered superconducting ﬁlm; either a 20 nm
thick AlOx ﬁlm is deposited on a silicon (Si) substrate by reactive dc magnetron sputtering
or a 3-4 nm thick NbN ﬁlm by atomic layer (ALD) growth. The AlOx ﬁlm is covered by a 5
nm thick NbOx passivation layer to protect it from the developer. b Application and patterning of the 50 nm thick negative electron beam (e-beam) resist hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ). As depicted, nanowires and constrictions are exposed in a diﬀerent way than bigger
structures like loops, resonators or gates (see text for more details).
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NbN

nanowire / constriction

RIE etching (CF4 )

Al deposition

Au

galvanic connection
between NbN and
metallc layer
Al

ground plane /
resonator
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Figure 3.6: Fabrication scheme after the steps shown in Fig. 3.5. Left column for AlOx
samples and right column for NbN samples. Overall steps are the same but happen in a
diﬀerent order.
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3.2.3. Results
Here, the results of the fabrication steps described in Sec. 3.2.2 are presented. In Fig. 3.7,
structures fabricated from a 20 nm thick AlOx ﬁlm are shown. The left upper picture shows
a loop with embedded 20 nm wide nanowire that is made with the Cl2 based ICP etch process. The loop arm is 1 µm wide and exhibits sharp edges. This indicates good process
parameters for the electron beam writing as well as for the etch process. In the right upper
corner, the sample is presented in a lateral view in order to illustrate the layer composition
of 50 nm HSQ (blue), 5 nm NbOx + 20 nm AlOx (red) and 50 nm silicon (green). The
silicon pedestal on the bottom results from a slight over-etching due to the much higher
etch rate of silicon in comparison to AlOx .

HSQ
AlOx + NbOx
Si

1 µm

100 nm

100 nm

50 nm

Figure 3.7: AlOx sample etched with the Cl2 based ICP etch process. Left top Loop with
nanowire. Right top Lateral proﬁle of an etched stack of 50 nm HSQ (blue), 5 nm NbOx
+ 20 nm AlOx (red) and 50 nm silicon (green). Left bottom 500 nm long and 20 nm wide
nanowire with triangular connection to the loop. Right bottom Zoom onto the 20 nm wide
nanowire.

In the bottom left of Fig. 3.7, a homogeneous 500 nm long and 20 nm wide nanowire is
shown with a zoom onto it in the bottom right corner. Such samples can be fabricated
reproducibly with the steps described above.
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200 nm

1 µm

100 nm

1 µm

Figure 3.8: Comparison of diﬀerent etch processes with a NbN sample. The diﬀerent
shades of grey represent areas with diﬀerent electrical conductivity. Left pictures showing
long meander with 100 nm wide wire arms and equal spacings in between. In the right
pictures a zoom in is shown. The upper row represents the Cl2 based ICP etch process,
while the lower row is the CF4 based RIE process. In particular in the zoomed pictures, one
can see that the CF4 based RIE process results in rougher edges than the Cl2 based ICP
etch process. The CF4 based RIE process attacks silicon which leads to the white dots.

In Fig. 3.8, structures fabricated from a 3 − 4 nm thick NbN ﬁlm are presented. The upper
row shows a meander with 100 nm wide wire arms and equal spacings in between which
were etched by the Cl2 based ICP etch process. The bottom row shows the same structure
but etched with the CF4 based RIE process. All structures look nice; in particular the
equal wire arm and spacing width indicate correct electron beam doses. At a closer look,
the CF4 RIE etched samples (bottom) seem to have rougher edges than the Cl2 ICP etched
ones. This explained by the fact that HSQ is rather inert against Cl2 while it is etched by
CF4 . However, both etching techniques work out and result in working samples.
Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 illustrate that the optimized etching techniques presented in Sec. 3.2.1
are suitable for the fabrication of nanowires with widths on the 20 nm scale from highly
disordered superconducting thin ﬁlms.
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3.3. Experimental setup
In this section, the whole experimental apparatus is described which is used to perform the
necessary measurements for this thesis. It is crucial to maintain the experiment at ultra-low
temperatures. The techniques for this purpose are discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. Microwave measurements are the core techniques for superconducting circuit QED experiments and they
resort to common methods developed and used in high-frequency technology. The setup
for experiments with continuously applied wave signals is described in Sec. 3.3.2, followed
by the explanation of the apparatus used for pulsed microwave signals in Sec. 3.3.3.

3.3.1. Ultra-low temperature cryostats
The experiments within this PhD project have to be performed at ultra-low temperatures
for various reasons. For quantum phase slip to happen, the temperature of the system
has to be much lower than the transition temperature of the used superconducting ﬁlms.
This ensures that the experiments are not aﬀected by thermally activated phase slips or
even more general by thermally activated ﬂuctuations of the whole superconducting circuit. Even more importantly, the frequency regime of the experiments is at a few GHz. To
avoid thermal excitations at these frequencies, the system has to be maintained well below
100 mK. Possible cooling techniques for this purpose have been intensively studied since
the 1950s and are well documented in literature. Details in excess of the here given can
be found in [EH05] and in references therein.
A standard apparatus to reach and maintain such temperatures is a dilution refrigerator
(DR) consisting of an outer part that is cooled to around 4 K which is used as a pre-cooling
system for the inner part in which a mixture of the helium isotopes 4 He/3 He is cycled to
reach temperatures on the order of 10 mK. The outer part can be realized as wet type cooled
by a liquid 4 He bath. This bath also acts as a thermal shield protecting the inner part from
external thermal radiation. Although the liquid 4 He bath is shielded by a surrounding
liquid nitrogen (N2 ) bath having a temperature of 77 K, evaporation of liquid 4 He happens
due to several reasons. Thus, the 4 He has to be reﬁlled. The same applies for the liquid
N2 bath although it is surrounded by a vacuum shield.
Instead of an open system that needs cryogenic liquids to be reﬁlled, a second closed
cycle technique has been developed, namely the pulse-tube cooler or brieﬂy pulse-tube
(PT). The cooling eﬀect originates from a periodic pressure variation applied to 4 He by a
compressor and from a displacement of the 4 He in the PT. Heat can be extracted via a heat
exchanging mechanism. Thus, a PT can reach temperatures of around 4 K and replaces
the use of liquid 4 He and N2 baths. Therefore, it is referred to as dry type cooler.
The inner dilution unit is a closed system that exploits the fact that a 4 He/3 He mixture
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undergoes a phase separation at very low temperatures3 . This takes place in the so-called
mixing chamber (MC) where a light 3 He rich phase separates from a heavy 4 He phase
with a small amount of 3 He diluted in it. Between the 4 K stage and the MC, a standard
DR has a still and a counter ﬂow heat exchanger. The mixture is circulated by pumping
on the still. In the still, one ﬁnds 3 He vapor atop a dilute 3 He phase. 3 He of that vapor
is circulated through some cleaning traps, a condenser and the heat exchanger back into
the upper light 3 He rich phase in the MC. Depending on pressure and temperature, 3 He
dissolves then into the 4 He phase. A tube from this lower phase in the MC connects it
with the heat exchanger and the still closing the circle. The pumping on the still causes
evaporation of mainly 3 He out of the 4 He phase which extracts thermal energy from the
MC and leads to cooling. The cold 3 He coming from the MC exchanges energy with the
3
He going to the MC in the other line in the heat exchanger before entering the still.
In the experiments described in Ch. 4, mainly dry, pulse-tube dilution refrigerators of type
LD-400 by BlueFors cryogenics were used.

3.3.2. Microwave measurement setup
A typical measurement setup which is used to perform microwave measurements in the
lower GHz regime at ultra-low temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.9.
A vector network analyzer (VNA) sends a microwave signal via a coaxial line from port
1 through a directional coupler into a dilution refrigerator (DR). Inside the DR, the signal
is damped via attenuators which are electrical elements in which a resistor is placed between inner and outer conductor. This resistive connection leads to a partial dissipation
of the microwave signal power as well as to an extraction of thermal energy from the inner conductor. The attenuators connect the inner conductor with the cryostat at the 4 K
stage as well as at the still and the mixing chamber (MC) (see Fig. 3.9). The dissipation
of electrical power is needed since all measurements have to be performed at ultra-low
power levels down to single photon microwave powers. The microwave coaxial cables
are made from stainless steel that add some more frequency-dependent attenuation and
provide suﬃcient thermal isolation between the various temperature stages due to its low
temperature conduction. Subsequently, the microwave signal which travels from the VNA
through this attenuated and thermalized line is directed through the experimental sample
which is mounted inside a closed sample box that is thermalized at the MC stage. This
ensures that the experiment is stabilized at ultra-low temperatures and protected from surrounding electromagnetic as well as thermal radiation. Furthermore, a combination of lead
(PB) and permalloy shields cover the sample box in order to protect it from stray magnetic
ﬁelds. Additionally, the sample holder is equipped with a superconducting coil which allows one to apply a global magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the sample.
3

In such a mixture, the typical amount of 3 He in 4 He is on the order of 6 %.
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a
1

2

microwave
source
directional
coupler

b

vector
network
analyzer

300 K

ampliﬁer
4K

cryostat

attenuator

still

sample
isolator
MC

magnetic shield
Figure 3.9: Ultra-low temperature continuous microwave measurement setup. a Room
temperature part outside the cryostat where signals of a vector network analyser (VNA) and
a microwave source are combined by a directional coupler and send into the cryostat on the
ingoing signal line. On the line outgoing from the cryostat, the signal is ampliﬁed before
it returns to the VNA. b Microwave setup part inside the cryostat. At the 4 K stage, the
microwave signal is attenuated when entering and ampliﬁed before leaving the cryostat.
The signal is further attenuated at the still and at the mixing chamber (MC) before reaching
the sample. The sample has an additional magnetic shield. After the sample, the signal
passes an isolator before reaching the ampliﬁer at 4 K.

After interfering with the experiment, the microwave signal passes a microwave isolator
and a superconducting coaxial cable before it is ampliﬁed by a low-temperature ampliﬁer
at 4 K 4 . The isolator allows the signal coming from the sample to pass while microwaves
reﬂected from as well as thermal ﬂuctuations coming from the ampliﬁer are dissipated before reaching the sample. The superconducting cable leaves the signal un-attenuated and
4

Typically, a so-called hot electron mobility transistor (HEMT) ampliﬁer is used.
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helps to thermally isolate the MC from the 4 K stage by utilizing the vanishing thermal
conduction of superconductors. Ampliﬁcation at low temperatures results in an increase
of the signal amplitude before thermal noise is added at higher temperatures. The ampliﬁed signal travels from the ampliﬁer through a coaxial cable made from stainless steal to
the outgoing port of the dilution refrigerator. Again, the stainless steal leads to a suﬃcient
thermal isolation of the 4 K stage from the room temperature port. At room temperature
the signal gets further ampliﬁed by room temperature ampliﬁers before reaching port 2
of the VNA. The VNA evaluates the 𝑆21 signal (see Eq. (2.70)) transmitted from port 1
to port 2 which was described in Sec. 2.4.2. Each element is electrically matched to an
impedance of 50 𝛺 which avoids loss of the signal by reﬂections at the connections.
In order to send additional microwave signals to the experimental chip, a microwave source
is connected to the second port of the directional coupler mentioned in the beginning.
This coupler provides a mixing of VNA and additional signals towards the sample but
acts as a protection for the outgoing port 1 of the VNA from possible originating from the
microwave source. For the experiments described in Ch. 4, diﬀerent devices like ampliﬁers, attenuators or circulators are used. More details on these devices are presented in
Tab. 3.2.
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Device
Network analyzer

Microwave source

Directional coupler/
power combiner
Attenuators
300 K
4K
still
20 mK
Magnet

Circulator/
isolator
Ampliﬁers
4K

300 K

Cryostat

KIT

RHUL
®

NPL
®

Rohde&Schwarz
R&S ZNB20
9 kHz − 20 GHz
Rohde&Schwarz®
R&S SMB100A
100 kHz − 20 GHz
Anritsu®
K240C
DC−20 GHz
Bluefors®

Rohde&Schwarz®
R&S ZNB20
9 kHz − 20 GHz
Rohde&Schwarz®
R&S SMB100A
100 kHz − 20 GHz

Keysight
N5241 PNA-X
100 kHz − 13.56 GHz
Agilent®
E8257D
250 kHz − 20 GHz
Marki®
C20-0R520
500 MHz − 20 GHz
Inmet® 18AH-20
0 − 60 dB
20 dB
20 dB
20 dB
Homemade
500 turns
11.5 mT/A
Quinstar®
QCY-060400CM00
4 − 8 GHz

0 − 40 dB
20 dB
Homemade
4000 turns
150.0 mT/A
Quinstar®
QCI-080800XM00
4 − 20 GHz

20 dB
10 dB
20 dB
Homemade
2000 turns
75.0 mT/A
2x Quinstar®
QCI-080800XM00
4 − 20 GHz

Low noise factory®
LNF-LNC 1-12A
1 − 12 GHz

Low noise factory®
LNF-LNC 1-12A
1 − 12 GHz

Low noise factory®
LNF-LNC 1-12A
1 − 12 GHz

2x Minicircuits®
ZVA-213 S+
800 MHz − 20 GHz
Bluefors®
LD400
20 mK

Low noise factory®
LNF-LNR 1-15A
1 − 15 GHz
Bluefors®
LD400
12 mK

2x AtlantecRF®
AOX-010120
1 − 12 GHz
Bluefors®
LD400
15 mK

1/16 resistive divider
XMA® cryo

Table 3.2: List of diﬀerent setups with all components used at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Royal Holloway, University of London (RHUL) and National Physical Laboratory
(NPL).
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3.3.3. Time domain setup
The setup presented in Sec. 3.3.2 evaluates microwave signals that are continuously sent
from the VNA and the microwave source (see Fig. 3.9). However, for cQED measurements
like Rabi oscillations or lifetime measurements as described in Sec. 2.4, it is necessary to
send single microwave pulses for readout and drive of the experiment that need certain
timings and synchronization. While the microwave setup inside the dilution refrigerator
stays the same, the room temperature setup consisting of VNA and microwave source has
to be replaced by the setup shown in Fig. 3.10.
manipulation

readout

ADC

ADC

DAC

DAC

DAC

DAC

a

microwave
source
IQ mixer
directional
coupler

I
LO

Q

I

RF

RF

Q
LO

I
LO

Q
RF

ampliﬁer
power
combiner
isolator

300 K

low pass
ﬁlter

b
cryostat
Figure 3.10: Pulsed microwave measurement setup with a legend of components on the
right side. a Room temperature part outside the cryostat. A fast digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) produces the manipulation signal that is combined with the readout pulse on the
ingoing line while the outgoing line is downmixed and detected by a fast analog-to-digital
converter card (ADC). b The part inside the cryostat is identical to Fig. 3.9b.

For the read out of the sample, the VNA is replaced by a microwave source here referred
to as local oscillator (LO) whose signal is split into two tones by a power divider (PD).
An IQ mixer subsequently modulates one part of the LO signal with the output of a fast
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digital-to-analog converter (DAC). This provides the envelopes for the microwave signal.
This signal is then ampliﬁed/attenuated to adjust to the necessary power level. This signal
is combined via a directional coupler with a manipulation signal sequence that is generated
by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) that switches a second microwave source via
a second IQ mixer. The resulting signal is then fed into the cryostat. The second readout
signal coming from the IQ mixer is mixed with the signal coming out of the cryostat which
has been ampliﬁed before by two room temperature ampliﬁers. This results in I and Q signals with noise and RF signal leakage reduced by a low pass ﬁlter. Further ampliﬁcation
is added before the resulting signals are detected by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
card.
Device

Model

Microwave source

Anritsu® MG3692C
2 − 20 GHz
Tabor Electronics® AWG WX2184C
10 kHz − 1 GHz
Spectrum® M41
Marki® ML IQ0318L
3 − 18 GHz
Marki® ML IQ0416L
4 − 16 GHz
Marki® C20-0R520
0.5 − 20 GHz
MiniCircuits® ZVA-183-S+
0.7 − 18 GHz
MiniCircuits® ZFL-1000H
10 MHz − 1 GHz
MiniCircuits® ZFRSC-123-S+
DC − 1 GHz
Pasternack® PE8402
4 − 8 GHz
MiniCircuits® SBLP-117+
DC − 65 MHz

Digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
IQ mixers

Directional coupler
Ampliﬁers

Power combiner
Isolator
Low pass ﬁlter

Table 3.3: Components of the time domain setup for pulsed microwave measurements as
shown in Fig. 3.10 used at KIT.
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It is necessary to synchronize output and input signals with a pulse generator that deﬁnes
the repetition time between consecutive pulses as well as starts the AWG output on its trigger 1. The output of the DACs for the readout and the recording of the ADC card is started
by the second trigger of the pulse generator. In order to ensure for phase and frequency
stability, all mentioned devices are connected to a 10 MHz reference source. Variations
of pulse lengths and distances that have to be executed during the pulse measurements
lead to diﬀerent waveforms in the AWG that have to be stored in the AWG prior to the
measurement. All utilized components of the time domain setup are listed in Tab. 3.3.
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”A scientist in his laboratory is not a mere technician: he is also a child confronting
natural phenomena that impress him as though they were fairy tales.”
Marie Skłodowska Curie

In Ch. 4, the experiments are described which are based on the theories explained in Ch. 2
and realized with techniques that were explained in Ch. 3.
In Sec. 4.1, an experiment with a nanowire made from superconducting AlOx is described.
The nanowire is embedded into a superconducting loop. In Sec. 4.2, a similar system made
from superconducting NbN is investigated. After understanding a system with a single
nanowire in Sec. 4.2, the interference of two such nanowires is explored in Sec. 4.3.
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4.1. Capacitively coupled nanowire loop with large
inductance
In the following experiment, a nanowire is embedded into a loop with large kinetic inductance. The whole device is fabricated from an AlOx thin ﬁlm. The complete fabrication
cycle is listed in A.1.1. The measurements were performed at the Physikalische Institut at
the KIT.

The used superconducting AlOx thin ﬁlm is 20 nm thick and was deposited by the sputter
technique outlined in Sec. 3.1.1. The ﬁlm shows a superconducting transition at 1.8 K with
a sheet resistance of ∼ 1.0 k𝛺. This stems from a strongly disordered superconducting
ﬁlm.
Referring to Eq. (2.15), the sheet kinetic inductance is
𝐿kin, = 0.18

~ 1.0 k𝛺
⋅
= 0.758 ⋅ 10−9 H = 0.758 nH.
𝑘B 1.8 𝐾

(4.1)

The conclusion derived from preceding experiments where DC transport measurements
on arrays of parallel AlOx nanowires were performed [Pﬁ14] is that the critical current of
20−30 nm wide nanowires made from a ﬁlm as described above is on the order of 100 nA.
In the experiment presented in the following, it had to be ensured that the current ﬂowing
through the nanowire is much smaller than its critical current. Since a loop geometry is
used into which the nanowire is embedded, this can be reached by increasing the total loop
inductance which scales anti-proportionally with the persistent current 𝐼p = 𝛷0 /(2𝐿tot ) in
the loop driven by an external magnetic ﬁeld.

4.1.1. Sample design and setup

The aim to increase the total loop inductance and decrease the persistent current, respectively to 𝐿tot ≈ 100 nH and 𝐼p ≈ 10 nA is achieved by a loop with area 𝐴loop =
10.4 × 20.4 µm2 and a loop wire width of 400 nm (highlighted in blue in Fig. 4.1b) made
from an AlOx thin ﬁlm. In this loop, a 250 nm long and 20 nm wide nanowire is embedded
(highlighted in blue in Fig. 4.1c).
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a

b

5 µm
500 µm
c

250 nm
Figure 4.1: a Design sketch to scale of the meandered microstrip resonator coupled to the
microwave feedline (horizontal) with a loop capacitively coupled to the end of the resonator.
b SEM picture showing the end of the resonator (coloured in yellow) and the loop (coloured
in blue). The loop contains a 250 nm long and 20 nm wide wire at the bottom. c Zoom onto
the nanowire area (coloured in blue).

With the aforementioned AlOx thin ﬁlm parameters, the loop has a sheet kinetic inductance
of 𝐿kin, = 0.758 nH. Given a total number of squares 𝑁tot = 𝑁loop + 𝑁wire = 152.4 +
12.5 = 164.9, which is the sum of squares of loop and nanowire, the total loop has a
kinetic inductance of 𝐿tot = 125 nH. A simulation of the geometric inductance of the total
loop performed with femm gives a 𝐿geom = 56.4 pH. Hence, the total loop inductance
is dominated by the kinetic inductance and the geometric inductance can be neglected.
In this loop, the persistent current is reduced to 𝐼p = 𝛷0 /(2𝐿tot ) = 8.27 nA. This is
far below the depairing current of the loop which is determined by the depairing current
in the nanowire, the loop’s weakest spot. However, this reduction holds a drawback for
the coupling of the loop to a microwave readout resonator. The magnetic dipole moment
created by the persistent current in the loop is very small which makes it diﬃcult to couple
the loop inductively (or galvanically) to the magnetic ﬁeld mode (or the current mode) of
a superconducting resonator. On the other side, the large total loop inductance determines
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the loop impedance given by the inductive reactance
𝑍 ≈ |𝑋L | = |𝜔𝐿tot | = 4.70 k𝛺,

(4.2)

for a designed resonator frequency of 6 GHz. Due to such a high impedance, it becomes
feasible to couple the loop capacitively to the electric ﬁeld mode of a distributed microwave
resonator. This can be seen in Fig. 4.1. The loop-wire circuit (highlighted in blue in
Fig. 4.1b) is capacitively coupled to the end of a superconducting 𝜆/2 microstrip resonator
(highlighted in yellow in Fig. 4.1b). On the other end, the resonator is capacitively coupled
to a microstrip feedline through which transmission is measured.
a

b

10 µm

835 µC/m²

loop

resonator

Lloop
resonator

Cc

loop

nanowire
52 µC/m²
Figure 4.2: a Electrical equivalent circuit of the experiment containing the resonator (yellow) and the loop with embedded nanowire (blue). b Simulated charge distribution of the
the end of the resonator and the loop at the resonator frequency. The simulation was
performed with Sonnet® .

The electrical equivalent circuit of the experiment is given in Fig. 4.2a. Resonator and
feedline are fabricated from an 80 nm thick aluminium ﬁlm. A microstrip design is utilized
for the resonator. This avoids a large coplanar ground plane close to the loop1 which
inheres electric ﬁeld or charge ﬂuctuations which might disturb the loop-resonator system.
Due to its large impedance, the loop has a self-capacitance that can be evaluated to be
around 0.5 fF. This leads to a charge separation in the loop induced by the AC electric
ﬁeld of the resonator which can be seen in Fig. 4.2b. It shows the charge distribution at
the end of the resonator and in the loop simulated with Sonnet® . The loop represents an
electric dipole to which the resonator electric ﬁeld mode can capacitively couple.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.3a, the experimental chip is glued (with conducting silver paste)
to a copper plated microwave printed circuit board (PCB)2 with structured CPW feedlines
through which the microwave transmission signal is provided to the experiment.
1
2

The ground plane would be essential in a CPW design in order to get a 50 𝛺 matching to the environment.
The PCB material is TMM®10i by Rogers Corporation.
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Figure 4.3: a Photograph of the silicon chip which contains the experiment (see dashed
rectangle) shown in Fig. 4.1. In the centre, the aluminium microwave feedline is highlighted.
The chip is glued onto the copper plated PCB. At left and right side, the feedline is bonded
to the copper CPW microwave feedline of the PCB. DC lines at top and bottom were not
used in the experiment. b The PCB is ﬁxed on the rectangular copper sample holder (top).
After mounting the PCB, the sample holder is closed with a copper cover (bottom). c The
closed sampleholder (bottom) with SMA microwave and DC cables is subsequently covered
by a lead shield (mid) and a cryoperm shield (top) in order to protect the experiment from
stray magnetic ﬁelds.

The PCB is mounted to a copper sample holder (see Fig. 4.3b). This holder exhibits a
homemade coil with 500 windings made from superconducting niobium-titanium wire.
The perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld at the place of the sample provided by this coil has been
measured to 11.5 mT/A. It can be used to tune the persistent current in the loop. The
sample holder is closed by a copper cover (see Fig. 4.3b) to avoid microwave radiation
loss and it is placed into a lead (Pb) and a cryoperm shield (see Fig. 4.3) to protect it
from stray magnetic ﬁelds (see Fig. 4.3c). The shielded sample holder is mounted to the
mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator providing a temperature of 𝑇 = 20 mK. The
sample holder is wired as shown in Fig. 3.9, with the components listed in column ”KIT”
in Tab. 3.2.
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4.1.2. Microwave transmission spectroscopy
Measuring a microwave signal transmitted through the sample, the resonator shows a resonance dip at a frequency 𝑓res = 6.22 GHz as can be seen in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Transmission amplitude |S21 | (top) and phase arg(S21 ) (bottom) signal plotted
versus readout frequency of the VNA. The spectrum is measured at -115 dBm and 20 mK. A
large resonance at 6.22 GHz is observed as well as a small one at 6.17 GHz. insets Zooms
onto the small resonance which is a sideband mode of resonator and loop (see text).

At resonance, the resonator absorbs energy from the feedline which leads to a dip in the
transmission spectrum. The resonator has a loaded quality factor 𝑄l ≈ 600. Furthermore,
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a weaker resonance dip can be observed at 6.17 GHz (see Fig. 4.4 inset). Simulations
showed that the loop’s inductance and self-capacitance result in a loop self-resonance
mode (see also [Vos17]). Together with the resonator mode, this self resonance mode
creates a frequency sideband mode at
𝑓sb = 𝑓loop − 2𝑓res = 6.17 GHz.

(4.3)

This sideband mode is weaklier coupled to the feedline and has a loaded quality factor of
𝑄l ≈ 5000.
The fact that the resonance at 6.22 GHz is the pure resonator mode while the resonance at
6.17 GHz is a sideband with the loop self-resonance becomes obvious when an external
magnetic ﬁeld is applied perpendicular to the sample. The pure resonator does not care for
small applied magnetic ﬁelds because it is fabricated by a superconducting aluminium wire
which has a critical magnetic ﬁeld much larger than the applied one. This is diﬀerent for
the sideband mode as it is shown in Fig. 4.5. The sideband mode appears to be dominated
by the critical current of the embedded nanowire made from the highly disordered AlOx
thin ﬁlm. Driving a persistent current in the loop by applying an external ﬁeld, leads to
a drastic change of the resonanance frequency of the sideband mode. The reason will be
considered in detail in Sec. 4.1.4.

Figure 4.5: A ﬁrst magnetic ﬁeld scan after cooling down in zero magnetic ﬁeld. The
transmission amplitude of the sideband mode is plotted in colour versus the externally
applied magnetic ﬁeld.
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4.1.3. Granular aluminium nanowire considered as QPS
junction
If the nanowire acts as a quantum phase slip junction (QPSJ) and allows for coherent
tunnelling of ﬂuxoids into and out of the loop, the loop-nanowire circuit may act as a
two-level system as explained in Sec. 2.3.3. Then, the two states are two adjacent ﬂuxon
states in the loop (see Fig. 4.6) or in other words the persistent current states that ﬂow in
clockwise and anti-clockwise direction in the loop. The two-level system is called quantum
phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) [MH05] and was described in Sec. 2.3.3.
a

b
QPSJ
-1

𝛷0
I

N=0

+1

|1 ⟩

L

EN

Es

|0 ⟩

EL ≫ Es

Figure 4.6: a Electrical circuit of the quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ). The number N
of ﬂuxoids (𝛷0 ) in the superconducting loop with inductance L and embedded QPS junction
(QPSJ) can only change in discrete numbers under external ﬂux bias. The QPSFQ is subject
to the restriction EL ≫ Es . b QPSFQ energy spectrum for N = -1, 0, +1 ﬂuxoids in the loop
(dashed parabolas) as function of magnetic frustration f = 𝛷/𝛷0 . The QPS tunnelling Es
lifts the degeneracy at half-integer values of f. The coherent tunnelling creates a two-level
system with a ground state |0⟩ (blue) and an excited state |1⟩ (red).

Strong coupling - represented by the coupling coeﬃcient 𝑔 - of such a qubit to a microwave resonator leads to avoided level crossings when the level transition is tuned into
resonance with the resonator (see Sec. 2.4.3) via a variation of the magnetic ﬁeld. This is
expressed through the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian under rotating wave approximation
(see Eq. (2.74))
𝐻̂ JC = 𝐻̂ r + 𝐻̂ q + 𝐻̂ int ,
~
1
= ~𝜔r (𝑎† 𝑎 + ) + 𝜔q 𝜎z + ~𝑔(𝜎 + 𝑎 + 𝜎 − 𝑎† ),
2
2
with the qubit frequency given by
𝜔q
1
𝑓q =
= √(2𝐼p 𝛷0 (𝑓 − 1/2))2 + 𝐸s2 .
2𝜋 ℎ

(4.4)
(4.5)

(4.6)

In resonance, qubit and resonator form a doublet of dressed states with a degeneracy that
is lifted by two times the coupling coeﬃcient 𝑔 (see Sec. 2.4.3). In Fig. 4.7, the resonance
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amplitude is plotted in colour versus the readout frequency of the vector network analyser
(VNA) and the applied magnetic ﬁeld. At around 6 µT, the resonance frequency starts
to drop for increasing magnetic ﬁeld before it suddenly jumps to frequencies higher than
the original 6.17 GHz. This is exactly the point where the two-level system is tuned into
resonance with the monitored resonance mode according to Eq. (4.6); an avoided level
crossing is observed. The observed pattern is symmetric to around 8 µT where the twolevel system reaches its lowest transition frequency before it increases again (see Eq. (4.6)).
A ﬁt of Eq. (4.5) to the anticrossing in Fig. 4.7, gives a coupling factor of
𝑔 = 49.60 ± 0.50 MHz.

(4.7)

The resonator mode also shows an avoided level crossing at the same magnetic ﬁeld values
but with much weaker coupling of 𝑔 ≈ 1, MHz.

Figure 4.7: Avoided level crossing of the two-level system shown in Fig. 4.8 and resonator
sideband mode displayed as colour coded microwave transmission amplitude versus probe
frequency f VNA and magnetic ﬁeld Bext . The red line is a ﬁt by Eq. (4.5).

The capacitive coupling of the electric qubit dipole moment to the electric ﬁeld of a resonance mode can be assessed by
ℎ𝑔𝛷 = 𝐶c 𝑉r 𝑉q ,

(4.8)
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where 𝑔𝛷 represents the coupling strength in the ﬂux eigenbasis, ℎ is Planck’s constant,
𝐶c the coupling capacitance between resonator and loop, 𝑉r the voltage drop at the end of
the resonator and 𝑉q the voltage drop over the loop.
The coupling capacitance 𝐶c as presented in Fig. 4.2 is estimated as capacitance between
two asymmetric coplanar lines (see [Sim01]), where one is the end of the resonator with
a width of 10 µm while the other is the loop arm with a width of 0.4 µm. The coupling
extends to 20 µm at most which is the length of the qubit loop arm. The distance between
both lines is around 4 µm. This gives a maximal coupling capacitance of 𝐶c = 1.33 fF.
Taking into account that the resonator current oscillates sinusoidally with the fundamental
mode frequency 𝑓r = 6.22 GHz, the resonator voltage drop at the end can be calculated
by 𝑉r = √ℎ𝑓r /2𝐶r . With a resonator capacitance 𝐶r = 292 fF (see [Bra13]), the resonator
voltage drop is 𝑉r = 2.7 µV.
The loop’s electric dipole moment results from the coherent tunnelling across the nanowire.
It is the transition dipole between two adjacent states ﬂux states. As such, the voltage drop
over the loop can be assessed by 𝑉q = 𝛷0 𝑓q , where 𝛷0 is the distance in ﬂux space
between the neighbouring states and 𝑓q is the transition frequency. In anticipation of
Eq. (4.10), 𝑉q = 𝛷0 ⋅ 5.3 GHz = 10.9 µV.
Together this leads to a maximum coupling between resonator and loop of
𝑔𝛷 ≤ 58 MHz.

(4.9)

However, it has to be stated that this coupling is most probably overestimated because the
coupling capacitance might be dominated only by a fraction of the length of the loop arm
and also the loop’s capacitance to ground has to be taken into account. A safe estimate is
rather a tenth, namely 𝑔𝛷 ≈ 5 MHz what agrees more with the experimental observation
of around 1 MHz.
Since the loop resonance mode, which is monitored in Fig. 4.7, has a capacitance two
orders of magnitude less than the pure resonator mode, the coupling of the loop to the
sideband mode is estimated to be one order of magnitude higher (around 50 MHz). This
also agrees with Eq. (4.7). In other words, the coupling of the qubit to the sideband mode
is stronger because it includes the loop dynamics.
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In order to monitor the level transition in dependence of the applied magnetic ﬂux as
predicted by Eq. (4.6), the dispersive readout technique is utilized which is explained in
Sec. 2.4.3. Fig. 4.8 shows the amplitude of the sideband resonance dip in color versus the
applied magnetic frustration 𝑓 under an additional microwave drive tone 𝑓mw . Due to the
coupling, the resonator experiences a dispersive shift when the additional drive excites
the qubit according to Eq. (2.88). Hence, the resonance amplitude changes. A change of
magnetic frustration 𝑓 leads to a change of the transition frequency according to Eq. (4.6)
and the drive frequency has to be changed to excite the qubit.
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Figure 4.8: Dependence on magnetic frustration f = 𝛷/𝛷0 of the transition of the twolevel system participating in the anticrossing in Fig. 4.7 investigated by dispersive readout
technique. The readout power level is at PVNA = -122 dBm while the drive power level is
at Pmw = -97 dBm (both including the setup attenuation). The microwave amplitude signal
is plotted in color versus additional drive frequency f mw and external magnetic frustration
which is applied perpendicular to the sample. When f mw = f q (f ), the resonator experiences
a dispersive shift due to coupling. The transition is ﬁtted (red line) by Eq. (4.6).
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Fitting (red line) the monitored transition in Fig. 4.8 with Eq. (4.6) gives a phase slip
energy of
𝐸s = 5.28 ± 0.01 GHz,
(4.10)
and a persistent current of
𝐼p = 1.57 ± 0.01 nA.

(4.11)

However, this translates into a total loop inductance of 𝐿fit = 656.89 nH which exceeds
the one calculated from design parameters and material properties by far. This indicates
that the theoretical explanation involving just a two-level system based on coherent quantum phase slip in the nanowire is not consistent and seems unfeasible in this case.
Furthermore, as was seen in Fig. 4.5 which represents a ﬁrst magnetic ﬁeld sweep after
the cooldown in zero magnetic ﬁeld, the sideband mode showed no anticrossing at ﬁrst.
Also the resonator mode did not show any. Only after sweeping the magnetic ﬁeld over a
range of several times a magnetic ﬂux quantum
𝛥𝐵 =

𝛷0
= 9.43 µT,
𝐴loop

(4.12)

with a given loop area 𝐴loop = 10.4 × 20.4 µm2 = 212.16 µm2 , the avoided level crossing
of the sideband mode in Fig. 4.7 is observed at a certain magnetic ﬁeld value.
The fact that the magnetic ﬁeld has to be swept over a large range before an anticrossing
is observed does also not agree with the QPSFQ model. Under the condition of strong
qubit-resonator coupling, anticrossings are expected at values of 𝛷0 /2 within a magnetic
ﬁeld sweep. Furthermore, as can be seen in Fig. 4.6, the energy spectrum of a QPSFQ
predicts a periodic appearance of transitions with a 𝛷0 per loop period in magnetic ﬁeld.
This then translates into a periodic appearance of anticrossings in the frequency spectrum
of the sideband mode with a period of 9.43 µT. Such a periodicity has not been observed,
however.
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4.1.4. Granular aluminium nanowire considered as Josephson
weak link
In Sec. 4.1.2, the strong magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the sideband mode (see Fig. 4.5) was
shown. However, the frequency spectrum in Fig. 4.5 lacks an expected feature assuming
the system to act as a QPSFQ as it was discussed in the previous section. In Fig. 4.5, no
anticrossings are observed although the investigated magnetic ﬁeld range is close to ﬁve
times the equivalent of a ﬂuxon in the loop. Nevertheless, it was shown in Fig. 4.8 that
avoided level crossings do appear. However, ﬁtting the energy spectrum with Eq. (4.6),
did not match with the expected loop inductance value.
These circumstances trigger an alternative consideration of the nanowire taking its intrinsic structure into account. Subsequently, the nanowire is viewed as a Josephson weak link
between two superconducting branches in which the Josephson eﬀect is not suppressed
(see Sec. 2.3.2). Picking up the reasoning in [Lik79], the important quantity in a weak
link is its eﬀective length 𝐿eff that might drastically diﬀer from its geometric length 𝐿.
One reason can be the use of a dirty superconductor like the AlOx thin ﬁlm. Its granular
structure results in monocrystalline Al grains with a coherence length of 1.2 µm. The oxide
barriers that connect the grains form a network of intrinsic Josephson junctions leading to
a reduced overall coherence length of the AlOx thin ﬁlm. 𝐿eff is determined by the length
over which the nonlinear eﬀect(s) take place in the weak link. If one assumes the oxide
barrier between two grains of 4 nm diameter to be at least 1 nm thick (see Fig. 3.2a), the
eﬀective weak link length could be estimated to
𝐿eff ≥ 1/5 ⋅ 𝐿 = 50 nm.

(4.13)

According to [Lik79], it is possible that the nanowire forms a long (𝐿eff > 𝜉) and dirty
(𝑙 < 𝐿eff ) weak link with an estimated electric mean free path of 𝑙 ≈ 0.01 nm [Rot+17].
Following the Kulik-Omelyanchuk theory for dirty weak links [KO77; Lik79], the critical
current of such a dirty weak link can be estimated to be
𝐼c,wl = 1.32

3.52𝜋𝑘B 𝑇c 1
≈ 50 nA,
(
) 𝑅n
4𝑒

(4.14)

for the 250 nm long and 20 nm wire with a sheet resistance of 1 k𝛺 which results in a
normal conducting resistance of 𝑅n = 250 nm/250 nm ⋅ 1 k𝛺 = 12.5 k𝛺. The critical
temperature of the AlOx ﬁlm is 𝑇c = 1.8 K. Except that, it could also be possible that
at a certain spot in the wire a thicker oxide barrier was formed which leads to the formation of a spatially localized Josephson junction with similar critical current as given by
Eq. (4.14).
As a Josephson weak link, the nanowire would have a non-linear inductance given by
𝐿wire = 𝐿wl =

𝛷0
,
2𝜋𝐼c,wl cos(𝜑wl )

(4.15)
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where the phase drop over the weak link is given by 𝜑wl = 2𝜋𝛷/𝛷0 = 2𝜋 ⋅ 𝐿wl 𝐼/𝛷0 with
the weak link inductance 𝐿wl and the current 𝐼 carried by the weak link.

Hence, the total loop inductance of the loop-nanowire system consists of the kinetic inductance of the loop plus the weak-link inductance
𝐿tot = 𝐿loop + 𝐿wl .

(4.16)

The sideband resonance mode would directly depend on the total inductance and would
be given by
𝑓sb =
=

1
1
− 2𝑓res
2𝜋 √𝐿tot 𝐶
1
2𝜋

1
𝐿
+
√( loop

− 2𝑓res .

(4.17)

𝛷0
⋅𝐶
2𝜋𝐼c,wl cos(𝜑wl ) )

Under the inﬂuence of an applied external magnetic ﬂux 𝛷ext , the total superconducting
phase of the system would split into two contributions
𝜑tot = 𝜑loop + 𝜑wl = 2𝜋𝛷ext = 2𝜋(𝐿loop + 𝐿wl ).

(4.18)

Due to the high total inductance, the persistent current 𝐼p = 𝛷ext /𝐿tot which is driven by
the external ﬁeld is reduced. At such small currents, the loop inductance 𝐿loop is linear.
On the contrary, the weak-link inductance would scale with the cosine of its phase drop
𝜑wl already at small magnetic ﬂux values (see Eq. (4.15)) which might lead to change in
resonance frequency of the sideband mode as it is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Fig. 4.9 shows the same measurement as it was presented in Fig. 4.5. The amplitude |𝑆21 |
of the resonance signal is plotted in color versus the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld.
Using Eq. (4.18), a ﬁt of Eq. (4.17) to Fig. 4.9 (red line) gives a critical current of the
supposed weak link of
𝐼c,wl = 60 ± 14 nA,

(4.19)

as well as loop and weak link inductances of
𝐿loop = 121 ± 2 nH,
𝐿wl = 5.5 ± 0.5 nH.
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Figure 4.9: A ﬁrst magnetic ﬁeld scan after cooling down in zero magnetic ﬁeld. The
transmission amplitude of the sideband mode is plotted in colour versus the externally
applied magnetic ﬁeld. The red line presents a ﬁt of the magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the
resonance frequency with Eq. (4.17).

This results in a basic loop parameter
𝛽L =

2𝜋𝐼c,wl 𝐿tot
𝛷0

=

𝐿loop
𝐿wl

= 22 ± 1.

(4.22)

𝛽L is called normalized inductance [Lik79] and determines the phase relation between
loop and weak link as
𝐼p
𝜑wl = 𝜑loop − 𝛽L
.
(4.23)
𝐼c,wl
𝐼p = 𝛷0 /(2 𝐿tot ) is the persistent current in the loop driven by the externally applied
magnetic ﬁeld which impresses an external phase 𝜑e . This phase relation can be depicted
nicely by taking into account that a Josephson weak link obeys the DC Josephson equation
𝐼s = 𝐼c,wl sin(𝜑wl ) (see Eq. (2.36)). Since the supercurrent in the loop is given by 𝐼p , it
can be replaced by 𝐼s in Eq. (4.23) which then reads
𝜑wl + 𝛽L sin(𝜑wl ) = 𝜑loop .

(4.24)
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Figure 4.10: Relation between the loop phase 𝜑loop and the phase drop over the weak
link 𝜑wl . Since the system is a closed superconducting loop the phase must always be a
multiple of 2𝜋 associated to a discrete number of ﬂuxons in the loop. Due to the high 𝛽L
of the weak link, the system becomes multi-valued with metastable states (solid lines).
The phase dynamics of the system can be represented as particle (circles) in a metastable
state. The particle will stay in one state until the external phase exceeds a certain value
and allows the system to occupy a higher (+𝛷0 ) or lower (−𝛷0 ) state. The red, blue and
green circle correspond to 0, 1 or 2 ﬂuxons in the loop.

In Fig. 4.10, Eq. (4.24) is plotted for 𝛽L = 22. It can be directly seen that for such a large
𝛽L , the system can be in multi-valued states (circles in Fig. 4.10). Every time the external
phase exceeds more than plus (minus) four times 2𝜋, the system can change its state by
plus (minus) one more ﬂux quantum 𝛷0 in the loop. This behaviour is well-known for
a radio-frequency Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (RF-SQUID) which is
formed by a superconducting loop with one embedded Josephson junction [Lik91; Tin04;
Sch97]. The loop’s characteristic energy scales are the assumed Josephson energy
𝐸J = 𝐸wl =
the inductive energy
𝐸L =

𝛷0 𝐼c,wl
2𝜋

𝛷02

≈ ℎ ⋅ 30 GHz,

(4.25)

≈ ℎ ⋅ 30 GHz,

(4.26)

𝑒2
≈ ℎ ⋅ 30 GHz.
2𝐶tot

(4.27)

2𝐿tot

and the assumed charging energy
𝐸C =
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The fact that the system gives rise to hysteretic behaviour as it is observable in Fig. 4.10
supposes that the ﬂux might be the proper basis to describe the system’s dynamics. This
will be important in the following.

Fig. 4.11 shows a similar magnetic ﬁeld sweep as presented in Fig. 4.9. While Fig. 4.9
was a ﬁrst sweep after cooling down in zero magnetic ﬁeld, Fig. 4.11 was recorded after
a preceding magnetic ﬁeld scan to more than ﬁve times a 𝛷0 ﬂux in the loop. Fig. 4.10
shows that for 𝛽L = 22 an externally applied ﬂux of more than ﬁve times 𝛷0 which corresponds to an externally impressed phase 𝜑loop more than ﬁve times 2𝜋 brings the system
into a higher metastable state (e.g. blue or green circle in Fig. 4.10). For a subsequent
reduction of the magnetic ﬁeld, the system will remain on this upper phase branch until
the ﬁeld is swept down so much that the system can reduce its state to a lower one.

Figure 4.11: Magnetic ﬁeld scan recorded after a preceding magnetic ﬁeld sweep to more
than ﬁve times a 𝛷0 ﬂux in the loop. The sideband mode resonance amplitude is plotted
in colour versus the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld. Several diﬀerent anticrossings are
visible including ”bumps” in the resonance spectrum. The red line presents the resonance
at minimum amplitude as a guide to the eye.

Deeper understanding of the system’s dynamics can be gained by considering the magnetic
energy 𝐸L and the weak link’s Josephson energy 𝐸J which form the system’s potential
landscape [Fri+00; RHL95]
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2

1 2𝜋(𝛷 − 𝛷e )
𝛷
𝑈 (𝛷, 𝛷e ) = 𝑈0
− 𝛽L cos 2𝜋
.
(
)
(
𝛷0
𝛷0 )]
[2

(4.28)

Here, 𝛷 represents the metastable state or the number of ﬂuxons in the loop respectively
while 𝛷e is externally applied magnetic ﬂux. The ﬁrst summand of Eq. (4.28) represents
the magnetic energy, the second one is the Josephson energy with 𝑈0 = 𝛷02 /(4𝜋 2 𝐿tot ). In
case of 𝛽L ≪ 1, the Josephson energy term could be neglected. For 𝛽L = 22 however, 𝐸J
plays an important role for dynamics of the system and gives rise to hysteresis eﬀects.

Figure 4.12: Potential Eq. (4.28) of the loop - weak link system plotted over the phase
drop over the weak link 𝜑wl for zero magnetic ﬁeld. The phase dynamics are represented
by a particle (red circle) which is situated in the centre well. The energy levels in the centre
as well as the adjacent wells are plotted (solid lines). 𝜖 is the potential tilt, U0 is the barrier
height between adjacent wells and 𝛷m represents the ﬂux diﬀerence between two adjacent
minima.

This can be seen clearly when plotting the potential Eq. (4.28) over the phase drop over
the weak link 𝜑wl presented in Fig. 4.12. After cooling the system through 𝑇c in zero
magnetic ﬁeld 𝛷 = 𝛷e = 0, the system resides in the ground state of the centre well of
the potential. The wells result from the Josephson energy term and receive their depth
by the large 𝛽L parameter. As explained in Sec. 2.3.3, the system or more precisely its
phase dynamics can be described as a particle that is localized in the centre well which
is depicted in Fig. 4.12 as red circle. It corresponds to the red circle in Fig. 4.10. The
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particle is in its ground state. The energetically higher excited states as well as the bound
states in the adjacent wells are plotted. They are calculated by solving the Hamiltonian
𝐻loop,wl = 4𝐸C + 𝑈 (𝛷, 𝛷e ),

(4.29)

with 𝐸C given by Eq. (4.27) and 𝑈 (𝛷, 𝛷e ) by Eq. (4.28).
The energy levels of the excited states are very high which makes them diﬃcult to be
populated in the experiment. However, the situation might change, when the magnetic
ﬁeld is increased. In Fig. 4.13, the potential is shown for applied magnetic ﬁelds of 0
(thin solid line), 3 𝛷0 (dashed dotted line) and 5 𝛷0 (thick solid line). The particle (red
circle) cannot escape the well during the increase of applied ﬂux (red dashed arrows) until
the barrier to the adjacent well is low enough. For an applied ﬂux of 5 𝛷0 the barrier to
the next well has vanished. The particle can then ”roll” down the potential (gray dashed
arrows) until a well is deep enough to localize it. This is presented in Fig. 4.13 in the
5 𝛷0 potential as either blue circle when the particle reaches the next well or green circle
when it arrives the second next well. The blue and green circles correspond to the ones in
Fig. 4.10.

Figure 4.13: The potential given by Eq. (4.28) plotted over the phase drop over the weak
link 𝜑wl for 0 𝛷0 (thin solid line), 3 𝛷0 (dashed dotted line) and 5 𝛷0 (thick solid line). The
phase dynamics is represented by particles. Increasing the external ﬂux (red horizontal
arrows) tilts the potential. Increasing from 0 𝛷0 , the particle (red circle) is lifted up (red
vertical arrows) as long as a barrier separates two neighbouring wells. Without barrier, the
particle ”rolls” down the potential (black arrows) until being trapped in a neighboring well
(blue or green circle). During a subsequent reduction of the external ﬂux (blue horizontal arrows), the particles remain in their occupied wells. The circle colors correspond to
Fig. 4.10.
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When the magnetic ﬁeld is subsequently swept back, the system will stay in its new well.
At certain magnetic ﬁeld values, a situation can be on hand that is presented in Fig. 4.14a.
In this situation, the particle cannot yet overcome the barrier to the next well but it can
resonantly tunnel between the wells [Fri+00; RHL95] as depicted by the arrows. This
tunnelling process can be coherent having a lifted degeneracy of states |0⟩, |1⟩ what is
presented in Fig. 4.14b. The energy diﬀerence by which the degeneracy is lifted is given
by [Fri+00; RHL95]
𝛥𝐸 = √𝜖 2 + 𝛥2 ,
(4.30)
where the ﬂux dependent tilt of the potential (see Fig. 4.14a) is 𝜖 = 2𝑈0 4𝜋 2 𝛷𝑚 𝛷e /𝛷02 and
the tunnel coupling is represented by 𝛥 (see Fig. 4.14b). 𝛥𝑈0 gives the barrier height.
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Figure 4.14: a Potential Eq. (4.28) plotted at an external ﬂux of 1.5 𝛷0 with the system
occupying the second metastable state from zero (green circle, see Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.10).
Under this conditions, coherent, resonant tunnelling can take place through the barrier
between states |0⟩ and |1⟩ (double-sided arrow). b This system forms a two level system
with a degeneracy that is lifted by 𝛥. The energy diﬀerence between the two dressed states
is given by Eq. (4.30).

Eq. (4.30) has the same form as Eq. (4.6) and therefore also ﬁts to the appearance and
shape of the transition spectrum in Fig. 4.8 and of the anticrossing in Fig. 4.7. The ﬁt
of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian Eq. (4.5) but now with a qubit energy (frequency)
given by Eq. (4.30) instead of Eq. (4.6).
The anticrossing in Fig. 4.7 corresponds to the one in the center at around 8 µT in Fig. 4.11
and as aforementioned is caused by the energy dependent transition presented in Fig. 4.8.
Fitting of Eq. (4.30) to the transition in Fig. 4.8 would result in a tunnel coupling
𝛥 = 5.28 ± 0.01 GHz,
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and an energy tilt per frustration 𝑓 = 𝛷/𝛷0 of
𝜖 = 9.75 ± 0.01 GHz.

(4.32)

Nevertheless, this level-transition is not the only one that is observed. In Fig. 4.11 different anticrossings appear when the magnetic ﬁeld is swept back over a big range. This
can be explained considering the change of the potential with magnetic ﬂux as presented
in Fig. 4.13. For changing magnetic ﬁeld, the well and therewith the localized levels
in it would considerably change. This might give rise to coherent, resonant inter-well
tunnelling between diﬀerent states. As a result, diﬀerent anticrossings can be observed
in Fig. 4.11. For example the ”bumps” in the frequency spectrum at −30 to −40 µT in
Fig. 4.11 are due to two-level systems with a minimum transition frequency of 6.5 GHz.
All transitions that have been observed were ﬁtted by Eq. (4.30). The results are listed in
Tab. 4.1
𝛥/ℎ (GHz)
4.19
5.28
6.5

𝜖/ℎ (GHz per 𝑓 = 𝛷/𝛷0 )
34.69
9.75
15.02

Table 4.1: Parameters of the observed two-level systems taken from ﬁts to Eq. (4.30).

Tab. 4.1 shows that not only the tunnel couplings vary but also the potential tilt. This
might be explained by the fact that the diﬀerent energy levels in a well depend diﬀerently
on magnetic ﬁeld. Close to the top of the barrier, the well’s width increases stronger with
magnetic ﬁeld than deep in the well. This might lead to a stronger magnetic ﬁeld transition
of the resonant inter-well tunnelling.
Here, it has to be stated that the derivation of the capacitive coupling between either resonator mode or sideband mode and loop-nanowire system, which was done in Sec. 4.1.3
(see Eq. (4.8)), would also hold for the consideration in this section. In any case, the
qubit’s electric dipole moment would result from the tunnelling between adjacent ﬂuxon
states.
It is furthermore obvious that in a single magnetic ﬁeld sweep, no transition appears with
a periodicity of 𝛷0 in the loop due to the form of the potential Eq. (4.28). It is however
possible to get the transition presented in Fig. 4.8 again when the system is in another
metastable ﬂuxon state since the potential is the same for every integer of 𝛷0 in the loop.
It is only shifted by this 𝑛 ⋅ 𝛷0 . After the detection of the transition presented in Fig. 4.8,
the magnetic ﬁeld is swept to around ﬁve times 𝛷0 so that the system occupies the next
higher metastable state. Reducing the ﬁeld subsequently, the same transition appears at
ﬂux that is 𝛷0 shifted from the one at which the transition was before. This is shown in
Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Magnetic ﬁeld dependent two-level transitions as shown in Fig. 4.8 for 3 subsequent, hysteretic magnetic ﬁeld cycles leading the system to occupy adjacent metastable
ﬂuxon states. The solid lines represent ﬁts to Eq. (4.30) with the same parameters.

Reconsidering Fig. 4.14a, the question arises why the particle does coherent, resonant
tunnelling with a state |1⟩ that is energetically so high up that it is likely to relax instantaneously into the ground state in its own well. A reason may be that the tunnelling rate is
faster than the relaxation rate.
That the state is rather long living is backed up by the observation that an observed frequency spectrum like in Fig. 4.11 is stable over days as long as the magnetic ﬂux is
not swept so far that the system can occupy an adjacent metastable state. Very seldom
(𝑡 ≈ 1 week), a sudden jump in the spectrum takes place during a sweep. This could
correspond to a relaxation of a state |1⟩ into its ground state. Therefore, the system has
to be able to switch to a lower metastable state resulting in an observed spectrum that is
diﬀerent to the one before the jump. This is observed many times.
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4.1.5. AC Stark eﬀect
The coupling of two-level system and resonator does not only result in a dispersive resonator frequency shift depending on the two-level system’s state but also in a change of
the transition frequency in dependence on the electric ﬁeld strength or photon number in
the resonator, respectively as it was explained in Sec. 2.4.3. In Fig. 4.16, the amplitude
of the sideband resonance mode is plotted in colour at a ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld value which
corresponds to the minimum transition frequency point in Fig. 4.8. Using again the dispersive readout technique, the additional drive 𝑓mw is used to drive the transition while
the microwave power applied by the VNA to read out the resonance 𝑃VNA is swept.
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Figure 4.16: Dependence of the transition in Fig. 4.8 on the readout power PVNA , here
given without setup attenuation. The qubit transition is ﬁxed at the sweet spot (𝛥 E =
𝛥) and investigated via the dispersive readout technique. The change of the transition
with PVNA is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.33) (red line). This is used to calibrate the average number of
photons < n > in the resonance mode with the applied microwave power. This calibrated
photon number is displayed as upper x axis. The drive power level is at Pmw = -102 dBm
including setup attenuation.

It is observed that the dispersive shift of the sideband resonance mode and thus the transition frequency decreases for increasing readout power (see Fig. 4.16). The change in
transition frequency is due to the changing AC electric ﬁeld of the resonance mode or
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its photon number, respectively. More photons in the resonator means a linear increase
of the resonator decay rate. Due to coupling to all photons, the two-level system looses
more energy and its frequency gets reduced, respectively. This eﬀect is called AC Stark
shift as explained in Sec. 2.4.3. The change of qubit transition frequency 𝛥f is given by
Eq. (2.87)
𝑔2
(2𝑛 + 1).
(4.33)
𝛥f =
𝑓r − 𝑓q
Eq. (4.33) makes it possible to calibrate the applied readout power 𝑃VNA given on the lower
x-axis in Fig. 4.16 for the photon number in the readout resonator which is displayed at
the upper x-axis. For an applied power of −30 dBm (plus further 80 dB of attenuation in
the line), a measurement is performed in the single photon regime. This mean coupling
of one microwave photon to a two-level system excitation.

4.1.6. Driven Rabi oscillations
Since it is possible to drive the level transition with an external microwave signal, the next
step is to perform a Rabi drive experiment. The level transition will be driven sinusoidally
between ground and excited state as explained in Sec. 2.4.1.
For this purpose, the continuous microwave measurement setup displayed in Fig. 3.9 which
was used so far is replaced by the pulsed microwave measurement setup shown in Fig. 3.10.
This setup is necessary to send pulsed microwave signals to the sample and evaluate them
afterwards. The loop-nanowire system is still monitored through the sideband resonance
mode.
Applying a drive pulse is represented by the drive Hamiltonian Eq. (2.58)
𝐻̃ d = 𝐴d cos(2𝜋𝑓d 𝑡)𝜎̃z ,

(4.34)

with drive amplitude 𝐴d and drive frequency 𝑓d when the drive is tuned into resonance
with the transition frequency 𝑓q , it leads to oscillations between ground and excited state
as it is shown in Fig. 4.17b.
The two-level system is in its ground state in the beginning. A drive is applied for a
time 𝛥𝑡 followed by a readout pulse that extracts the state of the two-level system (see
Fig. 4.17a). By various measurements, in which 𝛥𝑡 is increased measurement-wise, the
two-level system oscillation under drive can be monitored.
Since now it is shown that the two-level system can be driven between ground and excited
state, in the following it will be called a qubit.
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Figure 4.17: a Rabi drive protocol. After applying a drive (see Eq. (4.34)) for time 𝛥t
to the qubit, a readout pulse extracts the qubit state. b Subsequent measurements with
varied drive pulse duration 𝛥t (single stars) plotted over 𝛥t gives the Rabi oscillation. The
transmission amplitude |S21 | of the sideband resonance used to read out the qubit state
dispersively is plotted versus 𝛥t. The green solid line represents a ﬁt by an exponentially
damped cosine function. c Rabi oscillations like in b measured for diﬀerent drive power
amplitudes Arms . The transmission amplitude |S21 | is plotted in color. The white dashed
horizontal line corresponds to the drive power amplitude value at which the ﬁgure in b is
taken.
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As the next step, the dependence of the Rabi oscillations on the drive amplitude is investigated. According to Eq. (2.60)

𝛺R =

𝐴 𝐸0
,
~2 𝜔q

(4.35)

the Rabi frequency is proportional to the amplitude of the drive signal. This is presented in
Fig. 4.17c. There, the sideband resonance amplitude |𝑆21 | is plotted in color versus drive
amplitude 𝐴rms 3 and the time 𝛥𝑡 over which the drive is applied before the qubit state is
read out. Each horizontal line in Fig. 4.17c represents a measurement like in Fig. 4.17b.
The frequency of the Rabi oscillation that is visible horizontally in Fig. 4.17c decreases
with decreasing drive amplitude.

Figure 4.18: Rabi frequency values 𝛺R extracted from ﬁts of Eq. (4.35) to each Rabi
oscillation in Fig. 4.17c plotted versus the corresponding drive amplitude values Arms . The
linear dependence of 𝛺R on Arms (solid line as guide to the eye) is in nice agreement with
the expected behaviour (see Eq. (4.35)).

In Fig. 4.18, the Rabi frequency values 𝛺R extracted from the measurement in Fig. 4.17c
are plotted versus the corresponding drive amplitude values 𝐴rms . A linear dependence of
𝛺R on 𝐴rms can be observed (solid line in Fig. 4.18 as guide to the eye). This is in nice
agreement with theory (see Eq. (4.35)).
3

”rms” stands for root mean square.
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4.1.7. Qubit lifetimes
The driven Rabi oscillations proof that the qubit’s spontaneous emission rate is suﬃciently
small to allow the qubit to stay in its excited state on the time scale a measurement is
performed. If the emission rate was faster than the Rabi frequency, the qubit would decay
faster than it would be coherently driven to its ground state. In order to evaluate the time
span over which the qubit can remain in its excited state before decaying, a so-called 𝑇1
measurement is performed.
In the beginning of such a measurement, the qubit is prepared in its ground state. A short
pulse is applied to excite the qubit. In the Bloch sphere representation (see Sec. 2.4.1), a
pulse that brings the qubit vector from the ground state (pointing in positive z direction)
to the excited state (pointing in negative z direction) represents a rotation of 𝜃 = 𝜋 around
the y axis. Hence, it is called a 𝜋-pulse. After this 𝜋-pulse in the 𝑇1 -measurement, the
qubit decays freely over a time 𝛥𝑡 before a readout pulse is applied. This shows how far
the qubit decayed during 𝛥𝑡. The complete pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 4.19b.

T1
pulse
sequence

b

readout
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𝜋pulse

1.0
qubit population

T 1 = 14.11 µs

0.0
0
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(µs)
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Figure 4.19: a T 1 pulse sequence. Prepared in the ground state, the qubit is excited
by a 𝜋 -pulse. After a waiting time of 𝛥t, the qubit state is read out by a readout pulse.
b Repeating the pulse sequence with increasing waiting time 𝛥t. Each circle including
error bar represents a single measurement plotted over the corresponding 𝛥t value. The
measurement is ﬁtted by an exponential decay (red solid line) giving the T 1 lifetime of the
qubit.

In Fig. 4.19b, the qubit decay is displayed. The qubit population is plotted over the waiting
time 𝛥t. 1.0 means the qubit is purely in the excited state, while for 0.0 it is in its ground
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state. Fitting this exponential decay (solid line) results in a 𝑇1 -lifetime
𝑇1 = 14.11 ± 0.30 µs.

(4.36)

In order to understand what limits the longitudinal relaxation time 𝑇1 , the so-called Purcell
eﬀect is considered [PTP46; Hou+08]. Due to their transversal coupling, the qubit can
decay into the sideband mode. The decay rate of this process is given by [Hou+08]
𝛤1,Purcell

2
2
2𝜋𝑓sb
𝑔
𝑔
=
𝜅=
,
( 𝑓sb − 𝑓q )
( 𝑓sb − 𝑓q ) 𝑄l

(4.37)

with sideband and qubit frequencies 𝑓sb and 𝑓q , coupling factor 𝑔 and resonator decay rate
𝜅. 𝜅 is determined by the coupling of the resonator to the feedline expressed by its loaded
quality factor 𝑄l . It is obvious that the qubit decay depends on how strong it is coupled
to the resonator and furthermore, how fast energy can decay from the resonator into the
feedline. The Purcell limit of the 𝑇1 lifetime is given by the inverse loss rate and can be
evaluated to
𝑓sb − 𝑓q

2

𝑄l
6170 − 5290 2 5000
≈(
) 2𝜋 6170 µs = 42.5 µs.
) 2𝜋𝑓sb
(
𝑔
49.6
(4.38)
So, the measured 𝑇1 lifetime is a factor of three lower than it would be due to the Purcell
limitation by coupling to the sideband mode. It is not clear yet, which further transversal decay channels are present in the system. The coupling to the main resonator mode
at 6.22 GHz with a coupling strength of only 𝑔 ≈ 1 MHz is too small to explain the 𝑇1 limit.
𝑇1,Purcell =

−1
𝛤1,Purcell

=

Except the longitudinal relaxation due to transversal coupling, the qubit can furthermore
lose energy by longitudinal coupling to parasitic systems, e.g. on the surface of the circuit
or intrinsically in the material. This is tested by a Ramsey or 𝑇2∗ -measurement.
In the beginning of such a measurement, the qubit is again prepared in its ground state.
Then, a short 𝜋2 -pulse rotates the qubit vector around the x axis to the equator of the Bloch
sphere. The qubit is kept there for a time 𝛥𝑡 before another 𝜋2 -pulse rotates it back to the
ground state. Directly after this pulse, a readout pulse is sent that will show how much
the qubit decayed during the waiting time at the equator. The complete pulse sequence is
shown in Fig. 4.20a.
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Figure 4.20: a T 2 ∗ (Ramsey) pulse sequence. Prepared in the ground state, the qubit
is excited by a 𝜋 /2-pulse. After a waiting time of 𝛥t, another 𝜋 /2-pulse rotates it back
to the ground state, where the qubit state is extracted by a readout pulse. b Repeating
the pulse sequence from a with increasing waiting time 𝛥t. Each black circle including
error bar represents a single measurement plotted over the corresponding 𝛥t value. The
measurement is ﬁtted by an exponential decay (upper red line) giving the T 2 ∗ lifetime of
the qubit. Repeating the pulse sequence from c with increasing waiting time 𝛥t. Each blue
circle including error bar represents a single measurement plotted over the corresponding
𝛥t value. The measurement is ﬁtted by an exponential decay (lower red line) giving the T 2
lifetime of the qubit. c T 2 (spin-echo) pulse sequence. The waiting time of 𝛥t in the T 2 ∗
(Ramsey) pulse sequence is interrupted by an additional 𝜋 -pulse that rotates the qubit to
the other side of the equator. This leads to refocussing before the qubit is rotated back to
the ground state where the qubit state is extracted by a readout pulse.
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The black circles in Fig. 4.20b represent the outcome of such a 𝑇2∗ -measurement. The
qubit population is plotted versus the waiting time 𝛥𝑡. The qubit population is the same
as in the 𝑇1 measurement presented in Fig. 4.19. Fitting this exponential decay (upper red
line) results in a 𝑇2∗ -lifetime
𝑇2∗ = 1.64 ± 0.19 µs.
(4.39)
Two 𝜋2 -pulses are equivalent to the 𝜋-pulse which brings the qubit to its excited state in
the aforementioned 𝑇1 -measurement. This is why the in Fig. 4.20b the black circles start
from a qubit population of around 1.0. The decay ends at a qubit population of around 0.5,
which represents the point, where the excited and the ground state are equally populated.
It is clearly visible that 𝑇2∗ ≪ 𝑇1 or not so-called 𝑇1 -limited. This means the qubit lost
energy during the waiting time at the equator what can be caused by coupling to defect
systems (e. g. intrinsically) or background noise. In order to get rid of this so-called dephasing, the Ramsey protocol can be enhanced by an additional 𝜋-pulse (blue in Fig. 4.20c)
in the middle between the two 𝜋2 -pulses. The additional 𝜋-pulse projects the qubit vector
to the opposite side of the equator in the Bloch sphere. This represents a reverse of time
which then leads to a reverse of the dephasing. This reversal is called refocussing. The
enhancement of the Ramsey measurement by a further 𝜋-pulse is called a spin-echo or 𝑇2 experiment. Its complete pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 4.20c. Such a 𝑇2 -measurement
was performed on the the presented system represented by the blue circles in Fig. 4.20b.
Again the qubit population is plotted versus the waiting time 𝛥𝑡.
In comparison to the the 𝑇2∗ -measurement, the excess 𝜋-pulse brings the qubit back to the
ground state. This is why in Fig. 4.20b the blue circles start from a qubit population of
around 0.0. Also here the decay approaches 0.5. That it actually exceeds 0.5 can be due
to the fact that pulses did not bring the qubit perfectly to the equator. The decay resulted
in a 𝑇2 -lifetime of
𝑇2 = 1.58 ± 0.08 µs ≈ 𝑇2∗ ,
(4.40)
taken from the exponential ﬁt (lower red line). This means the refocussing 𝜋-pulse did
not compensate the dephasing. This indicates that the frequency cut-oﬀ that is given by
halving the time 𝛥𝑡 with the 𝜋-pulse is lower than the noise frequency that causes the
dephasing.
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4.1.8. Discussion and Conclusion
The experiment presented in this section was intended to show coherent quantum phase
slip (cQPS) in a very thin wire made from granular aluminium (AlOx ). Although the
nanowire was designed to act as a quantum phase slip junction (QPSJ) as suggested in
[MN06] forming a quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) when embedded into a loop, as
it was theoretically predicted in [MH05] and experimentally realized in [Ast+12; Pel+13],
the measurements suggest that the Josephson eﬀect - the dual to the QPS eﬀect [MN06] was still dominating over the nanowire.
AlOx was chosen because of its high normal conducting sheet resistance which can be
adjusted during its fabrication process [Rot+17]. The high normal conducting sheet resistance of a wire allows for high kinetic inductance in the superconducting state, a prerequisite for quantum phase slip to occur. The second important constraint that had to be
met was a wire diameter on the order of the superconducting coherence length of the AlOx
thin ﬁlm.
For the present experiment, a nanowire with a width of 20 nm and a length of 250 nm was
embedded into a loop, both made from the same AlOx thin ﬁlm. Due to the large loop size,
the persistent current in the loop, which is driven by the external magnetic ﬁeld, is lower
than the critical current of the nanowire. This was a further prerequisite of the experiment.
The loop-nanowire system was capacitively coupled to the electric ﬁeld mode of the resonator. As suggested by the observations in the experiment, the resonator and the loop
created a sideband resonance mode besides the fundamental resonator mode. The sideband mode appeared to be the more interesting candidate to investigate the loop-nanowire
system’s properties rather than the resonator because the coupling to the sideband mode
was much stronger.
Although the prerequisites were met, the nanowire seemed to have formed a long, dirty
Josephson weak link [Lik79] rather than a QPSJ. Possibly, a width of 20 nm was still
too wide and due to its intrinsic granular structure, the nanowire might have formed a
Josephson weak link junction. Embedding the nanowire into the loop, an RF SQUID
system seemed to be made up similar to experiments like [Fri+00; RHL95]. The system
gave rise to metastable ﬂuxon states in the loop and therewith hysteretic behaviour. The
system’s potential landscape was modelled by the quadratic dependence of the magnetic
energy on ﬂux with deep wells caused by the sinusoidal weak link energy dependence on
ﬂux. Using certain preparation, the system could be prepared into conﬁgurations where
coherent tunnelling between ﬂuxon states took place. Based on this, a tunnelling two-level
system was formed which coupled strongly to the sideband resonance mode. At resonance,
two-level system and sideband mode exhibited anticrossings. Via a dispersive readout
technique, the magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the level transition could be subsequently
monitored.
Further investigation revealed that the two-level system’s transition energy depends on the
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electric ﬁeld strength of the resonance sideband mode. This is well known as AC Stark
eﬀect. Furthermore, Rabi oscillations could be successfully performed on the two-level
system. This proved that the system represents a qubit with distinct lifetime. Time domain
measurements disclosed that the two-level system exhibits interesting coherence properties given a longitudinal relaxation time of 𝑇1 = 14.11 µs. The qubit was clearly subject to
dephasing since its transversal 𝑇2∗ -lifetime was not 𝑇1 -limited but an order of magnitude
lower (𝑇2∗ = 1.64 µs). Even spin-echo experiments with the aim of reducing the dephasing eﬀect by a refocussing pulse did not improve the transversal lifetime (𝑇2 ≈ 𝑇2∗ ). The
reason for the dephasing in the system has to be investigated in the future and might shed
light on the intrinsic properties of the granular thin ﬁlm.
It also remained for further studies to ﬁnd out the conditions which have to be met to
have coherent quantum phase slips dominating the wire dynamics. Potential perspectives
are further reduction of the wire diameter and/or a consequent increase of the normal
conducting sheet resistance of the AlOx ﬁlms. The latter would bring the material closer
to the superconductor to insulator transitions. Both perspectives are favourable for cQPS
to occur.
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4.2. Galvanically coupled constriction loop
In the following, experiments on coherent quantum phase slip (cQPS) in NbN constrictions are presented. The measurements were performed at the Royal Holloway, University
of London (RHUL), Egham, UK, as part of an internship in the group of Prof. Dr. O.
Astaﬁev.
The superconducting, granular NbN thin ﬁlm used in the following experiments is 3.3 nm
thick and was deposited by the PEALD technique outlined in Sec. 3.1.2 in 72 cycles. The
ﬁlm shows a superconducting transition at 4.7 K with a sheet resistance of 2.0 k𝛺.
Referring to Eq. (2.15), this leads to a sheet kinetic inductance of
𝐿kin, = 0.18

~ 2.0 k𝛺
⋅
= 0.585 ⋅ 10−9 H = 0.585 nH.
𝑘B 4.7 𝐾

(4.41)

The idea for the following experiment originates in the experimental ﬁndings in [Pel+13].
The major idea is to observe a dependence of the QPS energy 𝐸s on the width of the phase
slip element. While in [Pel+13] nanowires with lengths of few hundreds of nm were used,
here constrictions with a length of only 60 nm are embedded to enhance the controllability
of 𝐸s as discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.

4.2.1. Sample design and measurement setup
As can be seen in Fig. 4.21, 16 loops with one constriction per loop are galvanically coupled to the centre of a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator which is capacitively coupled at each end to a
microwave feedline. The loops are designed with diﬀerent loop areas and the constriction
width is varied in such a way that there is always a pair of loops with the same constriction width. Thus, 8 diﬀerent constriction widths are under investigation. The exact design
parameters of all loops and constrictions can be found in Tab. 4.2.
The loops are placed in the centre of the resonator where it has its maximum current for
odd resonance modes. Due to the galvanic coupling of loops and resonator, this current
is superposed by the persistent current circulating in the loops induced by an external
magnetic ﬁeld.
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a

200 µm

b

10 µm

c

d

2 µm

50 µm

Figure 4.21: a 16 diﬀerent loops with constrictions galvanically coupled to the center
of a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator (blue). Above and below, there are ground planes, left and right,
microwave connection pads are placed (all yellowish). b A SEM picture of the 9 inner loops
presenting the variation of loop sizes and shared coupling inductances. c Zoom onto a
single loop. The loop wire width is 1.2 µm. d Further zoom onto the constriction with a
width of 51 nm. It can be seen that the complete structure shows an additional surrounding
which is due to overexposure in the e-beam process. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3, the CF4
based RIE process attacks silicon which leads to the white dots around the constriction.
The diﬀerent shades of grey represent areas with diﬀerent electrical conductivity.
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position

loop

top
left

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

top
right
bottom
left

bottom
right

inner
loop area
(µm2 )
23.18
28.89
31.21
37.21
39.06
41.56
43.19
46.79
49.13
51.14
53.15
57.08
59.09
61.53
67.15
68.74

mid
loop area
(µm2 )
38.11
45.83
48.93
57.03
59.57
62.83
64.30
68.54
71.28
73.64
76.01
80.61
82.98
85.84
92.44
94.31

no.
loop
squares
26.32
26.69
27.26
28.67
29.05
29.51
34.05
35.56
35.79
36.03
36.3
36.74
36.97
37.2
37.9
38.13

no.
coupling
squares
2.54
2.99
3.14
3.6
3.75
3.9
2.5
2.66
2.73
2.81
2.88
3.03
3.11
3.19
3.41
3.49

coupling
(%)
9.65
11.20
11.52
12.56
12.91
13.22
7.34
7.48
7.63
7.80
7.93
8.25
8.41
8.58
9.00
9.15

test
𝑤constr
(nm)
12
16
18
21
28
34
36
40
40
36
34
28
21
18
16
12

actual
𝑤constr
(nm)
48
56
59
59
62
65
73
75
75
73
65
62
59
59
56
50

Table 4.2: Design parameters of all 16 loops and constrictions that are coupled to the
CPW 𝜆/2-resonator. The test wconstr is the width of a test constriction structure which is on
the same chip as the actual wconstr . The diﬀerence in widths between them results from
overexposure due to bigger structures surrounding the actual constrictions. The depicted
width values are within an error margin of ± 10%.

In Fig. 4.21b, it is shown how the single loops diﬀer from each other in loop size and
shared coupling inductance. The loop wire width of all loops is 1.2 µm. Fig. 4.21d depicts a single constriction with a width of 51 nm. One can see that it consists of an inner
structure surrounded by some additional area. This additional part results from an e-beam
overexposure due to the bigger structures surrounding the constriction. This is why the
measured or actual constrictions in Tab. 4.2 are wider than the test constrictions which
are on the same chip but have no surrounding structures. The fabrication details of the
experimental chip are listed in A.1.2.
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a

b

al

met

aluminum

mu-

1 cm

copper sample holder

Figure 4.22: a On-chip experiment (black) glued in the centre of a gold coated PCB. The
left and right PCB connection ports are used for the transmission measurement. Contacts
between chip and PCB are done via aluminium wire bonds. The PCB is mounted on a copper
holder. b The copper holder is covered by a copper cover incorporating a solenoid coil (right
bottom). The closed copper holder is mounted onto a post which is ﬁxed at the mixing
chamber of the cryostat. Cryoperm (left) from muShield and superconducting aluminium
(mid) shield will protect the mounted post (right) against stray magnetic ﬁelds.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.22a, the chip (see Fig. 4.21a) is glued onto a microwave printed
circuit board (PCB)4 which is structured with CPW feedlines matched to 50 𝛺. The PCB is
gold coated to ensure high conductivity. The contact between on-chip microwave feedline
and PCB feedlines as well as between on-chip and PCB ground planes is done by 25 µm
wide aluminium bond wires. Since the on-chip microwave connectors are also matched
to 50 𝛺, power loss due to strong reﬂections can be avoided. The PCB is mounted onto
a copper holder. This holder can be closed by a copper cover to reduce microwave radiation losses into open space (see Fig. 4.22b). In this round cover a solenoid coil made
from niobium titanium wire is integrated which supplies the necessary global perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld for the experiment. By preceding characterization, the magnetic ﬁeld
of this coil per applied current at the position of the loops was determined to 154 mT/A.
The closed sample box is mounted at the cryostat’s base plate and placed inside a cryoperm shield (see Fig. 4.22) to avoid inﬂuences by stray magnetic ﬁelds. All CQUID
measurements following from here were done at 𝑇 = 12 mK. Details on the microwave
components and cryostat utilized in this setup can be found in Tab. 3.3.

4

The PCB material is TMM®10i by Rogers Corporation.
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4.2.2. Frequency spectroscopy
The sample is cooled down to 12 mK and measured at a microwave power level of −115 dBm.
In Fig. 4.23, the frequency spectrum of the microwave signal transmitted through the experimental chip, which is installed in the described setup, is displayed (black line).
The red line shows a simulation of the resonator fundamental frequency using a sheet kinetic inductance value of 0.55 nH. The fundamental resonator frequency mode at 4.15 GHz
agrees well between measurement and simulation. The value of 0.55 nH diﬀers from
0.585 nH (see Eq. (4.41)) calculated from the superconducting transition by about 6 %. For
all further measurements, either the fundamental mode or the second harmonic is used.
The loaded quality factor 𝑄l of the fundamental mode is around 600 and of the second
harmonic is even lower. This points out that the resonator is strongly coupled to the signal
line. It has to be further stated that the fundamental resonance peak is split into two parts.
For the subsequent described measurements, the left part of the peak at 4.15 GHz shows
no magnetic ﬁeld dependence while the right one at 4.3 GHz does. The reason is not completely clear but it could be due to the resonator-loop coupling which will be explained in
the following.

70
80
| |( )

90
100
110
120

measurement
simulation
130
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
( )
Figure 4.23: Transmission amplitude |S21 | plotted versus frequency. The spectrum is
measured at -115 dBm and 12 mK (black line). For the fundamental resonance mode, a
simulation with a kinetic sheet inductance of 0.55 nH (red line) is in very good agreement
with the measurement.
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4.2.3. Magnetic ﬁeld spectroscopy
For the subsequent measurement, the magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the loops is swept
over more than 154 µT in steps of 60 nT and the resonance frequency of the fundamental
mode is monitored. In Fig. 4.24, the phase value at the resonance frequency is plotted
versus the applied magnetic ﬁeld. At a speciﬁc magnetic ﬁeld value the phase starts to
decrease with increasing magnetic ﬁeld which in this case translates into a decreasing
resonance frequency (see Fig. 4.26). The phase decreases until it abruptly jumps to a
value much higher than it originally started with. This means that the resonance frequency
jumps to a higher value than it initially had and stays around there up to the dashed line. In
one of the coupled loops, the constriction allows for magnetic ﬂuxons to coherently tunnel
between two adjacent ﬂuxon states. As shown in Sec. 2.4, the loop then forms a quantum
phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) in which the transition frequency between two adjacent
ﬂuxon states depends on the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld (see Eq. (2.56)). It has to
be noted that in the following, the two-level systems that are formed by the loops with
embedded constrictions, are synonymously called qubits. Although no Rabi oscillations
could be performed due to short lifetimes and setup limitations, recent experiments with
similar QPSFQ systems have shown Rabi oscillations [Pel+16].

( .

)

0.8
0.4
0.0
0.4
0.8

36

38

40

42
( )

44

46

Figure 4.24: Resonator phase signal at resonance plotted versus applied magnetic ﬁeld.
An avoided level crossing between qubit and resonator can be observed with virtual mirror
axis (dashed line). The measurement is performed at -115 dBm and 12 mK.

As a result of strong coupling, qubit and resonator will avoid each other when their eigenstates become equal. In other words, they form degenerate dressed states. In Fig. 4.24,
such an avoided level crossing or anti-crossing respectively is observed where the qubit
transition frequency equalizes with the resonator frequency. This leads to the observed
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frequency decrease and the jump at certain magnetic ﬁeld values [Ast+12; Pel+13]. This
indicates coupling between resonator and qubit.
The fact that for a further increase of the magnetic ﬁeld, a behavior mirrored to the aforementioned takes place is due to the fact that at the virtual mirror axis (dashed line in
Fig. 4.24), the qubit reaches its minimum transition frequency or sweet spot5 , respectively
(see Eq. (2.56)). Afterwards it increases again and crosses the resonator frequency a second time.
As described in Sec. 2.4, for a QPSFQ, the pattern seen in Fig. 4.24 has to repeat with
further increasing magnetic ﬁeld with a 𝛷0 periodicity. In Fig. 4.25top, it is clearly visible
that the pattern recurs with a period of 54.1 µT. Furthermore, a much smaller periodic
feature can be observed. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4.25bottom.
Its period is much smaller, namely 21.8 µT. Since the eﬀect on the phase or the resonance
frequency respectively is much smaller than for the ﬁrst pattern, it can be assumed that
the coupling of this second qubit is weaker than of the ﬁrst one. This will be discussed
shortly.
For each loop, the periodicity in magnetic ﬁeld is given by
𝛷0 = 𝐵ext ⋅ 𝐴loop ,

(4.42)

where 𝐵ext is the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld and 𝐴loop is the loop area. Calculating
the loop areas from the measured magnetic ﬁeld periodicities, gives

𝛷0
= 38.22 µm2 ,
54.1 µT
𝛷0
=
= 94.85 µm2 .
21.8 µT

𝐴loop,1 =
𝐴loop,2

As explained in Sec. 2.1.2, to calculate the magnetic ﬂux enclosed in the loop, the path
inside the superconducting ring has to be taken. Hence, the calculated loop areas have
to be compared with the mid loop areas in Tab. 4.2. 𝐴loop,1 is in excellent agreement
with loop 1 while 𝐴loop,2 nicely agrees with loop 16 both with less than 1 % deviation. In
particular, 𝐴loop,2 shows that the inner loop area presented in Tab. 4.2 cannot explain the
periodicity.

5

At the minimum transition frequency, the transition is minimally aﬀected by magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations.
This improves the qubit lifetime, which makes this a sweet spot to measure the qubit.
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Figure 4.25: The same measurement as shown in 4.24 performed over a large magnetic
ﬁeld range (black line). top Four anti-crossings with a periodicity in magnetic ﬁeld of 54.1
µT can be observed. bottom Zoom onto a much smaller periodic pattern. It has a magnetic
ﬁeld periodicity of 21.8 µT.
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4.2.4. Coupling strength
In anticipation of the qubit transition which is mapped in the subsequent subsection and
with the knowledge of the design parameters, one can evaluate the qubit-resonator coupling strength. The qubit is galvanically coupled to the resonator by a shared piece of
inductance or through shared currents, respectively. In the ﬂux eigenbasis, the coupling
of the QPSFQ with its Hamiltonian (see Eq. (2.50)) to the resonator can be expressed by
[Ast+12; Pel+13]
ℎ𝑔𝛷 = 𝑀𝐼r 𝐼p ,

(4.43)

where 𝑔𝛷 represents the coupling strength in the ﬂux eigenbasis, ℎ is Planck’s constant, 𝑀
the mutual inductance between resonator and loop, 𝐼r the current in the resonator and 𝐼p the
persistent current in the loop. Here, the mutual inductance simply is the shared inductance
𝐿coupl = 𝑁coupl ⋅𝐿kin, = 2.54⋅0.585 nH = 1.49 nH. Taking into account that the resonator
current oscillates sinusoidally with the fundamental mode frequency 𝑓r = 4.30 GHz, the
resonator current can be calculated by 𝐼r = √ℎ𝑓r /2𝐿r [Tza+07]. The resonator frequency
is completely dominated by the resonator’s kinetic inductance. With a number of squares
of 𝑁r = 400, this leads to an inductance of 𝐿r = 𝑁r ⋅ 𝐿kin, = 400 ⋅ 0.585 nH = 234 nH
and a resonator current of 𝐼r = 2.47 nA. With a persistent current of 𝐼p = 66.76 nA taken
from the ﬁt in Fig. 4.27, the coupling in the ﬂux frame calculates to
𝑔𝛷
= 1.49 nH ⋅ 2.47 nA ⋅ 66.76 nA/ℎ = 370.65 MHz.
ℎ

(4.44)

However, the presented measurements are not performed in the ﬂux frame but in the qubit
frame. The qubit frame Hamiltonian can be derived by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in
the ﬂux eigenbasis consisting of the qubit (see Eq. (2.50)), the resonator and the coupling
energy 𝑔𝛷
𝐻=

ℎ𝑓q
2

𝜎z + ℎ𝑓r 𝑎† 𝑎 + ℎ𝑔(𝑎† + 𝑎)𝜎x .

(4.45)

𝑓q and 𝑓r are the qubit and resonator frequencies, 𝑎† , 𝑎 are the photon creation and annihilation operators and 𝜎x,z are the Pauli matrices. The qubit-resonator coupling 𝑔 in the
qubit frame is then given by [Oel+10]
𝐸
𝑔
𝑔
= 𝛷 ⋅ s.
ℎ
ℎ 𝐸q

(4.46)

Here, 𝐸s is the tunnelling energy and 𝐸q the ﬂux-dependent qubit energy.
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Figure 4.26: Avoided level crossing of qubit 1 and resonator fundamental mode displayed
as grey-scale coded microwave transmission amplitude versus probe frequency and magnetic ﬁeld. The red line is the ﬁt of Eq. (4.45) while the black dashed line represents the
qubit transition observed in Fig. 4.27.

Fig. 4.26 presents a measurement of the anti-crossing of qubit 1 and the resonator fundamental mode. In contrast to Fig. 4.24, here the microwave amplitude |𝑆21 | is plotted in
grey-scale versus magnetic ﬁeld and frequency. The microwave power level of the vector
network analyser (VNA) is at −125 dBm. The aforementioned shift of the resonator peak
(black) down to lower frequencies with increasing magnetic ﬁeld and the abrupt jump to
higher frequencies are clearly visible. This anticrossing is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.45) taking into
account the ﬁtted parameters from the qubit spectroscopy. This results in a coupling of
𝑔
= 63.68 ± 1.30 MHz.
ℎ

(4.47)

With a qubit sweet spot frequency 𝑓sweet = 𝐸s /ℎ = 940 MHz and a qubit energy 𝐸q which
equals the resonator energy 𝐸r = ℎr = 4.30 GHz - since the coupling energy is evaluated
at the anti-crossing - the coupling is calculated to
𝑓
𝑔
𝑔
0.94 GHz
= 𝛷 ⋅ sweet = 370.65 MHz ⋅
= 81.02 MHz.
ℎ
ℎ
𝑓r
4.30 GHz
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This value is in agreement with the condition for strong qubit-resonator coupling, namely
that the coupling 𝑔 has to be larger than the resonator decay rate 𝜅 = 𝑓res /𝑄 ≈ 7 MHz.
Since the same condition demands 𝑔 to be larger than the qubit decay rate 𝛾, this gives
an upper estimate for the qubit decay time of roughly 10 ns. This is in agreement with
[Pel+16].
Eq. (4.48) is based on the assumption that there are no microwave photons in the resonator.
Hence, 𝐼r = √ℎ𝑓r /2𝐿r can be derived from the average quantum ﬂuctuations in the resonator [Tza+07]. The coupling dependence on the photon number 𝑛 in the resonator can
be expressed by [Oel+10]
𝑔n =

𝑔0

,

(4.49)

√𝑛 + 1

where 𝑔0 is the coupling strength at zero photons in the resonator given by Eq. (4.46). An
increasing number of photons in the resonator leads to decreasing coupling strength in the
qubit frame. This is obvious if one imagines a large number of photons in the resonator
or a large resonator current, respectively. In such a case, the resonator sees the persistent
current only as very weak perturbation. The anti-crossing will be suppressed for increasing
resonator currents resulting in a decreased observed coupling strength. Using Eq. (4.50),
the calculated number of photons in the resonator is

𝑛=

𝑔0 2
81.02 MHz 2
−1=(
− 1 = 0.62.
( 𝑔n )
63.68 MHz )

(4.50)

This indicates, that the measurement is performed with around a single photon in the resonator.
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4.2.5. Transition spectroscopy
In order to measure the transition frequency of a qubit, an additional microwave drive tone
is transmitted to the sample. The signal of the VNA is ﬁxed to the resonator frequency
and used solely to read out the resonator. In the following, it is called readout tone. When
the drive tone is close to the transition frequency of the qubit, it coherently drives periodic
Rabi oscillations between the qubit states (see Sec. 2.4.1). This leads to a modulation of
the resonator with the Rabi frequency (see Eq. (2.61)) and hence a dispersive shift of the
resonator, as explained in Sec. 2.4.3. This shift can be measured by monitoring the probe
tone.
In Fig. 4.27, such a dispersive shift measurement of loop 1 is presented. The phase signal
of the resonator at resonance is displayed in grayscale versus microwave drive frequency
𝑓mw and externally applied magnetic ﬁeld 𝐵ext . Where the microwave drive equalizes
the qubit transition, a dispersive shift of the resonator and hence a change in the phase
signal is caused. According to Eq. (2.56), the qubit transition frequency 𝑓q depends on
the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld 𝐵ext or magnetic ﬂux 𝛷, respectively
𝑓q =

1
(2𝐼p 𝛿𝛷)2 + 𝐸s2 .
√
ℎ

(4.51)

The red line in Fig. 4.27 represents a ﬁt of Eq. (4.51) to the observed qubit transition. It
gives a phase slip energy of
𝐸s /ℎ = 940.26 ± 37.60 MHz,

(4.52)

mentioned above as the sweet spot frequency 𝑓sweet and a persistent current of
𝐼p = 66.76 ± 2.67 nA.

(4.53)

Considering a number of squares of the qubit loop of 𝑁loop = 26.32 (see Tab. 4.2), this
leads to a sheet kinetic inductance of
𝐿kin, =

𝛷0
= 0.586 nH,
2𝐼p 𝑁loop

(4.54)

which is in good agreement with Eq. (4.41) and the resonator frequency simulation.
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Figure 4.27: Dependence of the transition of qubit 1 on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by
dispersive readout technique. The readout power level is at PVNA = -115 dBm while the drive
power level is at Pmw = -75 dBm both including setup attenuation. left The phase signal at
the second harmonic resonance of the resonator is plotted in grayscale versus additional
drive frequency f mw and external magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the
sample. When f mw = f q (Bext ), the resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to coupling.
right The transition is ﬁtted (red line) by Eq. (4.51).

In Fig. 4.28, the same measurement is presented for loop 16. A ﬁt of the transition with
Eq. (4.51) gives a QPS energy of 𝐸s = 300.18 ± 9.00 MHz with a persistent current of
𝐼p = 46.29 ± 1.39 nA carried by the loop. Under consideration of the loop’s number of
squares 𝑁 = 38.13, this leads to a kinetic sheet inductance of 𝐿kin, = 0.584 nH which is
in nice agreement with qubit 1.
In Tab. 4.3, the important parameters of the two measured qubits are listed again.
qubit
1
16

𝐸s /ℎ (MHz)
940.26
300.18

𝐼p (nA)
66.76
46.29

𝐿kin, (nH)
0.586
0.584

𝑤con (nm)
51 (±2-5%)
51 (±2-5%)

Table 4.3: Important parameters of the two measured qubits.
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Figure 4.28: Dependence of the transition of qubit 16 on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by
dispersive readout technique. The readout power level is at PVNA = -115 dBm while the drive
power level is at Pmw = -75 dBm both including setup attenuation. left The amplitude signal
at the fundamental resonance of the resonator is plotted in grayscale versus additional
drive frequency f mw and external magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the
sample. When f mw = f q (Bext ), the resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to coupling.
right The transition is ﬁtted (red line) by Eq. (4.51).

In the following the measured coherent QPS amplitudes (see Tab. 4.3) are compared with
theoretical estimations. To calculate 𝐸s theoretically, Eq. (2.29) is used

𝐸s = 𝛽 𝛥

𝑅q 𝐿
𝑅q
exp −𝛼
.
(
√ 𝑅𝜉 𝜉
𝑅𝜉 )

(4.55)

Here, the coeﬃcients 𝛼 and 𝛽 are introduced which are on the order of unity. They are
theoretically derived to be 𝛼 = 0.36 and 𝛽 = 0.32 (see Sec. 2.2.2 and [VN12]) under
certain assumptions for the nanowire.
The superconducting gap of the NbN thin ﬁlm is given by 𝛥 = 1.746𝑘B 𝑇c (see Eq. (2.1))
with 𝑇c = 4.7 K. 𝑅𝜉 = 𝑅 𝜉/𝑤nw is the resistance of a peace of wire with the length of
the coherence length 𝜉 = 5nm (see Sec. 3.1.2), the width 𝑤nw (as given in Tab. 4.2) and a
ﬁlm sheet resistance 𝑅 = 2 k𝛺. The length of the nanowires is 𝐿 ≈ 60nm.
In Fig. 4.29, the measured values of the coherent QPS amplitudes 𝐸s /ℎ of the two observed
qubits are plotted versus their nanowire widths 𝑤nw . Taking all known nanowire proper-
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ties into account, but leaving 𝛼 and 𝛽 free parameters on the order of unity, Eq. (4.55) is
ﬁtted to the data points (see green solid line). This results in 𝛼 = 0.34 and 𝛽 = 0.97.
Since only two data points are ﬁtted, this is not a claim of perfect agreement with the theoretical prediction. But considering that all nanowire properties are gained from diﬀerent
experiments, it indicates that theory and experiment might converge. The dashed lines in
Fig. 4.29 indicate the uncertainty range of 𝐸s /ℎ due to the limitation to deﬁne the widths
of the nanowires (see error in x).
Fig. 4.29 might give an explanation why only two out of sixteen qubits could have been
observed in the experiment. The two identiﬁed loops are the ones with the narrowest
constrictions of around 50 nm. The other loops had wider constrictions (see Tab. 4.2).
Fig. 4.29 shows that for these wider constrictions the QPS amplitude is too low to be
observed or might already be suppressed at all. Furthermore, Fig. 4.29 points out that
in the detection band of ≤ ℎ ⋅ 10 GHz of the used setup/experiment, the range of usable
nanowire widths is around 35 − 50 nm.
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Figure 4.29: Coherent QPS amplitudes of the two observed qubits plotted versus their
nanowire widths (blue circles). The errors in x are due to the limitations in measuring the
widths. The data is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.55) with ﬁt parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 on the order of unity
(green solid line). The dashed lines represent the uncertainty range due to the error in
widths.
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Power dependence
The strong qubit-resonator coupling becomes manifest in a further eﬀect discussed in
Sec. 2.4.3. Not only the resonator experiences a dispersive shift when the qubit becomes
excited as shown in Sec. 4.2.5. According to Eq. (2.87)

𝑓q = 𝐸s /~ +

𝑔2
(2𝑛 + 1),
𝑓q − 𝑓r

(4.56)

also the qubit becomes dispersively shifted with a change of the power that is applied to the
resonator or the number of photons 𝑛 in the resonator, respectively. For the measurement
presented in Fig. 4.30, the qubit transition is ﬁxed at the sweet spot. For an increasing
readout power 𝑃VNA applied via the vector network analyser (VNA), the qubit becomes
excited at decreasing drive frequencies 𝑓mw .
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Figure 4.30: Dependence of the transition of qubit 1 on the readout power PVNA applied
via the vector network analyser (VNA). The qubit transition is ﬁxed at the sweet spot and
investigated via the dispersive readout technique. The change of the transition with PVNA
is ﬁtted with Eq. (4.56) (red line). The result is utilized to calibrate the average number of
photons <n> in the resonance mode with the applied microwave power. This calibrated
photon number is displayed as upper x axis. The drive power level is at Pmw = -90 dBm
including setup attenuation.
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With Eq. (4.56), this shift can be utilized to calibrate the average number of photons < 𝑛 >
in the resonance mode with the applied microwave power. This calibrated photon number
is displayed in Fig. 4.30 at the upper x axis.

4.2.6. Multiphoton transitions
In Fig. 4.27 as well as in Fig. 4.28, additional transitions despite the aforementioned ones
are visible. These transitions are marked in Fig. 4.31. As can be seen in Fig. 4.32, they
occur at higher drive power levels (around −75 dBm). The reason for the appearance of
these transitions is the strong qubit-resonator coupling. As evaluated in Sec. 4.2.4, the
coupling strength between qubit 1 and the resonator is 𝑔𝛷 = 370.65 MHz. Compared to
the resonator frequency, this is a fraction of
𝑔𝛷 0.37 GHz
=
= 8.9%.
𝑓r
4.15 GHz

(4.57)

For such strong coupling, the rotating wave approximation, which neglects terms in the
interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (2.77) that rotate faster (𝜔q + 𝜔r ), breaks down. These terms
are called counter-rotating terms.
Hence in the full interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (2.77)

𝐻̂ int = ~𝑔(𝜎 + 𝑎† e𝑖(𝜔q +𝜔r )𝑡 + 𝜎 + 𝑎 e𝑖(𝜔q −𝜔r )𝑡 + 𝜎 − 𝑎† e𝑖(−𝜔q +𝜔r )𝑡 + 𝜎 − 𝑎 e−𝑖(𝜔q +𝜔r )𝑡 ), (4.58)
the ﬁrst term which represents a qubit excitation in combination with the creation of a
photon (𝜎 + 𝑎† ) and the fourth term which is a qubit relaxation together with the loss of a
photon (𝜎 − 𝑎) lead to a new set of qubit-resonator ground and doublet of dressed excited
states67 [For+16]

| ↓, 0⟩,

(4.59)

|+, 𝑛⟩ = cos 𝜙𝑛 (| ↑, 𝑛 − 1⟩ + 𝜆√𝑛 − 1| ↓, 𝑛 − 2⟩) +
+ sin 𝜙𝑛 (| ↓, 𝑛⟩ + 𝜆√𝑛 + 1| ↑, 𝑛 + 1⟩),

(4.60)

|−, 𝑛⟩ = sin 𝜙𝑛 (| ↑, 𝑛 − 1⟩ + 𝜆√𝑛 − 1| ↓, 𝑛 − 2⟩)
− cos 𝜙𝑛 (| ↓, 𝑛⟩ + 𝜆√𝑛 + 1| ↑, 𝑛 + 1⟩).
6
7

(4.61)

See Sec. 2.4.3 for comparison
| ↓⟩(| ↑⟩) represents the qubit in its ground(excited) state and |𝑛⟩ states that there are 𝑛 photons in the
resonator.
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Here, the new mixing angle is 𝜙𝑛 = 1/2 arctan (2𝑔 √𝑛/ (𝜔rq + 2𝑛𝑔 2 /(𝜔r + 𝜔q ))) and the
measure of how much the counter-rotating terms act on the dressed states is given by
𝜆 = 𝑔/(𝜔r + 𝜔q ).
The regime in which the counter-rotating terms in the interaction Hamiltonian play a role
is the quantum Bloch-Siegert regime or because the reason is the very strong coupling it
is called the ultrastrong coupling regime.
Other than in [For+16], the here presented resonator has not only a fundamental mode but
also several harmonics. This means that the system Hamiltonian gets extended by a sum
†
over the resonator mode spectrum 𝐻̂ r = ∑𝑛 ~𝜔𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑛 + 1/2) and a sum over coupling to
†
all the modes 𝐻̂ int = ∑𝑛 ~𝑔𝛷,𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛 + 1/2)𝜎̃z . Here, 𝑛 represents the 𝑛-th resonator
mode and 𝜎̃z the Pauli matrix in the ﬂux frame [Che+17]. Under these circumstances,
additional transitions appear under strong enough drive at drive frequencies
𝑓mw = 𝑓q ± 𝑠 ⋅ 𝑓r ,

(4.62)

where 𝑓q is the qubit’s base transition (𝑠 = 0) and 𝑓r is the fundamental resonator frequency.
𝑠 gives the higher-order modes of the resonator. Since the + in Eq. (4.62) leads to transitions with higher frequency, they are called the s-th order blue-sideband transitions while
the − leads to the s-th order red-sideband transitions.
In Fig. 4.31top, the ﬁrst order blue-sideband transition (blue line) above the fundamental resonator frequency (yellow dashed line) is observed for qubit 16 at a drive power of
−75 dBm. Using the nomenclature of Eq. (4.59), this is the | ↓, 0⟩ ↔ |−, 2⟩ transition
which can only be a result of the ﬁrst term in Eq. (4.58). The other transition of qubit
16 below the fundamental resonator frequency (yellow dashed line) is its ﬁrst order redsideband transition |−, 1⟩ ↔ |+, 1⟩. For the ﬁts, the parameters from Tab. 4.3 are taken.
In Fig. 4.31bottom, the ﬁrst order blue-sideband transition (blue line) above the fundamental resonator frequency (yellow dashed line) is observed for qubit 1 at a drive power
of −75 dBm. It has to be mentioned that the transition 𝑓mw = 𝑓q + 1 ⋅ 4.3 GHz is observed
although the spectroscopy is performed with the resonator’s second harmonic. However, it
is intuitively understandable that a photon in the resonator with three times the fundamental frequency can be considered as three photons with the fundamental frequency leading
to the observed side-band [Che+17].
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Figure 4.31: top Transition of qubit 16 measured by dispersive readout as shown in
Fig. 4.28. right Here, the ﬁrst blue-sideband transition f q + 1⋅f r (blue line) above the resonator fundamental mode f r (dashed line, yellow) as well as the ﬁrst red-sideband f q - 1⋅f r
(red line) below f r are ﬁtted. The ﬁts by Eq. (4.51) are done with the parameters taken from
Tab. 4.3. bottom Transition of qubit 1 measured by dispersive readout as shown in Fig. 4.27.
right Here, the ﬁrst blue-sideband transition f q + 1⋅f r (blue line) above the resonator fundamental mode f r (dashed line, yellow) is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.51) with the parameters taken
from Tab. 4.3.
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The fact that the sideband-transitions have to be driven strongly in order to observe them
(given by the factor 𝜆 in Eq. (4.60) and Eq. (4.61)) is shown in Fig. 4.32 for qubit 1. While
the fundamental transition at 0.94 GHz can be observed for very low drive power levels
𝑃mw , the ﬁrst order blue sideband at 5.24 GHz needs a lot higher drive power levels to
be driven. Both transitions show a power broadening with increasing drive power levels
because for higher power levels more photons can populate the excited level.
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Figure 4.32: Dependence of the transition of qubit 1 (bottom) as well as its ﬁrst bluesideband transition (top) as shown in Fig. 4.31 on applied qubit drive power Pmw . The
readout power level is at PVNA = -120 dBm including setup attenuation. For low drive power
levels only the qubit’s transition from ground to excited state is populated. Only for higher
drive power levels also the blue-sideband transition can be driven. Both transitions show
a power broadening with increasing drive power levels.
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4.2.7. Conclusion
In the experiment presented in this section, coherent quantum phase slip could successfully be demonstrated in a system consisting of a superconducting loop and a nanowire
with a nano-fabricated constriction in it. Several superconducting loops with embedded
constrictions were galvanically coupled to a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator. Loops and resonators
were made from the same superconducting thin ﬁlm with high normal conducting sheet
resistance that allows for high kinetic inductance in the superconducting regime. The technical realization of constriction widths of a few tens of nm allowed for quantum phase slips
(QPS) in the constrictions. This again allowed the magnetic ﬂuxons enclosed in the superconducting loops to tunnel out of and into the loop through the constrictions. By that,
the loops acted as two-level systems that were coupled to the resonator or a photon ﬁeld,
respectively.
Experimentally observed avoided-level crossings with certain magnetic ﬁeld periodicities (see Fig. 4.26 and Fig. 4.25) suggested strong coupling between resonator and twolevel system and allowed to identify the diﬀerent loops. Spectroscopy of the two-level
transitions by dispersive readout technique (see Fig. 4.27 and Fig. 4.28) validated the expected magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the two-level systems. They behaved as theoretically predicted quantum phase slip ﬂux qubits (QPSFQ) where QPS (and therewith ﬂuxon
tunnelling) could coherently be driven by microwave driving. The ﬁndings are in good
agreement with similar ﬁndings for loops with long nanowires as well as short constrictions [Ast+12; Pel+13; Pel+16].
A full set of additional investigations substantiate the strong qubit-resonator coupling.
Hence, a dispersive qubit transition shift with resonator photon number or drive power
level, respectively could be experimentally observed (see Fig. 4.30). And furthermore,
the appearance of multiphoton sideband transitions (see Fig. 4.31) at high drive power
levels (see Fig. 4.32) furnishes evidence that the qubit-resonator coupling is on the edge
to the ultrastrong coupling regime.
However, it has to be mentioned that only two out of sixteen loops could be experimentally
observed. Thus, the goal to observe a scaling of QPS energy 𝐸s with constriction width
could only partially be reached. The important fact is that the two identiﬁed loops are
the ones with the narrowest constrictions of around 50 nm. All other loops had wider
constrictions which would translate into reduced QPS energy 𝐸s . Since the observed ones
are already rather low (< ℎ ⋅ 1 GHz), this might simply mean that QPS is suppressed in
the wider constrictions due to the exponential dependence of 𝐸s on the constriction width
(see Fig. 4.29). This is supported by the fact that the two observed transitions are already
a factor of 3 apart although they are designed and fabricated to be equal. Nevertheless, an
uncertainty in the constriction width of 3 − 5 nm remains with the presented fabrication
method. This slight variation could be the reason for the factor 3 and for suppression of
QPS in all other loops. A subsequent experiment with constriction widths ≤ 50 nm also
supported this assumption since it only showed transitions for loops with a constriction
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width of 50 nm (𝐸s ≈ ℎ ⋅ 1 GHz) but none for narrower wires where transitions might
already be out of the setup’s detection band of ≤ ℎ ⋅ 10 GHz (see Fig. 4.29).
Going to thin ﬁlms with higher normal conducting sheet resistances may help to reduce
the sensitivity on the constriction width in future experiments as 𝐸s also depends exponentially on the sheet resistance.
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4.3. A charge quantum interference device based on
two constrictions in series
While the measurements presented in Sec. 4.2 were performed at the Royal Holloway,
University of London (RHUL), Egham, UK, the measurements which are discussed in the
following were done at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, UK as part
of the same internship in the group of Prof. Dr. O. Astaﬁev.
In Sec. 4.2, it is shown that quantum phase slip (QPS) can be coherently driven in a QPS
junction (QPSJ) which is a continuous superconducting wire with a narrow constriction
to control the QPS energy. Based on these ﬁndings, the motivation of the experiment presented in the following is the interference of two such QPS junctions. To be more precise,
the interference of ﬂuxon trajectories tunnelling through the two junctions and therewith
compassing a statically charged island between the junctions (see Fig. 4.33). This eﬀect
has theoretically been derived by Y. Aharonov and A. Casher in 1984 [AC84]. Travelling
along a path around a static charge with electric ﬁeld 𝐸, the ﬂuxon with magnetic moment
𝜇⃗ picks up a phase shift
𝜙AC =

1
𝜇⃗ × 𝐸⃗ d⃗𝑟.
ℎ𝑐 ∮

(4.63)

This phase shift has been experimentally observed in particle and solid-state systems
[Cim+89; Eli+93; San+93; Kön+06] as well as in Josephson junction (JJ) arrays [Pop+12;
Bel+16]. Regarding the phase-charge duality that underlies the duality between QPSJ and
JJ as described in Sec. 2.3, the dual to the Aharonov-Casher eﬀect is the Aharonov-Bohm
eﬀect [AB59]. Here, a particle with charge 𝑞 gains a phase shift while compassing a magnetic ﬁeld with non-zero magnetic vector potential 𝐴⃗
𝜙AB =

𝑞
𝐴⃗ d⃗𝑟.
ℎ𝑐 ∮

(4.64)

For Cooper pairs tunnelling through JJs while circumferencing a magnetic ﬁeld, this interference has already been studied 50 years ago [Cha60]. The device in which the interference takes place is a superconducting ring with two embedded JJs. It is the well
known Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) (see Fig. 4.33). Comparing Fig. 4.33a with b, one can see that the device with two QPSJs which is investigated
in the following is the exact dual to the JJ based SQUID.
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a
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of the Ahoronov-Casher and the Aharonov-Bohm eﬀect in devices. a In the Aharonov-Casher eﬀect, a ﬂuxon 𝛷0 which encircles a charge 2𝑒 picks up
a phase shift 𝜙AC . The device is a superconducting loop with two QPS junctions (QPSJ,
red). The loop holds the ﬂuxon inside except the QPSJ allows the ﬂuxon to tunnel in and out
along a path around the island with charge 2𝑒. b In the Aharonov-Bohm eﬀect, a charge
of 2𝑒 which encircles a ﬂuxon 𝛷0 picks up a phase shift 𝜙AB . The device is the well-known
Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID), a superconducting loop with two
Josephson junctions (JJ, red). The charge 2𝑒 encircles the ﬂuxon 𝛷0 . On its path it tunnels
through the JJs.

4.3.1. Sample design
As depicted in Fig. 4.33, the two constrictions are embedded in series into a loop. The
complete circuit is made from the same superconducting, granular NbN thin ﬁlm. To
utilize coherent ﬂuxon tunnelling through the QPS junctions, the sample design of the
preceding experiment (see Sec. 4.2) is used. It is extended by a second constriction in
the loop. The two constrictions are separated by a wider wire section (see Fig. 4.34). As
can be seen here, a gate capacitor is connected to this island between the constrictions
(see Fig. 4.34bottom). It allows to change the island’s oﬀset charge. This island is made
wide enough to suppress phase slipping while it is small enough to minimize its selfcapacitance. The gate is used to manipulate the electric ﬁeld of the island and 𝜙AC (see
Eq. (4.63)), respectively. The principle measurement setup is equivalent to the one utilized
in the preceding experiment (see Fig. 4.22 and corresponding text) though partially other
components are utilized (see Tab. 3.3). Additionally, a ﬁltered line is used for the charge
gate. It is a thermocoax® line with 1 MHz low pass cutoﬀ which is furthermore equipped
with a homemade LC LP ﬁlter with 15 MHz at the mixing chamber. This helps to reduce
charge noise which would eventually aﬀect the experiment. Again, 16 loops with but now
with 2 constrictions each are galvanically coupled to a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator which is made
in the same fabrication step as the loops and constrictions. The fabrication details of the
experiment are listed in A.1.2.
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a

200 µm

b

5 µm

c

100 nm

Figure 4.34: a 16 diﬀerent loops with two constrictions in series per loop. The loops are
galvanically coupled to the center of a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator (blue). Above and below, there
are ground planes as well as voltage bias lines, and left and right, microwave connection
pads are placed (all yellowish). b A SEM picture of 2 inner loops with a voltage bias line that
splits up to both loops. The loop wire width is 1.2 µm. c Zoom onto the two constrictions in
series (left). The island between them (right) is connected to a parallel line gate capacitor.
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4.3.2. Frequency and magnetic ﬁeld spectroscopy
In the microwave transmission frequency spectrum, resonance peaks with a fundamental
mode frequency of 3.74 GHz and higher modes at 7.32 GHz and 11.01 GHz can be observed. The loaded quality factor of the fundamental mode is 𝑄l ≈ 600 while the higher
order modes have lower ones.
Monitoring the fundamental resonance while sweeping the magnetic ﬁeld strength perpendicular to the sample, it can be observed that the resonance mode passes through ﬁve
diﬀerent anticrossings (see Fig. 4.35).

Figure 4.35: Avoided level crossings of loops 1,2,5,7,9 (red arrows) and the resonator fundamental mode displayed as grey-scale coded microwave transmission amplitude versus
probe frequency and externally applied magnetic ﬁeld. The loops are identiﬁed by their
diﬀerent periodicities in magnetic ﬁeld (not visible here).

This is due to the coherent ﬂuxon tunnelling through the constrictions in the individual
loops and the loop-resonator coupling. As explained in Sec. 4.2.3, the loop-constriction
circuit acts as a quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) with a magnetic ﬁeld dependent
transition frequency. Due to coupling, resonator and qubit form dressed states when their
frequencies match. The dressed states are degenrate by 2𝑔, where 𝑔 is the coupling strength
or coeﬃcient, respectively. An anticrossing can be observed as a change of the monitored
resonator frequency at certain magnetic ﬁelds. At these magnetic ﬁelds, the qubit’s transition frequency matches the resonator frequency. This is in accordance to the observations
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presented in Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.26.
In Fig. 4.35, it is visible that the coupling strengths of the ﬁve qubits are diﬀerent. As
explained in Sec. 4.2.4, the galvanic coupling depends on the inductance which is shared
by loop and resonator. Since this inductance is varied for all loops (see Tab. 4.2), the coupling strength must vary and the anticrossings appear diﬀerently strong in the magnetic
ﬁeld spectrum.
With further increase of the magnetic ﬁeld, each anticrossing reappears at an individual
periodicity that is used to determine which loops are observed. With Tab. 4.2, loop 1, loop
2, loop 5, loop 7 and loop 9 can be identiﬁed.

4.3.3. Transition spectroscopy
Having identiﬁed the loops which exhibit coherent quantum phase slip (CQPS), the next
step is to monitor the transitions and their dependence on magnetic ﬁeld. This is done by
utilizing the aforementioned dispersive readout technique. While the resonator frequency
is monitored with the vector network analyser (VNA), a second microwave drive tone 𝑓mw
is applied. When the drive frequency matches the qubit (loop) transition frequency, the
qubit becomes excited. Due to strong coupling, this excitation leads to a dispersive shift
of the resonator frequency. According to
𝑓q =

1
(2𝐼 𝛿𝛷)2 + 𝐸s2 ,
ℎ√ p

(4.65)

the qubit frequency will change with magnetic ﬁeld. In Fig. 4.36, Fig. 4.37 and Fig. 4.38,
this is shown for all ﬁve qubits. Here, the phase signal corresponding the resonance peak
is plotted in grey-scale versus applied drive frequency 𝑓mw and magnetic ﬁeld 𝐵.
In Tab. 4.4, the evaluated parameters of the ﬁve qubits shown Fig. 4.36, Fig. 4.37 and
Fig. 4.38 are listed including periodicities.
loop
1
2
5
7
9

𝐸s /ℎ (GHz)
3.00
1.45
5.01
7.52
0.55

𝐼p (nA)
36.70
31.70
31.00
34.20
33.40

𝛥𝐵 (µT)
40.75
32.90
23.55
21.25
18.88

Table 4.4: Important parameters of the ﬁve measured qubits.
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Figure 4.36: Dependence of the transition on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by dispersive
readout technique. top Loop 1: The phase signal at the fundamental resonance of the
resonator is plotted in grey-scale versus additional drive frequency f mw and external magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the sample. When f mw = f q (Bext ), the
resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to coupling. The transition is ﬁtted (red line)
by Eq. (4.65). bottom The same as in the upper plots but now for loop 2.
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Figure 4.37: Dependence of the transition on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by dispersive
readout technique. top Loop 5: The phase signal at the fundamental resonance of the
resonator is plotted in grey-scale versus additional drive frequency f mw and external magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the sample. When f mw = f q (Bext ), the
resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to coupling. The transition is ﬁtted (red line)
by Eq. (4.65). bottom The same as in the upper plots but now for loop 7.
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Figure 4.38: Dependence of the transition on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by dispersive
readout technique here for loop 9. The phase signal at the fundamental resonance of
the resonator is plotted in grey-scale versus additional drive frequency 𝑓mw and external
magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the sample. When f mw = f q (Bext ), the
resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to coupling. The transition is ﬁtted (red line)
by Eq. (4.65).

4.3.4. Electric gate charge dependence
Having found that the loops with two constrictions show similar behaviour as loops with
only one constriction, the foundation stone for checking an interference of the two constrictions is laid. So far, the similar behaviour may solely result from coherent QPS happening
in one of the two constrictions with the other one working as additional inductance. The
case of two constrictions where both of them allow for coherent QPS can be tested by
applying a voltage bias on the charge gate at the island between the constrictions (see
beginning of this section).
In Fig. 4.39, the transition dependence on magnetic ﬁeld of loop 1 measured dy dispersive
readout is displayed for two diﬀerent applied gate voltages or island charge values, namely
𝑞 = −0.14 × 2𝑒 and 𝑞 = −0.55 × 2𝑒. In each plot, two transitions are marked that behave
completely opposite to each other with varied island charge. While the lower transition
decreases in frequency with decreasing island charge, the upper one increases. The reason
for this opposite behaviour will be explained in Sec. 4.3.5.
In the following, the measurements are performed at the sweet spot or minimum transition
point of both transitions. Considering Eq. (4.65), this is the point where the transition
energy is solely determined by the quantum phase slip energies 𝐸s of the two QPS junctions.
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Figure 4.39: Transition spectroscopy of loop 1 by dispersive readout technique for two
diﬀerent island charge values q = -0.14 × 2e (left) and q = -0.55 × 2e (right). The dashed
lines are ﬁts by Eq. (4.65). The appearance of two transitions in each plot will be explained
in Sec. 4.3.5. Double-sided arrows mark the sweet spots of the transitions (see Fig. 4.40)
[Gra+18].

Figure 4.40: Monitoring the sweet spots of the transitions in Fig. 4.39 in dependence
on the island charge. Double-sided arrows mark the same working points as in Fig. 4.39
[Gra+18].
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A continuous variation of the gate charge between the junctions leads to the observation in
Fig. 4.40. Both transitions vary periodically with applied gate charge but completely out
of phase. At ﬁrst, the periodic dependence is explained while in Sec. 4.3.5, the appearance
of two transitions is discussed.
The periodic dependence on the gate charge can be understood in terms of interference
of the two constrictions both allowing for ﬂux to tunnel coherently across them. By tunnelling, the ﬂuxon encircles the island with charge 𝑞 that creates an electric ﬁeld 𝐸. According to Eq. (4.63), the the ﬂux gains a phase dependent on the island charge.
By introducing a second constriction in series to the ﬁrst one with a wider section between
them, Eq. (4.65) becomes [Pop+12; FA02; MLG02]
𝑓q =

1
(2𝐼 𝛿𝛷)2 + ℎ2 |𝜈1 + 𝜈2 𝑒−𝑖2𝜋𝑞 |2 ,
ℎ√ p

(4.66)

under the condition that both constrictions exhibit coherent QPS with phase slip amplitudes 𝜈1,2 . The interference of both constrictions due to the Aharonov-Casher eﬀect is
mediated by the overall island charge 𝑞 (normalized to 2𝑒). This results in a 𝑞 = 2𝑒periodic oscillation of the transition when the island charge is varied via the gate capacitor
(as it is observed in Fig. 4.40).
The case of 𝜈1 = 𝜈2 is called symmetric and would lead to a | cos(𝜋𝑞)| dependence of
the level transition on gate charge 𝑞. At the sweet spot in magnetic ﬁeld (𝛿𝛷 = 0), the
transition would decrease to zero.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.40 however, the transition remains at a ﬁnite minimum value
of 6 GHz. This is the case when the phase slip rates diﬀer signiﬁcantly from each other
(𝜈1 ≫ 𝜈2 ).
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Figure 4.41: Transition frequencies for both transitions extracted from Fig. 4.40. The solid
lines are ﬁts to Eq. (4.66). As will be explained in Sec. 4.3.5, the blue points represent even
and the red ones odd charge parity [Gra+18].
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In Fig. 4.41, the transition data is extracted from ﬁts to individual peaks in the phase
shift versus frequency plot in Fig. 4.40 and ﬁtted by Eq. (4.66). The ﬁt gives phase slip
rates of 𝜈1 = 9.2 GHz and 𝜈2 = 3.3 GHz which supports the argument of largely unequal
rates in the two constrictions. This considerable variation in phase slip rates of a factor
of 3 despite equal fabrication parameters for both constrictions agrees with the ﬁndings in
loops with one constriction (see Sec. 4.2.5). The phase slip rates depend exponentially on
the constriction width which can be controlled by fabrication to a precision of ±2−5 nm.

f q ( q = 0 ) - f q ( q = π/ 2 ) ( G H z )

So far, the tuning of the transition by charge was only investigated at the sweet spot 𝛿𝛷 = 0.
According to Eq. (4.66), the maximum transition tunability with charge has to reduce away
from the sweet spot since there the inductive energy term is not negligible and superposes
the charge tuning eﬀect which exclusively aﬀects the QPS amplitude 𝐸s .
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Figure 4.42: Observed maximum detuning by charge for a variation for diﬀerent magnetic
ﬂux values. 𝛿𝛷 = 0 is the sweet spot. The black line is a ﬁt to Eq. (4.66) [Gra+18].

In Fig. 4.42, the maximum detuning by charge is plotted versus a variation in magnetic
ﬁeld or ﬂux, respectively. This is a result of many measurements just like that in Fig. 4.40,
repeated for diﬀerent values of ﬂux bias around the sweetspot. The observation agrees
well with the expected reduction of detuning by charge away from the sweet spot. The data
points are taken from measurements at diﬀerent ﬂux values and ﬁtted by Eq. (4.66).

4.3.5. Quasiparticles and charge parity
As aforementioned, in this section the appearance of two transitions in Fig. 4.39, Fig. 4.40
and Fig. 4.41 which are out of phase in regard to the applied gate charge is discussed. Out
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of phase means that the second transition is 𝜋-shifted with respect to the ﬁrst one. With 𝑞
normalized to 2𝜋, i. e. a shift of charge 𝑞 ′ = 𝑒. In a superconducting ﬁlm far away from
its critical temperature, critical current or critical magnetic ﬁeld, such a charge can only
be carried by quasiparticles. These are electron pair states that are occupied by only one
electron [Tin04]. The origin of these quasiparticles in unclear for the presented device.
However, the appearance of quasiparticles in superconducting thin-ﬁlm devices is rather
common even at very low temperatures.
If it is allowed for quasiparticles to enter the island between the constrictions, the island
can have odd or even charge parity depending on the overall number of quasiparticles.
The ﬂuctuations of the island charge parity can be understood by considering the nature
of the junctions in the device. Since the used short nanowire constrictions are formed by
a continuous superconducting wire with minimal charging energy (compared to Josephson junctions, which have a substantial charging energy due to the junction capacitance),
quasiparticles can enter the island without paying any additional charging energy. Hence,
the time, which a quasiparticle spends on the island, is determined by the normal state
resistance of the constriction. This time can be estimated to around 2 ns (see [Gra+18]).
In case of a large amount of quasiparticles in the system, a rapidly ﬂuctuating number of
quasiparticles on the island is expected. This leads to a behaviour of equal probabilities for
the two parities over the much longer measurement timescale as it is observed in Fig. 4.43.
It is clearly visible, that both states 𝑞 = 0 (blue solid line) and 𝑞 = 1𝑒 (red dashed line)
have identical populations. The two peaks visible diﬀer in height because the two modes
couple diﬀerently strong to the resonator mode. Furthermore the observation shows that
charge is not quantized on the island. This can be mapped with direct duality arguments to
the SQUID, where ﬂux threading its loop is not quantized, unlike the ﬂux in a continuous
superconducting ring.
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Figure 4.43: Phase response taken from Fig. 4.40 for island charge values of q = 0 (solid
line) and q = 1e (dashed line). The level population is equal for both parity states. The
diﬀerence in height of the two peaks visible for each parity state results from diﬀerently
strong coupling to the resonator mode [Gra+18].
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4.3.6. Conclusion
In the experiment presented in this section, the interference of two quantum phase slip
junctions (QPSJ), which where embedded into a superconducting loop, was successfully
proven. The utilized device is directly based on the experiments in the preceding section
Sec. 4.2. While in Sec. 4.2 the loops had only one constriction each, in this experiment
a second constriction was placed in series to the existing one. The islands or pieces of
superconducting wire between the constrictions were connected to gate capacitors that
allow to tune the charge on the island.
That a loop with one constriction can act like a ﬂux qubit based on the fact that QPS
can coherently be driven in a constriction had been shown in Sec. 4.2 and was directly
utilized here. For two constrictions which both permit QPS associated ﬂuxon tunnelling
the overall tunnelling rate is determined by the interference of both constrictions. In ﬁve
loops, coherent QPS (cQPS) could be conﬁrmed by observing a magnetic ﬁeld dependent level transition (see Fig. 4.36 to Fig. 4.38). Due to strong coupling, these transitions
caused avoided level crossings with the resonator mode when tuned into resonance (see
Fig. 4.35).
By tunnelling, the ﬂuxon determined by the superconducting loop, encircles the charged
island. According to the Aharonov-Casher (AC) eﬀect, the ﬂuxon gains a phase shift on
its trajectory which depends on the island charge. Such phase shift would change the
level transition energy. This was observed in this experiment (see Fig. 4.39 to Fig. 4.41).
The observation of a qubit transition tunable by the island charge is a direct proof of the
interference of the ﬂuxon trajectories (and cQPS in both constrictions, respectively) and
of the AC eﬀect. The periodic dependence of the qubit transition on the island charge is in
good agreement with theoretical predictions (see Fig. 4.41). The shown device represents
the exact dual to the well known Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)
where Cooper pair (charge) trajectories interfere with each other. This interference is
determined by the magnetic ﬂux which the Cooper pairs encircle based on the AharonovBohm eﬀect, the dual to the AC eﬀect (see Fig. 4.33). The device presented in this section
was therefore named Charge Quantum Interference Device (CQUID).
In the experiment, a second transition was observed which behaved in the same way as
the expected one but was completely out of phase in its dependence on the gate charge
(see Fig. 4.39 to Fig. 4.41). This transition results from the existence of superconducting
quasiparticles on the island. Two diﬀerent charge parity states of the system - even for
Cooper pairs and even numbers of quasiparticles and odd for odd numbers of quasiparticles
- were observed and studied (see Fig. 4.43).
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”Experiments always tell the truth. The misconceptions are in the interpretations.”
Hans-Jürgen Quadbeck-Seeger

In this ﬁnal chapter, the conclusion will be drawn on the research work which was described throughout this thesis. Understood experimental observations will be summarized
and unanswered questions will be touched.
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In this thesis, several experiments were performed with the aim of investigating coherent quantum phase slips (QPS). According to theoretical predictions, certain prerequisites
have to be fulﬁlled in order to observe coherent QPS in experiment. The QPS process
is predicted to appear in wires made from highly-disordered superconducting thin ﬁlms
when the wire cross-section is reduced down to the scale set by the coherence length. Furthermore, the wire has to be cooled to temperatures which are much lower than the critical
temperature of the superconducting ﬁlm.
The high disorder in the ﬁlms results in high sheet resistance values above the critical temperature and high kinetic inductance values below it. In this thesis, two superconducting
materials were utilized for the realization of QPS, namely granular aluminium (AlOx ) and
niobium nitride (NbN). The ﬁrst milestone in this thesis dealt with the optimization of a
fabrication method for highly-disordered AlOx thin ﬁlms. Using DC magnetron sputtering in an oxygen atmosphere, AlOx thin ﬁlms with sheet resistances of 1 − 10 k𝛺 were
realized that showed superconducting transitions at critical temperatures around 1.9 K. In
the ﬁlms, tightly-connected networks of mono-crystalline aluminium grains separated by
oxide barriers were formed. The sheet resistance values of the AlOx ﬁlms with a constant
thickness of 20 nm were adjusted via the oxygen partial pressure in the sputter process.
By fabricating microwave resonators out of these ﬁlms, the expected kinetic inductance
values, which were expected from the sheet resistances of the ﬁlms, were conﬁrmed. The
NbN thin ﬁlms were provided by a collaboration with the IPTH Jena. They were fabricated by an atomic layer deposition technique and their sheet resistance values of several
k𝛺 were adjusted via the ﬁlm thickness.
The second important stepping stone of this thesis was to realize wire cross sections on
the order of the superconducting coherence. For the AlOx as well as the NbN ﬁlms the
coherence length is on the order of 5 nm. Hence, an electron beam (e-beam) lithography
technique was adapted in which so-called spin-on glass was used as hard mask on top
of the superconducting ﬁlms. By consequent optimization, the patterned structure size
was reproducibly brought down to minimally 10 nm. The hard mask structure protected
the superconducting thin ﬁlms against subsequent chlorine based chemical plasma etching
which patterned the nm-scaled structures. The developed fabrication technique proved to
be successful for diﬀerent highly-disordered superconducting thin ﬁlms.
To demonstrate coherent QPS in the fabricated nanowires, the concept of a so-called quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ) was utilized. This circuit has been theoretically proposed by Mooij and Harmans in 2005 [MH05] and experimentally demonstrated for the
ﬁrst time by Astaﬁev et al. in 2012 [Ast+12]. A QPSFQ consists of a superconducting
loop, in which the magnetic ﬂux only appears in multiples of the ﬂux quantum 𝛷0 due to
ﬂux quantization, and an embedded nanowire. The number of ﬂuxons in the loop cannot
change unless the nanowire exhibits QPS which allows the ﬂuxons to tunnel across the
wire. In case of coherent QPS, which leads to coherent tunnelling of ﬂuxons, the circuit
forms a two-level system or quantum bit (qubit) where the two clasically localized states
are the adjacent ﬂuxon states in the loop.
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In the experiments presented in this thesis, several of these loop-nanowire devices were
electromagnetically coupled to superconducting microwave resonators. Due to their strong
coupling, the qubit, which can be considered an artiﬁcial atom, and the resonator, which
can be understood as a microwave photon ﬁeld, did interact with each other. The interaction allowed for dispersive readout of the two-level systems with the resonators, which is
well understood in terms of circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) [Bla+04]. To characterize the two-level systems, several experiments were performed such as magnetic ﬁeld
dependent level transitions as well as energy dependent multiphoton transitions, driven
Rabi oscillations and lifetime measurements. In a further experiment, a charge quantum
interference device due to the interference of coherent QPS of two nanowires in series
could be successfully realized for the ﬁrst time.
While the dynamics of the nanowires made from NbN agreed well with the concept of
coherent QPS, the experiment utilizing a nanowire made from AlOx suggests that the
nanowire formed a Josephson weak-link rather than a QPS nanowire. This opened up
the interesting question whether the nanowire cross section was not suﬃciently small to
allow for coherent QPS or the intrinsic structure of the material played a more sophisticated role than just resulting in the aimed high sheet resistance. As a promising future
experiment to clarify this question, the method presented in this thesis can be used. One
major change is to reduce the width of the embedded nanowire which can be achieved
with the established fabrication technique. This might bring the nanowire into the QPS
and out of the Josephson weak link regime. Then, the circuit should show - inter alia the clear behaviour of a quantum phase ﬂux qubit with a clear periodicity in ﬂux. As a
second helpful change, the loop arm facing the resonator could be made wider to increase
the coupling so that it might couple stronger to the bare resonator mode. This facilitates
the readout and measurement directly with the readout resonator. Another experiment is
to use the design, which was utilized to characterize the QPSFQs made from NbN, and
adapt it for granular aluminium. With appropriate wire widths, the devices are expected to
show QPSFQ behaviour. If both suggested experiments did not show QPSFQ behaviour,
this would imply that the intrinsic structure of granular aluminium would result in some
unexpected behaviour making it interesting for further investigations.
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A. Fabrication details
In the following, the parameters are listed which were used in the fabrication of the diﬀerent samples. Furthermore, some precautions are mentioned that had to be taken in order
to guarantee for reproducibility.
Of not mentioned diﬀerently, the fabrication steps are performed at the Karlsruhe Institute
for Technology.

A.1. Samples
A.1.1. Chip A0102
Sample A0102 contains the experiment discussed in Sec. 4.1. The fabrication procedure
is visualized in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.5 left column.

AlOx thin ﬁlm application
The application takes place in the home made ”SAPHIR” sputter tool.
Chip name

Date

A (no. 54)
pmc,psp /
pmc,msp
(µbar)

2014/12/15
ﬂowAr,psp /
ﬂowAr,msp
(sccm)

tpsp /
tmsp
(min)
3 ∶ 00 / 3 ∶ 32
ﬂowAr/O,psp /
ﬂowAr/O,msp
(sccm)

7.65 / 7.41

40.6 / 40.6

2.0 / 2.0

Ppsp /
Pmsp
(W)
100

Vpsp /
Vmsp
(V)
350 / 350

Ipsp /
Imsp
(mA)
285 / 285

Thickness
(nm)

Comment

22

R
(k𝛺)
3
over chip
(2016/03/03)

pulsed process,
rotation,
silicon wafer

The abbreviations ”psp” and ”msp” stand for pre-sputter and main sputter process.
”mc” stands for main chamber while ”Ar” represents argon and ”O” oxygen.
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NbOx passivation layer application
The application takes place in a commercial PLASSYS MEB 550 S evaporation tool.
Chip name

Date

A

2015/09/15

Deposition rate
(nm/s)
0.004

Thickness
(nm)
5

Angle
(∘ )
0

pmc,base
(mbar)
2.5 ⋅ 10−8

”mc” stands for main chamber.

HSQ (e-beam resist) application
The application is done in a standard spincoater, namely a POLOS Wafer Spinner.
Chip name

Date

Resist

A

2016/03/03
vspin
(rpm)
4000

HSQ 2%
tspin
(s)
60

aramp
(rpm/s)
7500

vramp
(rpm)
300
Thp
(∘ C)
150

tramp
(s)
4
thp
(s)
120

”hp” stands for hot plate.

e-beam lithography of HSQ
The lithography is performed in a 50 keV JEOL JBX-5500ZD e-beam machine.
Chip name

A

Date

2016/03/03

Beam dose
(µC/cm2 )
900

texp
(h)
2

”exp” stands for exposure.
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Comment
Pattern E0059,
wire doses
9.5, 14, 18

A. Fabrication details

Development of exposed HSQ
Chip name

Date

Developer

A

2016/03/03

MIF 726

tdev
(𝑠)
50

Rinse
60 s in H2 O.

”dev” stands for development.

HSQ and AlOx etching
The etching is performed with an Oxford Plasma Technology Plasmalab 100 ICP 180.
Chip name

Date

Recipe

A
ﬂowgas
(sccm)
2 / 12

2016/03/24
PRIE
(W)
100

HR-Ar-Cl
PICP
(W)
200

pset /preal
(mTorr)
10 / 9.6
tetch
(s)
80

Gases
Ar / Cl
Comment
15 min precond.

”Ar” and ”Cl” stand for argon and chlorine. ”RIE” and ”ICP” stand for reactive ion etching
and inductively coupled plasma. ”precond.” is abbreviated for preconditioning.

Optical resist application
The application is done in a standard spincoater, namely a POLOS Wafer Spinner.
Chip name

Date

Resist

A

2016/03/29
vspin
(rpm)
6000

AZ 5214E
tspin
(s)
60

aramp
(rpm/s)
7500

vramp
(rpm)
500
Thp
(∘ C)
110

tramp
(s)
3
thp
(s)
50

”hp” stands for hot plate.

In order to allow for a good contact of the resist on the etched surface, Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was used prior to resist application.
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Optical lithography
The lithography is performed with a MA6 maskaligner unit by SÜSS MicroTec. The
pattern is provided by a chromium mask. The resist is applied before the metal layer since
a lift-oﬀ technique is used.
Chip name

Date

A

2016/03/29

Iexp
(mW/cm2 )
5.0

Pexp
(W)
343

texp
(s)
7.0

Mode
Hard contact

”exp” stands for exposure.

Development of exposed optical resist
Chip name

Date

Developer

A

2016/03/29

AZ Developer : H2 O
1: 1

tdev
(𝑠)
45

Rinse
60 s in H2 O.

”dev” stands for development.

Aluminium thin ﬁlm application
The application takes place in a commercial PLASSYS MEB 550 S evaporation tool.
Chip name

Date

A

2016/03/29

Deposition rate
(nm/s)
0.2

Thickness
(nm)
30 (5 rpm rotation)
300 (no rotation)

Angle
(∘ )
20 / 0

pmc,base
(mbar)
6.6 ⋅ 10−8

”mc” stands for main chamber.

Steps of 5 s descum at 200 V and 10 mA plus 20 s cleaning with Ar plasma at −20∘ , 200 V,
15 mA and 5 rpm planetary rotation were performed prior to application in order to suﬃciently clean the surface from water and resist residuals.
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Stripping of aluminium thin ﬁlm
Chip name
A

Date
2016/03/29

Remover
NEP

Ultrasonic bath level
0−1

tlift−off
10

Rinse in
Isopropanol, H2 O
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A.1.2. Chip A0105
Sample A0105 contains the experiments discussed in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.2. The fabrication
procedure is visualized in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.5 right column.

NbN thin ﬁlm application
The application takes place as described in Sec. 3.1.2 and in [Lin+17] at the IPTH Jena.
A resistance of 6−7 k𝛺 at the diagonal of a 20×20 mm2 has been measured before starting
subsequent steps.

HSQ (e-beam resist) application
The application is done in a standard spincoater, namely a POLOS Wafer Spinner.
Chip name

Date

Resist

A

2016/03/24
vspin
(rpm)
4000

HSQ 2%
tspin
(s)
60

aramp
(rpm/s)
7500

vramp
(rpm)
300
Thp
(∘ C)
150

tramp
(s)
4
thp
(s)
120

”hp” stands for hot plate.

e-beam lithography of HSQ
The lithography is performed in a 50 keV JEOL JBX-5500ZD e-beam machine.
Chip name

A

Date

2016/03/24

Beam dose
(µC/cm2 )
900

texp
(h)
2

”exp” stands for exposure.
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8 wire doses
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Development of exposed HSQ
Chip name

Date

Developer

A

2016/03/24

MIF 726

tdev
(𝑠)
50

Rinse
60 s in H2 O.

”dev” stands for development.

Optical resist application
The application is done in a standard spincoater, namely a POLOS Wafer Spinner.
Chip name

Date

Resist

A

2016/04/01
vspin
(rpm)
6000

AZ 5214E
tspin
(s)
60

aramp
(rpm/s)
7500

vramp
(rpm)
500
Thp
(∘ C)
110

tramp
(s)
3
thp
(s)
50

”hp” stands for hot plate.

Optical lithography
The lithography is performed with a MA6 maskaligner unit by SÜSS MicroTec. The
pattern is provided by a chromium mask. The resist is applied before the metal layer since
a lift-oﬀ technique is used.
Chip name

Date

A

2016/04/01

Iexp
(mW/cm2 )
5.0

Pexp
(W)
347

texp
(s)
7.0

Mode
Hard contact,
pattern M0021 MIC𝑅 𝑒𝑠𝑣 1

”exp” stands for exposure.
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Development of exposed optical resist
Chip name

Date

Developer

A

2016/04/01

AZ Developer : H2 O
1: 1

tdev
(𝑠)
50

Rinse
60 s in H2 O.

”dev” stands for development.

Titanium and gold thin ﬁlm application
The application takes place in a commercial PLASSYS MEB 550 S evaporation tool.
The 5 nm titanium (Ti) layer serves as sticking layer between the NbN and the gold (Au)
layer.
Chip name

Date

A

2016/04/01

Deposition rate
(nm/s)
0.2

Thickness
(nm)
5 (Ti, no rotation)/
80 (Au) (no rotation)

Angle
(∘ )
0/
0

pmc,base
(mbar)
6.6 ⋅ 10−8

”mc” stands for main chamber.

No cleaning steps were done in order to avoid any risk for the thin NbN ﬁlm.

Stripping of Ti/Au thin ﬁlms
Chip name
A
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Date
2016/03/29

Remover
NEP

Ultrasonic bath level
0−1

tlift−off
10

Rinse in
Isopropanol, H2 O

A. Fabrication details

HSQ and NbN etching
The etching is performed with an Oxford Plasma Technology Plasmalab 100 at the Royal
Holloway, University of London.
Chip name

Date

Recipe

A
ﬂowgas
(sccm)
2 / 20

2016/04/20
PRIE
(W)
210

TiN Etch
PICP
(W)
No ICP

pset /preal
(mTorr)
100 / 100.1
tetch
(s)
20

Gases
Ar / CF4
Comment
5 min oxygen plasma

”Ar” and ”CF4 ” stand for argon and tetraﬂuoromethane. ”RIE” and ”ICP” stand for reactive
ion etching and inductively coupled plasma.
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A.1.3. Chip A0109
Since it became clear that the constrictions were wider than we had aimed at (see Sec. 4.2),
sample A0109 was fabricated with a lowered overall e-beam dose. The base dose of
1000 µC/cm2 was higher than before, but therefore the dose factors were reduced. The
reason for that were machine requirements since the wire dose factors spanned over a
large range. The sample eventually showed the originally sighted widths.

NbN thin ﬁlm application
The application takes place as described in Sec. 3.1.2 and in [Lin+17] at the IPTH Jena.
A resistance of 4−5 k𝛺 at the diagonal of a 20×20 mm2 has been measured before starting
subsequent steps.

HSQ (e-beam resist) application
The application is done in a standard spincoater, namely a POLOS Wafer Spinner.
Chip name

Date

Resist

A

2016/05/24
vspin
(rpm)
4000

HSQ 2%
tspin
(s)
60

aramp
(rpm/s)
7500

”hp” stands for hot plate.
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vramp
(rpm)
300
Thp
(∘ C)
150

tramp
(s)
4
thp
(s)
120

A. Fabrication details

e-beam lithography of HSQ
The lithography is performed in a 50 keV JEOL JBX-5500ZD e-beam machine.
Chip name

A

Date

Beam dose
(µC/cm2 )

2016/05/24

1000

texp
(h)

Comment
Pattern E0061b,
8 wire doses

2

”exp” stands for exposure.

Development of exposed HSQ
Chip name

Date

Developer

A

2016/05/24

MIF 726

tdev
(𝑠)
50

Rinse
60 s in H2 O.

”dev” stands for development.

Optical resist application
The application is done in a standard spincoater, namely a POLOS Wafer Spinner.
Chip name

Date

Resist

A

2016/05/24
vspin
(rpm)
6000

AZ 5214E
tspin
(s)
60

aramp
(rpm/s)
7500

vramp
(rpm)
500
Thp
(∘ C)
110

tramp
(s)
3
thp
(s)
50

”hp” stands for hot plate.
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Optical lithography
The lithography is performed with a MA6 maskaligner unit by SÜSS MicroTec. The
pattern is provided by a chromium mask. The resist is applied before the metal layer since
a lift-oﬀ technique is used.
Chip name

Date

A

2016/05/25

Iexp
(mW/cm2 )
5.0

Pexp
(W)
347

texp
(s)
7.0

Mode
Hard contact,
pattern M0024 RHUL𝐾 𝐼𝑇 2

”exp” stands for exposure.

Development of exposed optical resist
Chip name

Date

Developer

A

2016/05/25

AZ Developer : H2 O
1: 1

tdev
(𝑠)
50

Rinse
60 s in H2 O.

”dev” stands for development.

Titanium and gold palladium thin ﬁlm application
The application takes place in a commercial PLASSYS MEB 550 S evaporation tool. The
5 nm titanium (Ti) layer serves as sticking layer between the NbN and the gold palladium
(AuPd) layer.
Chip name

Date

A

2016/05/25

Deposition rate
(nm/s)
0.2

Thickness
(nm)
5 (Ti, no rotation)/
80 (AuPd) (no rotation)

Angle
(∘ )
0/
0

”mc” stands for main chamber.

No cleaning steps were done in order to avoid any risk for the thin NbN ﬁlm.
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pmc,base
(mbar)
6.6 ⋅ 10−8
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Stripping of Ti/Au thin ﬁlms
Chip name
A

Date
2016/05/25

Remover
NEP

Ultrasonic bath level
0−1

tlift−off
10

Rinse in
Isopropanol, H2 O

HSQ and NbN etching
The etching is performed with an Oxford Plasma Technology Plasmalab 100 at the Royal
Holloway, University of London.
Chip name

Date

Recipe

A
ﬂowgas
(sccm)
2 / 20

2016/06/06
PRIE
(W)
210

TiN Etch
PICP
(W)
No ICP

pset /preal
(mTorr)
100 / 100.1
tetch
(s)
15

Gases
Ar / CF4
Comment
5 min oxygen plasma

”Ar” and ”CF4 ” stand for argon and tetraﬂuoromethane. ”RIE” and ”ICP” stand for reactive
ion etching and inductively coupled plasma.
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A.2. General precautions
In this section, the precautions are discussed that had to be taken during the fabrication
processes.

HSQ (e-beam resist) application
This step is error-prone due to the low boiling point of the HSQ in combination with the
minor ﬁlm thickness of 50 nm that it is spun on. For decent spin-on results, the chip has to
be cleaned in a resist stripper like N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidon (NMP) at very soft ultrasound
for around 5 min. After that, the chip is directly immersed in isopropanol and subsequently
blown dry with a nitrogen gun.
The HSQ has to be stored in a standard refrigerator at any time. This keeps it usable for
around 3-4 months before one of its main ingredients Methyl isopropyl keton (MIPK) is
evaporated and the HSQ becomes jelly. In order to store it for a longer time, it has to be
frozen at −18∘ C.
For the spin-on process, the HSQ has to be warmed up to around 20∘ C. Leaving a small
bottle at room temperature for 20 min does this job. The ramp time should not be increased
above 3 − 4 s. Otherwise the HSQ starts to solidify before spinning takes place.
It has to be avoided to place the chip on a cold surface (e.g. a cold hot plate) immediately
after the resist baking on the hot plate. Placing the chip on a tissue or in a carrier is the
best.

Development of exposed HSQ
For HSQ on AlOx plus NbOx , the maximum development time is around 90 s. Above
that, the passivation layer NbOx becomes permeable and the developer starts to etch the
AlOx .

HSQ and AlOx etching
With the Oxford Plasma Technology Plasmalab 100 ICP 180 at the Karlsruhe Institue of
Technology, reproducible etching results from a step of 15 min of preconditioning which
means running the plasma without sample ﬁrst.
With the Oxford Plasma Technology Plasmalab 100 at the Royal Holloway, University
of London, reproducible etching results from a step of 5 min of oxygen plasma without
sample ﬁrst.
15 min preconditioning, 120s test etch with broken vacuum, etch time was set to 80s. Chip
was etched through.
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Optical resist application
In order to allow for a good contact of the resist on the etched surface, Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was used on chip A0102 prior to resist application.
All chips rest for 30 s before taken on the hot plate to allow for a reﬂow of the resist after
spinning.

Aluminium thin ﬁlm application
Steps of 5 s descum at 200 V and 10 mA plus 20 s cleaning with Ar plasma at −20∘ , 200 V,
15 mA and 5 rpm planetary rotation were performed prior to appliation in order to suﬃciently clean the surface from water and resist residuals.
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2.1. The superconducting order parameter 𝜓 plotted in the complex plane along
the wire axis x. Each turn of the helix represents a phase change by 2𝜋.
a Before the event of a phase slip, the wire carries n phase turns (here n
= 7). b During the phase slip event, the amplitude of the order parameter |𝜓| ﬂuctuates to zero. A voltage drop occurs over the wire and thus
the wire becomes resistive. c After re-establishing superconductivity, the
nanowire only carries n-1 phase turns (here n = 6). . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.2. a Two superconducting electrodes (blue) connected by a superconducting
nanowire forming a quantum phase slip (QPS) junction (not to scale). The
amplitudes of the two superconducting wavefunctions do not overlap over
the the nanowire because its length is bigger than the coherence length L
≫ 𝜉. Under this condition, quantum phase slips can happen. The spiral
represents the superconducting phase turns over the nanowire. b In an
electrical circuit, a QPS junction is represented by a diamond with a bar. .
2.3. a Two superconducting electrodes (blue) separated by an isolating barrier
(red) forming a Josephson junction (not to scale). The amplitudes of the
two superconducting wavefunctions |𝜓|1,2 2 decay exponentially over the
barrier (dashed lines). Their overlap (grey) provides coupling between
them. b In an electrical circuit, a Josephson junction is represented by a
cross referring to its non-linear current properties. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.4. Two superconductors are weakly linked by a superconducting bridge. The
length L of the link has to be smaller than the superconducting coherence
length 𝜉 in order to get an overlap of the superconducting wavefunctions
𝜓 1,2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.5. a A QPS junction (QPSJ) connected in series with a resistance R and
an inductance L. The voltage V distributes over the diﬀerent circuit elements (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 ). b A Josephson junction (JJ) shunted by a resistance R and a capacitance C. The current I splits up into I 1 , I 2 and I 3 (see
Eq. (2.46)) obeying Kirchhoﬀ’s current law. c Current-voltage characteristic of the voltage-biased QPS circuit shown in a. There is no current
ﬂowing through the junction for increasing applied voltage until a critical
voltage V c is reached and the junction becomes resistive. For more details
on stages i, ii and iii please refer to the text. d Current-voltage characteristic of the current-biased Josephson junction circuit shown in b. There
is no voltage drop over the junction for increasing current until a critical
current I c is reached and the junction becomes resistive. For more details
on stages i, ii and iii please refer to the text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.6. a Electrical circuit of the quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ). The
number N of ﬂuxoids (𝛷0 ) in the superconducting loop with inductance
L and embedded QPS junction QPSJ can only change in discrete numbers under external ﬂux bias. b Electrical circuit of the Cooper pair box
(CPB). The number N of Cooper pairs (2e) on the island (red) formed by
gate capacitor C and the Josephson junction JJ can only change in discrete
numbers under bias of the gate voltage V. c QPSFQ energy spectrum for N
= -1, 0, +1 ﬂuxoids in the loop (dashed parabolas) as a function of magnetic frustration f = 𝛷/𝛷0 . The QPS tunnelling Es lifts the degeneracy at
half-integer values of f. d CPB energy spectrum for N = -1, 0, +1 Cooper
pairs on the island (dashed parabolas) as a function of oﬀset gate charge
N g = CV/2e in units of 2e. The Josephson tunnelling EJ lifts the degeneracy at half-integer values of N g . c+d In both cases, coherent tunnelling
creates a two-level system with a ground state |0⟩ (blue) and an excited
state |1⟩ (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

24

2.7. Complete duality picture for Josephson and quantum phase slip (QPS)
junction recapturing the diﬀerent energetic regimes and typical systems
as discussed in this section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.8. Bloch sphere representation of a two-level system or qubit, respectively.
The ground state |0⟩ points in positive z direction while the excited state
|1⟩ points to the opposite. Any qubit state 𝜓 is represented as a point on
the surface of the sphere given by spherical coordinates as in Eq. (2.57)
with the Euler angles 𝜃 and 𝜙. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.9. a At the top, a 𝜆/2-type resonator is depicted. It is capacitively coupled to
its environment at both ends where only current nodes of standing waves
are allowed. At the bottom, a 𝜆/4-type resonator is represented with one
end connected to ground while the other is capacitely coupled to the environment. This allows for standing waves with a current node at the capacitively coupled end and an antinode at the grounded one. For both types,
the current I distributions along the line axis x of the standing waves of the
fundamental as well as ﬁrst and second harmonic are given. b Two possible realizations for a microwave transmission line resonator are displayed;
at the top, a microstrip geometry with backside metallization for grounding and at the bottom, a coplanar waveguide transmission line resonator
where ground is put on both sides of the inner conducting line. Further⃗ distributions of the structures are displayed in
more, the electric ﬁeld E
red. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.10. Energy and persistent current diagrams vs. applied frustration f = 𝛷/𝛷0 .
For zero phase slip amplitude, the energy spectrum EN is given by parabolas while the persistent current I p shows a saw-tooth like dependence on f
(solid line). A small phase slip amplitude results in a lifting of the degeneracy of the energy spectrum at multiples of 𝛷0 /2 which leads to a rounding
of the saw-tooth like dependence of the persistent current (dotted line).
For large phase slip amplitude, the degeneracy is lifted even further and
the persistent current shows a sinusoidal dependence on f (dashed line). .
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3.1. a Dependence of the AlOx sheet resistance on the Ar2 pressure [Rot+17].
b Homemade sputter tool for the AlOx deposition. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.2. a TEM image of an AlOx ﬁlm with a thickness of 20 nm and a sheet resistance of 2 k𝛺. A granular structure is visible with grains of a mean
size of 3-4 nm. The inset is a zoom into the black framed rectangular in
the main image. Here, the grains are clearly distinguishable. Inside the
grains, aluminium atoms are lined up indicating a mono-crystalline structure surrounded by amorphous oxide. b Intensity proﬁle and TEM diﬀraction pattern of the same ﬁlm. The colourized labels mark the peaks that
are in agreement with the corresponding lattice planes of the face-centred
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3.3. Broadened superconducting transition for a 22 nm thin AlOx ﬁlm [Wil15].
The sheet resistance Rsq is measured in a 4-probe way to remove cable
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3.4. a Transport measurement of the sheet resistance versus temperature of a
3.3 nm thin NbN ﬁlm. The inset shows a zoom into the low temperature
region. b Critical current density of a 1 µm wide wire, as a function of
applied perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld measured at 10 mK (solid markers)
and the extracted scaling of the critical current density jc (T c ) from measurements of T c (B) (hollow squares and line) showing the same functional
dependence (see Supplemental material of [Gra+18] for more details). . .
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3.5. a Deposition of the strongly disordered superconducting ﬁlm; either a 20
nm thick AlOx ﬁlm is deposited on a silicon (Si) substrate by reactive dc
magnetron sputtering or a 3-4 nm thick NbN ﬁlm by atomic layer (ALD)
growth. The AlOx ﬁlm is covered by a 5 nm thick NbOx passivation layer
to protect it from the developer. b Application and patterning of the 50
nm thick negative electron beam (e-beam) resist hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ). As depicted, nanowires and constrictions are exposed in a diﬀerent
way than bigger structures like loops, resonators or gates (see text for more
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3.6. Fabrication scheme after the steps shown in Fig. 3.5. Left column for AlOx
samples and right column for NbN samples. Overall steps are the same
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3.7. AlOx sample etched with the Cl2 based ICP etch process. Left top Loop
with nanowire. Right top Lateral proﬁle of an etched stack of 50 nm HSQ
(blue), 5 nm NbOx + 20 nm AlOx (red) and 50 nm silicon (green). Left
bottom 500 nm long and 20 nm wide nanowire with triangular connection
to the loop. Right bottom Zoom onto the 20 nm wide nanowire. . . . . . .
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3.8. Comparison of diﬀerent etch processes with a NbN sample. The diﬀerent
shades of grey represent areas with diﬀerent electrical conductivity. Left
pictures showing long meander with 100 nm wide wire arms and equal
spacings in between. In the right pictures a zoom in is shown. The upper
row represents the Cl2 based ICP etch process, while the lower row is the
CF4 based RIE process. In particular in the zoomed pictures, one can see
that the CF4 based RIE process results in rougher edges than the Cl2 based
ICP etch process. The CF4 based RIE process attacks silicon which leads
to the white dots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.9. Ultra-low temperature continuous microwave measurement setup. a Room
temperature part outside the cryostat where signals of a vector network
analyser (VNA) and a microwave source are combined by a directional
coupler and send into the cryostat on the ingoing signal line. On the line
outgoing from the cryostat, the signal is ampliﬁed before it returns to the
VNA. b Microwave setup part inside the cryostat. At the 4 K stage, the
microwave signal is attenuated when entering and ampliﬁed before leaving
the cryostat. The signal is further attenuated at the still and at the mixing
chamber (MC) before reaching the sample. The sample has an additional
magnetic shield. After the sample, the signal passes an isolator before
reaching the ampliﬁer at 4 K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.10. Pulsed microwave measurement setup with a legend of components on the
right side. a Room temperature part outside the cryostat. A fast digitalto-analog converter (DAC) produces the manipulation signal that is combined with the readout pulse on the ingoing line while the outgoing line is
downmixed and detected by a fast analog-to-digital converter card (ADC).
b The part inside the cryostat is identical to Fig. 3.9b. . . . . . . . . . . .
4.1. a Design sketch to scale of the meandered microstrip resonator coupled
to the microwave feedline (horizontal) with a loop capacitively coupled to
the end of the resonator. b SEM picture showing the end of the resonator
(coloured in yellow) and the loop (coloured in blue). The loop contains
a 250 nm long and 20 nm wide wire at the bottom. c Zoom onto the
nanowire area (coloured in blue). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2. a Electrical equivalent circuit of the experiment containing the resonator
(yellow) and the loop with embedded nanowire (blue). b Simulated charge
distribution of the the end of the resonator and the loop at the resonator
frequency. The simulation was performed with Sonnet® . . . . . . . . . .
4.3. a Photograph of the silicon chip which contains the experiment (see dashed
rectangle) shown in Fig. 4.1. In the centre, the aluminium microwave feedline is highlighted. The chip is glued onto the copper plated PCB. At left
and right side, the feedline is bonded to the copper CPW microwave feedline of the PCB. DC lines at top and bottom were not used in the experiment. b The PCB is ﬁxed on the rectangular copper sample holder (top).
After mounting the PCB, the sample holder is closed with a copper cover
(bottom). c The closed sampleholder (bottom) with SMA microwave and
DC cables is subsequently covered by a lead shield (mid) and a cryoperm
shield (top) in order to protect the experiment from stray magnetic ﬁelds. .
4.4. Transmission amplitude |S21 | (top) and phase arg(S21 ) (bottom) signal plotted versus readout frequency of the VNA. The spectrum is measured at
-115 dBm and 20 mK. A large resonance at 6.22 GHz is observed as well
as a small one at 6.17 GHz. insets Zooms onto the small resonance which
is a sideband mode of resonator and loop (see text). . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.6. a Electrical circuit of the quantum phase slip ﬂux qubit (QPSFQ). The
number N of ﬂuxoids (𝛷0 ) in the superconducting loop with inductance L
and embedded QPS junction (QPSJ) can only change in discrete numbers
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the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld. The red line presents a ﬁt of the
magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the resonance frequency with Eq. (4.17). . .
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4.10. Relation between the loop phase 𝜑loop and the phase drop over the weak
link 𝜑wl . Since the system is a closed superconducting loop the phase must
always be a multiple of 2𝜋 associated to a discrete number of ﬂuxons in
the loop. Due to the high 𝛽L of the weak link, the system becomes multivalued with metastable states (solid lines). The phase dynamics of the
system can be represented as particle (circles) in a metastable state. The
particle will stay in one state until the external phase exceeds a certain
value and allows the system to occupy a higher (+𝛷0 ) or lower (−𝛷0 )
state. The red, blue and green circle correspond to 0, 1 or 2 ﬂuxons in the
loop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.11. Magnetic ﬁeld scan recorded after a preceding magnetic ﬁeld sweep to
more than ﬁve times a 𝛷0 ﬂux in the loop. The sideband mode resonance
amplitude is plotted in colour versus the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld.
Several diﬀerent anticrossings are visible including ”bumps” in the resonance spectrum. The red line presents the resonance at minimum amplitude as a guide to the eye. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.12. Potential Eq. (4.28) of the loop - weak link system plotted over the phase
drop over the weak link 𝜑wl for zero magnetic ﬁeld. The phase dynamics
are represented by a particle (red circle) which is situated in the centre
well. The energy levels in the centre as well as the adjacent wells are
plotted (solid lines). 𝜖 is the potential tilt, U 0 is the barrier height between
adjacent wells and 𝛷m represents the ﬂux diﬀerence between two adjacent
minima. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.13. The potential given by Eq. (4.28) plotted over the phase drop over the
weak link 𝜑wl for 0 𝛷0 (thin solid line), 3 𝛷0 (dashed dotted line) and
5 𝛷0 (thick solid line). The phase dynamics is represented by particles.
Increasing the external ﬂux (red horizontal arrows) tilts the potential. Increasing from 0 𝛷0 , the particle (red circle) is lifted up (red vertical arrows)
as long as a barrier separates two neighbouring wells. Without barrier, the
particle ”rolls” down the potential (black arrows) until being trapped in a
neighboring well (blue or green circle). During a subsequent reduction
of the external ﬂux (blue horizontal arrows), the particles remain in their
occupied wells. The circle colors correspond to Fig. 4.10. . . . . . . . . .
4.14. a Potential Eq. (4.28) plotted at an external ﬂux of 1.5 𝛷0 with the system occupying the second metastable state from zero (green circle, see
Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.10). Under this conditions, coherent, resonant tunnelling can take place through the barrier between states |0⟩ and |1⟩ (doublesided arrow). b This system forms a two level system with a degeneracy
that is lifted by 𝛥. The energy diﬀerence between the two dressed states
is given by Eq. (4.30). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.15. Magnetic ﬁeld dependent two-level transitions as shown in Fig. 4.8 for
3 subsequent, hysteretic magnetic ﬁeld cycles leading the system to occupy adjacent metastable ﬂuxon states. The solid lines represent ﬁts to
Eq. (4.30) with the same parameters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.16. Dependence of the transition in Fig. 4.8 on the readout power PVNA , here
given without setup attenuation. The qubit transition is ﬁxed at the sweet
spot (𝛥 E = 𝛥) and investigated via the dispersive readout technique. The
change of the transition with PVNA is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.33) (red line). This
is used to calibrate the average number of photons < n > in the resonance
mode with the applied microwave power. This calibrated photon number
is displayed as upper x axis. The drive power level is at Pmw = -102 dBm
including setup attenuation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.17. a Rabi drive protocol. After applying a drive (see Eq. (4.34)) for time
𝛥t to the qubit, a readout pulse extracts the qubit state. b Subsequent
measurements with varied drive pulse duration 𝛥t (single stars) plotted
over 𝛥t gives the Rabi oscillation. The transmission amplitude |S21 | of the
sideband resonance used to read out the qubit state dispersively is plotted versus 𝛥t. The green solid line represents a ﬁt by an exponentially
damped cosine function. c Rabi oscillations like in b measured for different drive power amplitudes Arms . The transmission amplitude |S21 | is
plotted in color. The white dashed horizontal line corresponds to the drive
power amplitude value at which the ﬁgure in b is taken. . . . . . . . . . .
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4.18. Rabi frequency values 𝛺R extracted from ﬁts of Eq. (4.35) to each Rabi
oscillation in Fig. 4.17c plotted versus the corresponding drive amplitude
values Arms . The linear dependence of 𝛺R on Arms (solid line as guide to
the eye) is in nice agreement with the expected behaviour (see Eq. (4.35)).
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4.19. a T 1 pulse sequence. Prepared in the ground state, the qubit is excited
by a 𝜋-pulse. After a waiting time of 𝛥t, the qubit state is read out by
a readout pulse. b Repeating the pulse sequence with increasing waiting
time 𝛥t. Each circle including error bar represents a single measurement
plotted over the corresponding 𝛥t value. The measurement is ﬁtted by an
exponential decay (red solid line) giving the T 1 lifetime of the qubit. . . .
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4.20. a T 2 ∗ (Ramsey) pulse sequence. Prepared in the ground state, the qubit
is excited by a 𝜋/2-pulse. After a waiting time of 𝛥t, another 𝜋/2-pulse
rotates it back to the ground state, where the qubit state is extracted by
a readout pulse. b Repeating the pulse sequence from a with increasing
waiting time 𝛥t. Each black circle including error bar represents a single
measurement plotted over the corresponding 𝛥t value. The measurement
is ﬁtted by an exponential decay (upper red line) giving the T 2 ∗ lifetime
of the qubit. Repeating the pulse sequence from c with increasing waiting
time 𝛥t. Each blue circle including error bar represents a single measurement plotted over the corresponding 𝛥t value. The measurement is ﬁtted
by an exponential decay (lower red line) giving the T 2 lifetime of the qubit.
c T 2 (spin-echo) pulse sequence. The waiting time of 𝛥t in the T 2 ∗ (Ramsey) pulse sequence is interrupted by an additional 𝜋-pulse that rotates the
qubit to the other side of the equator. This leads to refocussing before the
qubit is rotated back to the ground state where the qubit state is extracted
by a readout pulse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.21. a 16 diﬀerent loops with constrictions galvanically coupled to the center of a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator (blue). Above and below, there are ground
planes, left and right, microwave connection pads are placed (all yellowish). b A SEM picture of the 9 inner loops presenting the variation of loop
sizes and shared coupling inductances. c Zoom onto a single loop. The
loop wire width is 1.2 µm. d Further zoom onto the constriction with a
width of 51 nm. It can be seen that the complete structure shows an additional surrounding which is due to overexposure in the e-beam process. As
mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3, the CF4 based RIE process attacks silicon which
leads to the white dots around the constriction. The diﬀerent shades of
grey represent areas with diﬀerent electrical conductivity. . . . . . . . . .
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4.22. a On-chip experiment (black) glued in the centre of a gold coated PCB.
The left and right PCB connection ports are used for the transmission measurement. Contacts between chip and PCB are done via aluminium wire
bonds. The PCB is mounted on a copper holder. b The copper holder
is covered by a copper cover incorporating a solenoid coil (right bottom).
The closed copper holder is mounted onto a post which is ﬁxed at the mixing chamber of the cryostat. Cryoperm (left) from muShield and superconducting aluminium (mid) shield will protect the mounted post (right)
against stray magnetic ﬁelds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.23. Transmission amplitude |S21 | plotted versus frequency. The spectrum is
measured at -115 dBm and 12 mK (black line). For the fundamental resonance mode, a simulation with a kinetic sheet inductance of 0.55 nH (red
line) is in very good agreement with the measurement. . . . . . . . . . .
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4.24. Resonator phase signal at resonance plotted versus applied magnetic ﬁeld.
An avoided level crossing between qubit and resonator can be observed
with virtual mirror axis (dashed line). The measurement is performed at
-115 dBm and 12 mK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.25. The same measurement as shown in 4.24 performed over a large magnetic
ﬁeld range (black line). top Four anti-crossings with a periodicity in magnetic ﬁeld of 54.1 µT can be observed. bottom Zoom onto a much smaller
periodic pattern. It has a magnetic ﬁeld periodicity of 21.8 µT. . . . . . . 100
4.26. Avoided level crossing of qubit 1 and resonator fundamental mode displayed as grey-scale coded microwave transmission amplitude versus probe
frequency and magnetic ﬁeld. The red line is the ﬁt of Eq. (4.45) while
the black dashed line represents the qubit transition observed in Fig. 4.27. 102
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4.27. Dependence of the transition of qubit 1 on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by
dispersive readout technique. The readout power level is at PVNA = -115
dBm while the drive power level is at Pmw = -75 dBm both including setup
attenuation. left The phase signal at the second harmonic resonance of the
resonator is plotted in grayscale versus additional drive frequency f mw and
external magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the sample.
When f mw = f q (Bext ), the resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to
coupling. right The transition is ﬁtted (red line) by Eq. (4.51). . . . . . . 105
4.28. Dependence of the transition of qubit 16 on magnetic ﬁeld investigated by
dispersive readout technique. The readout power level is at PVNA = -115
dBm while the drive power level is at Pmw = -75 dBm both including setup
attenuation. left The amplitude signal at the fundamental resonance of the
resonator is plotted in grayscale versus additional drive frequency f mw and
external magnetic ﬁeld Bext which is applied perpendicular to the sample.
When f mw = f q (Bext ), the resonator experiences a dispersive shift due to
coupling. right The transition is ﬁtted (red line) by Eq. (4.51). . . . . . . 106
4.29. Coherent QPS amplitudes of the two observed qubits plotted versus their
nanowire widths (blue circles). The errors in x are due to the limitations in
measuring the widths. The data is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.55) with ﬁt parameters
𝛼 and 𝛽 on the order of unity (green solid line). The dashed lines represent
the uncertainty range due to the error in widths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
4.30. Dependence of the transition of qubit 1 on the readout power PVNA applied via the vector network analyser (VNA). The qubit transition is ﬁxed
at the sweet spot and investigated via the dispersive readout technique.
The change of the transition with PVNA is ﬁtted with Eq. (4.56) (red line).
The result is utilized to calibrate the average number of photons <n> in
the resonance mode with the applied microwave power. This calibrated
photon number is displayed as upper x axis. The drive power level is at
Pmw = -90 dBm including setup attenuation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
4.31. top Transition of qubit 16 measured by dispersive readout as shown in
Fig. 4.28. right Here, the ﬁrst blue-sideband transition f q + 1⋅f r (blue
line) above the resonator fundamental mode f r (dashed line, yellow) as
well as the ﬁrst red-sideband f q - 1⋅f r (red line) below f r are ﬁtted. The
ﬁts by Eq. (4.51) are done with the parameters taken from Tab. 4.3. bottom
Transition of qubit 1 measured by dispersive readout as shown in Fig. 4.27.
right Here, the ﬁrst blue-sideband transition f q + 1⋅f r (blue line) above the
resonator fundamental mode f r (dashed line, yellow) is ﬁtted by Eq. (4.51)
with the parameters taken from Tab. 4.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
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4.32. Dependence of the transition of qubit 1 (bottom) as well as its ﬁrst bluesideband transition (top) as shown in Fig. 4.31 on applied qubit drive
power Pmw . The readout power level is at PVNA = -120 dBm including
setup attenuation. For low drive power levels only the qubit’s transition
from ground to excited state is populated. Only for higher drive power levels also the blue-sideband transition can be driven. Both transitions show
a power broadening with increasing drive power levels. . . . . . . . . . . 112
4.33. Comparison of the Ahoronov-Casher and the Aharonov-Bohm eﬀect in
devices. a In the Aharonov-Casher eﬀect, a ﬂuxon 𝛷0 which encircles
a charge 2𝑒 picks up a phase shift 𝜙AC . The device is a superconducting
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4.34. a 16 diﬀerent loops with two constrictions in series per loop. The loops are
galvanically coupled to the center of a CPW 𝜆/2-resonator (blue). Above
and below, there are ground planes as well as voltage bias lines, and left
and right, microwave connection pads are placed (all yellowish). b A SEM
picture of 2 inner loops with a voltage bias line that splits up to both loops.
The loop wire width is 1.2 µm. c Zoom onto the two constrictions in series
(left). The island between them (right) is connected to a parallel line gate
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4.35. Avoided level crossings of loops 1,2,5,7,9 (red arrows) and the resonator
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